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ABSTRACT

In this dissertation, I investigate the structure and composition of marine

sediments and the upper oceanic crust using seismic data and rock

physics theories. Common marine sediments such as silty clays exhibit

anisotropy because they are made up of thin sub-parallel lamellae of

contrasting mineralogical composition and differing elastic properties. In

1986, Rondout Associates, Inc. and Woods Hole Oceanographic

Institution recorded direct shear waves in shallow marine sediments in

21-m-deep water by using a newly developed ocean-bottom shear source

and a multicomponent on-bottom receiver. A nearby drill hole showed

that the sediments are interbedded silty clays, clays, and sands. I used an

anisotropic reflectivity program written by Ceo-Pacific Corporation to

produce synthetic seismograms to estimate the five independent elastic

stiffnesses necessary for describing transverse isotropy, the form of

anisotropy found in these sediments. The synthetics fit the vertical and

two horizontal components for two intersecting profiles, 150 and 200 m

long. The data require low shear velocities « 400 m/s) and high

attenuation (Qs < 100) in about the top 30 m of the sediments. In the

top 10 m, silty clay exhibits 12 - 15% anisotropy for shear waves. In this

dissertation, I also consider the applicability of various rock physics

theories to modeling the oceanic crust. Seismic velocities are controlled

by the porosity, typically 20 - 30% for the top of layer 2. Most rock

physics theories that relate seismic velocities to porosities are invalid for

such high porosities. I combined elements of the self-consistent and

noninteraction approaches to extend some rock physics theories for

porosities up to at least 30 - 35%. Since the oceanic crust contains pores
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and cracks of many shapes, an appropriate theory must model round

pores as well as flat cracks. I present examples of how layer 2A of the

oceanic crust might be represented using an extended version of the

Kuster-Toksoz theory. Alteration processes modify the pore structure of

the oceanic crust. Currently, alteration is measured primarily from ocean

drilling results. By developing a realistic relationship between seismic

velocities and the age-dependent pore structure, the work in this

dissertation will permit seismic investigation of crustal evolution.
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CHAPTER 1

Sediments and the Shallow Oceanic

Crust: An Introduction

1.1 BACKGROUND

In order to understand the deep structure of the oceanic lithosphere, we

must first accurately model the shallow oceanic crust and overlying

sediments. Direct sampling beneath the dike swarms in the oceanic crust

has not yet been accomplished. From dredge samples and drill cores,

petrologists extrapolate back to the deep source melts which produced

the shallow rocks (e.g., Natland, 1980; Bryan and Moore, 1977; Nisbet

and Fowler, 1978). A similar extrapolation, in time rather than in space,

can be performed by studying the geology of ophiolites (e.g., Christensen

and Salisbury, 1975; Casey and Karson, 1981; Pallister and Hopson, 1981;

Rothery, 1983). The ophiolites, however, have generally undergone

metamorphic and tectonic changes which obscure the original structures

and compositions of the rocks they expose (Gass and Smewing, 1973;

Salisbury and Christensen, 1978; Coleman, 1977; 1981). Some ophiolites

may represent crust formed elsewhere than in a mid-ocean ridge

environment (Coleman, 1977).

All geological and geophysical evidence for deep oceanic lithosphere

structure is indirect. Most geophysical experiments lack sufficient

resolution to depict fine details of the deep structure, and the resulting

models are nonunique. Neither geological nor geophysical data alone can

completely resolve the deep lithospheric structure, but combining them

can perhaps answer some of the general questions. All deep models,

however, include assumptions about the shallow structure.
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Therefore, reliable models of the marine sediments and the shallow

oceanic crust are essential to improving our understanding of the oceanic

lithosphere.

This dissertation uses seismic data and rock physics theories to

address the important questions of the structure and composition of

marine sediments and the upper oceanic crust. Accurate seismic velocity

models of the sediments enable accurate deep structure models to be

developed, since most of the lateral heterogeneity and long traveltimes of

seismic waves will occur in the sediments and shallow crust (e.g.,

Purdy, 1982; Bratt and Purdy, 1984). Since porosity effects control the

seismic properties of the shallow oceanic crust, rock physics theories

relating seismic velocities to porosities can be used to model the shallow

oceanic crustal structure, as well as its evolution with age and depth

(Wilkens et al., 1991).

1.2 MARINE SEDIMENTS

Laboratory measurements and seismic experiments show that anisotropy

is a pervasive feature in marine sediments (Banik, 1984; Carlson

et al., 1984; Davis and Clowes, 1986). Cominon marine sediments such as

silty clays exhibit anisotropy because they are made up of thin

sub-parallel lamellae of contrasting mineralogical composition and

differing elastic properties (Carlson et al., 1984). Conventional marine

seismic experiments, however, cannot quantify the anisotropy because

they do not record unconverted shear waves (Fryer and Miller, 1986;

Miller, 1987; Fryer et al., 1989).

In 1986, Rondout Associates, Inc. (RAI) and Woods Hole

Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) recorded direct shear waves in

shallow marine sediments by using a newly developed ocean-bottom shear
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source and a multicomponent on-bottom receiver (Carter et al., 1987;

Sutton et al., 1987). No single isotropic model could be adequately fit to

the data, implying anisotropy (Sutton et al., 1987). The seismic

experiment was conducted in 21-m-deep water about 10 km east of the

New Jersey coast. Chapter 2 of this dissertation describes modeling the

anisotropy in the top 50 m of marine sediments beneath two of the

RAI/WHOI refraction profiles.

I used an anisotropic reflectivity program (Mallick and Frazer, 1988;

1990) to produce synthetic seismograms to estimate the five independent

elastic stiffnesses (Love, 1920) necessary for describing transverse

isotropy, the form of anisotropy found in these sediments. The synthetics

fit the vertical and two horizontal components of the data for both

profiles. The two intersecting profiles are 150 and 200 m long. These

profiles are not long enough to constrain compressional wave velocities

and anisotropy, but are quite adequate to find the shear wave anisotropy.

A nearby drill hole (Hathaway et al., 1976; Richards, 1978) showed

that the sediments are interbedded silty clays, clays, and sands. The data

require low shear velocities « 400 m/s) and high attenuation (Qs < 100)

in about the top 30 m of the sediments. In thetop 10 rn, transversely

isotropic silty clay exhibits 12 - 1.5% anisotropy for shear waves.

Chapters 3 and 4 of this dissertation discuss the implications of

anisotropy for seismic reflection data processing, using sedimentary rocks

and the silty clay described in Chapter 2 as examples. Shear wave

stacking velocities pose a problem when processing and interpreting data

recorded in anisotropic media. Methods used to find shear wave stacking

velocities in isotropic media will not always provide good estimates in

anisotropic media (Levin, 1989). Although isotropic methods often can

be used to estimate shear wave stacking velocities in transversely
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isotropic media with vertical symmetry axes, the estimations fail for some

transversely isotropic media even though the anisotropy is weak

(Thomsen, 1986; Levin, 1989).

For a given anisotropic medium, the shear wave stacking velocity

can be estimated using isotropic methods if the isotropic Snell's law

approximates the anisotropic Snell's law and if the shear wavefront is

smooth enough near the vertical axis to be fit with an ellipse. Most of the

15 transversely isotropic media examined in Chapter 3 meet these

conditions for short reflection spreads and small ray angles. Any

transversely isotropic medium will meet these conditions if the transverse

isotropy is weak an~ caused by thin subhorizontal layering. For three of

the media examined in Chapter 3, the anisotropy is weak, but the shear

wavefronts are not even approximately elliptical near the vertical axis,

and thus isotropic methods provide poor estimates of the shear wave

stacking velocities. These results confirm that for any given transversely

isotropic medium, it is possible to determine whether or not shear wave

stacking velocities can be estimated using isotropic velocity analysis.

Chapter 4 shows that for the silty clay described in Chapter 2, the

shear wave stacking velocity can be approximated using isotropic velocity

analysis. The stacking velocity for the silty clay must not, however, be

confused with the vertical ray velocity. If the vertical ray velocity is

assumed to be the same as the shear wave stacking velocity, the shear

wave interval velocity will be overestimated by about 84% for the silty

clay.

1.3 UPPER OCEANIC CRUST

In Chapter 5 of this dissertation, I consider the applicability of various

rock physics theories to modeling the top few hundred meters of the
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oceanic crust. The seismic velocities and attenuation of the upper oceanic

crust are controlled to a great extent by the porosity (Wilkens

et al., 1991), which is 15 - 30% for the top of layer 2 (Hyndman and

Drury, 1976; Whitmarsh, 1978; Carlson and Raskin, 1984; Carlson and

Herrick, 1990). Most of the rock physics theories that relate seismic

velocities to porosities do not remain valid for these moderately high

porosities (e.g., Walsh, 1965a; 1969; Wu, 1966; Mal and Knopoff, 1967;

Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a,b; O'Connell and Budiansky, 1974; 1977;

Mehta, 1983). I have used a combination of the self-consistent and

noninteraction approaches (Bruner, 1976; Cheng, 1978; Nishizawa, 1982;

Henyey and Pomphrey, 1982) to extend some of the rock physics theories

so that they remain valid for porosities up to at least 30%.

Since the oceanic crust contains pores and cracks of many shapes,

varying from microcracks and vesicles (Yeats and Mathez, 1976; Wilkens

et al., 1991) to collapsed lava tubes and drained pillows (Newmark

et al., 1985), an appropriate rock physics theory must model round pores

as well as flat cracks. The theory of Kuster and Toksoz (1974a,b)

approximates cracks and pores as spheroids that vary in width. Flat

cracks are modeled as extremely oblate spheroids, while round pores are

approximated by spheres or prolate spheroids. In this way, the shapes

typically seen in the upper oceanic crust can be accomodated in the

modeling. Chapter 5 presents examples of how the structure of layer 2A

of the oceanic crust might be represented using an extended version of

the Kuster-Toksoz theory.

A primary goal of this work is to facilitate future comparisons of

detailed seismic models for the upper oceanic crust (Toomey et al., 1990;

Christeson et al., 1991; Purdy et al., 1991) to geological and geophysical

data provided by core samples, well logs, and borehole images from the
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Deep Sea Drilling Project and the Ocean Drilling Program (Hyndman

and Drury, 1976; Schreiber and Fox, 1976; Yeats and Mathez, 1976;

Carlson and Raskin, 1984; Newmark et al., 1985; Carlson and

Herrick, 1990; Wilkens et al., 1991). Then models for how seismic

velocities change as the oceanic crust evolves with age and depth can be

compared to models of how the porosity similarly evolves (Christensen

and Salisbury, 1973; Schreiber and Fox, 1976; Alt et al., 1986; Gillis and

Robinson, 1988; Wilkens et al., 1991). An improved understanding of the

shallow crustal structure will enhance investigation of the deep oceanic

lithosphere structure.
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CHAPTER 2

In Situ Measurement of

Transverse Isotropy in

Shallow-Water Marine Sediments

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Conventional marine seismic studies assume an isotropic velocity

structure for marine sediments. Yet marine sediment cores routinely show

anisotropy (Bachman, 1979; 1983; Carlson et al., 1984). Although highly

anisotropic minerals such as calcite make up typical sediments, within

each sedimentary microlayer these minerals orient. randomly, making

individual microlayers isotropic. Anisotropy of marine sediments results

primarily from bedding, the interleaving of thin isotropic layers (Carlson

et al., 1984). Any medium composed of different isotropic layers that are

much thinner than a seismic wavelength is anisotropic. This lamellate

medium will exhibit transverse isotropy with an axis of symmetry

orthogonal to the layering (Postma, 19.55; Backus, 1962).

To completely describe the compressional and sheaf wave velocities

of seismic waves travelling in an arbitrary direction through a

transversely isotropic (TI) medium, five independent elastic parameters

are required (Love, 1920). Determining all five parameters necessitates

recording compressional waves, and shear waves in two directions.

Conventional marine seismic experiments may detect indications of

anisotropy, such as mismatches between models derived from reflection

and refraction studies (Davis and Clowes, 1986) or discrepancies between

seismic models and drill hole data (Banik, 1984). But quantifying the

anisotropy completely (i.e., determining all five parameters) is impossible

unless unconverted shear waves are recorded.
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Recently, it has become technologically feasible for marine

experiments to record unconverted shear waves by using multi-component

ocean-bottom receivers and newly developed ocean-bottom sources

(Sutton et al., 1987; Carter et al., 1987; Dorman et al., 1986; 1987; Akal

et al., 1986; Gehrmann et al., 1984). In this chapter, I describe the

successful in situ measurement of transverse isotropy in shallow marine

sediments, using an ocean-bottom shear source. I have estimated all five

elastic stiffnesses for the TI sediments. This work has significant

implications for the mineralogy of the sediments and also for the design

of future experiments to quantify anisotropy.

2.2 BACKGROUND

2.2.1 Experiment

In 1986, Rondout Associates, Inc. (RAI) and Woods Hole Oceanographic

Institution (WHOI) used an ocean-bottom source and an ocean-bottom

sensor to investigate the detailed seismic velocity and attenuation

structure of shallow marine sediments off the coast of New Jersey (Sutton

et al., 1987; Carter et al., 1987). The ocean-bottom shear wave source

sled developed by WHOI is shown in Figure 2.1. The sled held two

horizontally mounted 10-cubic-inch airguns that fired in opposing

directions (port and starboard). Runners on the sled bottom transmitted

SH energy into the sediments when the guns were fired individually. The

airgun blasts produced abundant P-SVenergy. For the shear waves, the

dominant frequency was about 10 Hz, while compressional waves had

dominant frequencies of about 20-30 Hz recorded on the vertical

component geophone. Similar sources have been used previously by Akal

et al. (1986) and Gehrmann Pot, al. (1984).

8



AIR AND
FIRING LINES

Figure 2.1: Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution shear wave source sled.
Rails along the bottom of the sled couple SHwaveenergy into the sediments
(Sutton et al., 1987; Carter et al., 1987).
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For the ocean-bottom sensor, three orthogonal geophones and a

hydrophone were all mounted on a receiver toboggan, which was deployed

at different distances from the source sled, to record high-resolution

refraction profiles. Misalignment of the receiver toboggan could be

corrected by rotating the horizontal component data to the azimuth at

which the first arrival showed the smallest transverse horizontal

amplitude. Occasional misalignment of the source sled decreased the

amplitude of the SH waves generated, without otherwise affecting the

results (Carter et al., 1987).

Summing the data recorded from the two oppositely directed

airguns emphasized the P and SV waves on the vertical and radial

horizontal components. This procedure cancelled SH waves on the

transverse horizontal component. Similarly, differencing the data from

the port and starboard airguns emphasized the SH waves on the

transverse horizontal component, while cancelling the P and SV waves on

the vertical and radial horizontal components. In this manner, record

sections for vertical, radial horizontal, and transverse horizontal motion

were constructed (Sutton et al., 1987; Carter et al., 1987).

2.2.2 Setting

The two profiles discussed in this chapter were recorded in 21-m-deep

water near the Atlantic Margin Coring Project (AMCOR) hole number

6011 (Figure 2.2). The longer profile is about 200 m long, with an

average receiver spacing of about 8 m. The shorter profile is about 150 m

long, with the same average receiver spacing. The two profiles are

unreversed, but do intersect. Some lateral heterogeneity is probably

present in the shallow marine sediments beneath the two profiles, but the

bathymetry is fairly uniform (Figure 2.2) and the shallowest sediments do

not dip significantly (Hathaway et al., 1976). Drill cores collected at the
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Figure 2.2: Location of the 1986 RAIjWHOI seismic experiment and
nearby drill hole. Arrow and small dot in inset show map location. Large
dot indicates drill site 6011 from the 1976 U. S. Geological Survey Atlantic
Margin Coring (AMCOR) project (Hathaway et al., 1976). Straight lines
indicate two intersecting seismic profiles recorded near AMCOR site 6011
in 1986 (Sutton et al., 1987; Carter et a1., 1987). Curves show bathymetry
in meters. Contour interval 0.305 m.
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6011 site during the U.S. Geological Survey's AMCOR project

(Hathawayet al., 1976) show that the sediments are interbedded silty

clays, clays, and sands (Figure 2.3). Because the cores were severely

disturbed, sediment interface depths determined from the drilling results

are accurate to ±9 m, the length of a core (Richards, 1978). Although

longer wavelength energy may penetrate slightly deeper, refracted rays

for the 200-m-Iong profile probably sample no more than the top 50

meters of these sediments, rv 10 m of silty clay overlying rv 40 m of sand.

The silty clay is expected to be TI because of compositional layering at

the grain scale (Carlson et al., 1984).

Geotechnical studies of the AMCOR 6011 drill cores estimated the

porosity and density of the sediments (Richards, 1978). Most of the cores

from this hole were severely disturbed, limiting the accuracy of the

geotechnical studies. Porosity was 0.57 at 8.8 m depth below the sea

floor, with a water content of 47% of the dry weight of the sediments.

Shipboard measurements using the Lehigh University nuclear

densitometer provided density estimates of 2300 kg/rn" at 8.9 m depth

below the sea floor, 2100 kg/rn" at 32.4 m depth, and 2140 kgjm3 at

61.1 m. On-shore density measurements by the Marine Geotechnical

Laboratory of Lehigh University resulted in low values of 1690 kgjm3 at

8.8 m depth, because some air was trapped in the measurement

container. The shipboard density estimates were considered to be more

reliable than the on-shore measurements (Richards, 1978).

Because of the uncertainty in the density, it is worth comparing all

the geotechnical measurements to other measurements of sediment

properties. Marine sediment properties have been studied extensively by

Hamilton (1976; 1978; 1980) and by Hamilton and Bachman (1982).

Their tables show that terrigenous silty clay on the continental shelves or

12
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slopes has an average porosity of 73 ± 0.5%, an average density of

1480 ± 10 kglm", and an average compressional wave velocity of

1517 ± 2 mis, for sediments within a few meters of the seafloor

(Hamilton and Bachman, 1982). The average shear wave velocity is

about 100 to 200 mls (Hamilton, 1980). The silty clay from the top of

the AMCOR 6011 drill hole has a much lower porosity and higher density

than the tables would predict for a well sorted silty clay on the

continental shelf or slope. The density of gas-free porous marine

sediments is a linear function of the porosity, and plots of average marine

sediment properties show that the porosity is also a good predictor of the

compressional wave velocity (Hamilton, 1980; Hamilton and Bachman,

1982). Porosity is affected by grain size, sorting, grain shape, packing,

and mineralogy (Hamilton and Bachman, 1982). Poor sorting may

explain the difference between the measured AMCOR 6011 silty clay

porosity of 57% and the tabulated average value of 73%. The near-shore

location of the AMCOR 601] drill site may also be a factor, since the

samples used for the tabulated averages of terrigenous silty clay

properties mainly came from DSDP sites in deeper water (Hamilton,

1976; 1978; Hamilton and Bachman, 1982).

Since bulk grain densities do not vary greatly with grain size, and

sediment density depends strongly on porosity (Hamilton and Bachman,

1982), the geotechnical measurement of the porosity can be used instead

of the grain size to compare the AMCOR 6011 silty clay properties with

tabulated average values for marine sediments. For a porosity of 57%,

from plots for terrigenous continental shelf and slope sediments shown by

Hamilton and Bachman (1982), a compressional wave velocity between

1580 and 1700 ta]» would be predicted. Using Hamilton and Bachman's

best-fit regression curve, a compressional wave velocity of 1620 tu]» is

14



predicted. Continental shelf and slope sediments with densities between

1500 and 2000 kgjm3 have velocities that plot between 1580 and 1700 mjs

(Hamilton and Bachman, 1982). Again, using their linear regression fit, a

porosity of 57% is predicted if the density is 1740 kg/rrr' (Hamilton and

Bachman, 1982). The predicted compressional wave velocity of 1620 mjs

agrees with the shallow compressional wave velocity determined from

preliminary raytracing models for the AMCOR 6011 site (Sutton et al.,

1987). The density value of 1740 kg/rrr' lies between the shipboard and

on-shore geotechnical study density measurements. Because of the

uncertainty in the density measurements from the geotechnical studies,

there was uncertainty in the density values used in the seismic modeling.

2.2.3 Previous Isotropic Seismic Models

Evidence of seismic anisotropy in the shallow marine sediments near the

AMCOR 6011 drill site was first detected by Sutton et aI. (1987) and

Carter et al. (1987). Their results, briefly described below, demonstrated

that anisotropy is present, because no single isotropic seismic model could

be found that would simultaneously explain the observed data for both

the radial (X) and the transverse (Y) horizontal components. They did

not quantify the anisotropy, but found two separate isotropic models to

fit the X and the Y component data. The model for the X component

data also fit the vertical (Z) component data.

To investigate the details of the seismic velocity structure near the

AMCOR 6011 site, RAI seismologists modeled the X, Y, and Z

component data from the 200-m-Iong profile recorded near the

AMCOR 6011 drill hole (Sutton et al., 1987). They computed isotropic

full-waveform synthetic seismograms based on the "locked mode"

technique developed by Harvey (1981). Because the group velocities for

the SVjStoneley waves in the X and Z component data differed from the

15



group velocities for the SH/Love waves in the Y component data, all three

components of the data could not be fit using a single isotropic model

(Sutton et al., 1987). The isotropic model for the X and Z component

data required lower shear velocities than the isotropic model for the Y

component data (Figure 2.4). The isotropic RAI model that produced the

synthetic seismograms with the best fit to the X and Z component data

used a 15-m-thick isotropic layer with shear velocities of 175-310 mis,

overlying an isotropic layer with shear velocities of 340-396 m/s. The Y

component data, however, were best fit using an isotropic model with

shear velocities of 184 to 325 m/s in the top 15 m layer. Sutton et al.

(1987) concluded that the shallow marine sediments near the

AMCOR 6011 site are anisotropic. Although their isotropic modeling did

not quantify the anisotropy, it showed that the anisotropy was probably

transverse isotropy, and provided isotropic velocities that could be used

as a starting point for constructing anisotropic seismic models.

2.3 DATA

Unfiltered vertical, horizontal, and pressure component record sections

from the 200-m-Iong profile recorded near the :\MCOR 6011 site are

shown in Figure 2.5(a-d). Arrows in Figure 2.5(a-c) indicate body wave

arrivals. The second group of shear wave arrivals in each plot merges into

interface waves, which have not been labelled. Arrows in Figure 2.5(d)

indicate Stoneley waves as well as compressional waves. Direct-wave

arrivals recorded on the hydrophone (Figure 2.5d) were used to determine

the distances between the source and receiver sleds, with an uncertainty

of about ±2 m. The hydrophone data were not used in synthetic

seismogram modeling. The radial horizontal (X) component record

section (Figure 2.5a) was constructed by summing the signals from the
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are in meters. Arrows indicate prominent arrivals. (a) Radial horizontal
(X) component, from adding signals of port and starboard airguns. (b)
Transverse horizontal (Y) component, by subtracting port from starboard
airgun signals. (c) Vertical (Z) component, from starboard airgun signals.
(d) Pressure (P) component, from starboard airgun signals recorded on
hydrophone (Sutton et al., 1987; Carter et al., 1987).
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port and starboard airguns. The transverse (Y) component record section

(Figure 2.5b) was produced by differencing the two signals. For the

vertical (Z) component (Figure 2.5c) and the pressure component

(Figure 2.5d), the airgun signals were not summed because the record

sections from the individual guns already had a high signal-to-noise ratio.

Further enhancement was unnecessary.

Noise in the data resulted from several factors, including the

imperfect match between the port and starboard airguns, slight

misalignments of the source and receiver sleds, and the fact that the

receivers were not buried in the bottom sediments, which would have

improved coupling (Sutton and Duennebier, 1987). The unfiltered data

traces in Figure 2.5(a-d) have a high signal-to-noise ratio for

compressional and shear waves. Some ringing is present in the later shear

wave arrivals, and the interface waves are emergent in Figure 2.5(a-c).

The earliest shear waves and the compressional waves, however, are not

emergent and their first cycles can be clearly identified on most

components. The absence of compressional wave energy on most of the Y

component traces in Figure 2.5(b) shows that both horizontal components

were correctly oriented and weIl-coupled for nearly all of the shots. There

is no evidence of significant phase or amplitude distortion in the data for

traces at ranges greater than about 34 m, for any component.

Similar record sections for the short profile are presented in

Figure 2.6(a-d). The absence of large P-arrivals on most of the transverse

component record sections (Figures 2.5b, 2.6b) for the two profiles shows

that the receivers were not significantly misaligned in the X-Y plane.

Therefore none of these data required rotation.

The Z component record section for the long profile (Figure 2.5c)

shows smaIl amplitude P waves as first arrivals, followed by larger
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amplitude refracted SV waves a few tenths of a second later. The SV

waves merge into SV waves from shallower layers and emergent large

amplitude Stoneley waves, which are the most prominent phases on the Z

record section.

On the X component record section for the long profile

(Figure 2.5a), the same three sets of arrivals appear. Here the P waves

have larger amplitudes than on the vertical component, and the later

emergent SV waves and Stoneley waves are slightly smaller.

The Y component record section for the long profile (Figure 2.5b)

differs from the other components in that most traces show no P arrival.

On the traces at extremely short ranges, the apparent first arrival is

actually an artifact resulting from an approximately 30° misalignment of

the receiver sled. If the source and receiver were perfectly aligned, the

transverse horizontal component would show only Love waves and SH

waves, but no P waves. This artifact can be filtered out of the data.

Misalignment angles for the Y component receiver were smaller than 15°

for all ranges beyond 34 m. Therefore the first arrivals on most of the Y

component traces are large amplitude SH waves followed by Love waves,

as expected.

Comparing the X and Y data (Figure 2.5a, b), it is apparent that

the group velocities of the SH and Love waves on the Y component are

higher than the group velocities of the SV and Stoneley waves on the X

component. This is most evident for ranges beyond about 100 m, where

the X component data show a gap of about 0.2 s duration between the

earliest SV refractions and the onset of the SV refraction arrivals from

shallower layers, which merge into the Stoneley waves. On the Y

component, the SH and Love waves are already present at the time of the

X component gap.
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Record sections for the short profile (Figure 2.6a-d) show the same

arrivals as the long profile data (Figure 2.5a-d). A comparison of the

data from the two profiles shows that on the X components (Figures 2.5a,

2.6a), P arrivals and SV arrivals at short ranges are slightly larger for the

short profile than for the long profile and no traces for the short profile Y

component (Figure 2.6b) show the spurious P arrivals seen at short

ranges on the long profile (Figure 2.5b). None of these differences are

significant. For the X and Z components, however, the earliest SV

arrivals are a few hundredths of a second earlier on the short profile than

they are on the long profile. Otherwise, travel times, frequencies, and

amplitudes on the record sections for the two profiles are comparable.

This implies that some lateral heterogeneity may be present in the deeper

layers sampled by the earliest SVarrivals, but that in shallower layers the

sediments underlying the two profiles are the same. Therefore lateral

heterogeneity is not expected to complicate the modeling. The similarity

of the two profiles, which were shot at two different azimuths (Figure 2.2),

also rules out the possibility of azimuthal anisotropy in the sediments.

However, the fact that the group velocities of the second set of SH waves

on the Y components of the two profiles appear to be higher than the

group velocities of the second set of S V waves on the X and Z components

of both profiles suggests that the shallowest sediments are TI.

2.4 ANISOTROPIC REFLECTIVITY MODELING

For an anisotropic medium, the generalized Hooke's Law is:

(2.1)

where i,j, k, I take on values 1,2,3 (Musgrave, 1970). Symmetry of the

stress tensor a and the strain tensor e, together with the requirement
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that straining the medium produce a positive change in its internal

energy, reduces the number of independent elements of the fourth-order

elastic stiffness tensor C from 81 to 21 (Musgrave, 1970). The

symmetries allow the second-order 0" and e tensors to be written as

vectors with six elements each, and the C tensor to be written as a

symmetric 6 x 6 matrix, containing only 21 independent elements. Pairs

of tensor subscripts are replaced using the following convention:

11 ---+ 1

22 ---+ 2

33 ---+ 3

23 ---+ 4

31 ---+ 5

12 ---+ 6

(Musgrave, 1970). For example, C1331 = C1313 = C3131 = C3113 ---+ C55 •

In the condensed notation, generalized Hooke's Law is now:

(2.2)

where p, q take on values 1,2,3,4,5,6. Now 0" T = (0"11,0"22,0"23,0"13,0"12)

and e
T = (e11,e22,e33,2e23,2e13,2e12) (Musgrave, 1970). The factor of2

appears in the e vector because the condensed notation was established

before tensor calculus notation was widely used (e.g., Love, 1920).
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When the anisotropy takes the form of transverse isotropy with a vertical

axis of symmetry, the C matrix takes the form:

where

c=

Cll C12 C13 0 0 0
C12 Cll C13 0 0 0
C13 C13 C33 0 0 0
o 0 0 C44 0 0
o 0 0 0 C44 0
o 0 0 0 0 C66

(2.3)

(2.4)

(Musgrave, 1970).

Silty clay is expected to exhibit transverse isotropy with a vertical

axis of symmetry. Only vertically travelling and horizontally travelling P

and SV waves are pure-mode in such a medium. At other attitudes,

particle motion is neither parallel to nor perpendicular to the direction of

propagation. Hence, the waves are quasi-P (qP) and quasi-SV (qSV) in

the TI medium (Auld, 1973). The SH waves are pure-mode in all

directions.

In a TI medium, as shown in equations (2.3) and (2.4), because of

axial symmetry the 21 independent elastic stiffnesses of general

anisotropy reduce to five: Cll , C13 , C33,C44 , and C66 (Love, 1920). With

this symmetry, the velocity of a horizontally travelling SH wave is

JC66 / p where p is density; the velocity of a horizontally travelling SV

wave is JC44 / p (Stoneley, 1949). The velocity of a vertically travelling

SVor SH wave is JC44 / p (Stoneley, 1949). The velocity of a Love wave

in a TI medium depends on C44 and C66 (Stoneley, 1949; Anderson,

1961). The velocities of Rayleigh and Stoneley waves depend on

Cll, C13 ' C33 , and C44 , but not on C66 (Anderson, 1961).
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In a TI medium, energy considerations require that the elastic

stiffnesses meet certain conditions:

(2.5)

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(Postma, 1955; Auld, 1973; Backus, 1962). When the TI medium is

comprised of thin isotropic layers, additional constraints are:

(2.9)

(2.10)

(2.11)
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(Backus, 1962). Considering earlier versions of the isotropic RAJ models

shown in Figure 2.4 for the X-Z and Y components, or SVjStoneley

waves and SHjLove waves, respectively, suggested that the lower shear

velocities for the top 15 m of sediments in the X and Z component

isotropic model were predominantly constrained by C44 , while the higher

shear velocities for the top of the Y component isotropic model were

predominantly constrained by C66 . I used these ideas and the constraints

given by inequalities (2.5)-(2.11) to combine preliminary versions of the

two isotropic RAI models to construct a TI model, with five independent

elastic stiffnesses for the lO-m-thick silty clay layer seen in the drill cores

(Figure 2.3). Deeper layers in the starting model were assumed to be

isotropic, as expected for sand.

In the modeling, I used a density of 2100 kgjm3 for the sediments.

This value is intermediate between the shipboard and on-shore

geotechnical measurement values for a depth of 8.9 m, and is close to the

values measured for depths of 32.4 and 61.1 m below the sea floor

(Richards, 1978). As will be demonstrated in a later section, the seismic

modeling is not very sensitive to the density values used for the

sediments. The density contrast at the water-sediment interface is large

compared to the density contrast between any individual sediment layers,

so a single density value can be used for all sediment layers. The density

contrast between the water layer and the sediments will have a small

effect on the amplitudes of seismic waves travelling in the shallow part of

the model, but the amplitudes are affected much more by shear wave

quality factor values. Therefore the sediment density value could not be

constrained by the modeling.

For the long and short profile data (Figures 2.5a-d, 2.6a-d), the

shear wavelengths are approximately 15-30 m, at the dominant frequency
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of about 10 Hz. For the compressional waves, with dominant frequencies

of about 20-30 Hz on the vertical component geophone, the wavelengths

are> 50 m. (The hydrophone had higher frequencies, up to about 60 Hz,

but the pressure component data was not used in the modeling). Since

the long profile is at most four qP wavelengths long, the two moduli Cll

and C33 , which determine compressional wave velocities, will be more

poorly resolved than C44 and C66 . Proper constraint of Cll and C33 for

the TI sediments would require much longer profiles.

Direct water-wave arrivals and reflected and refracted compressional

waves from the 10 m boundary have travel times that differ by only a few

milliseconds for ranges out to 200 m. The amplitudes of qPwaves are

much smaller than shear wave and interface wave amplitudes because the

impedance contrasts and velocity gradients in the shallow sediments are

much smaller for qP waves. In my modeling I used an estimate of Cll

derived by ray tracing for travel times of the first arrivals on the long

profile vertical and pressure component data (Sutton et al., 1987), and I

assumed C33 = Cll. Synthetic seismogram modeling can be used to fit

the shear waves and interface waves, and therefore estimates of the other

three elastic stiffnesses can be obtained. The long and short profile data,

however, cannot constrain Cll and C33 • I therefore do not attempt to fit

the compressional waves with the synthetic seismogram modeling.

2.4.1 Sources and Filtering

To generate the synthetic seismograms, I assumed fairly simple sources.

Plots of the frequency spectra of the data in Figure 2.7(a-c) show that

the airgun explosions recorded on the geophones produced energy in a

narrow band from about 4 to 20 or :30 Hz, peaking near 10 Hz, and

dropping off very steeply outside this band. The higher frequency energy

corresponds to early qP arrivals. Shear waves and interface waves had
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frequencies near 10 Hz. I used a 4-25 Hz bandpass filter convolved with a

point-source in the Y direction to simulate the port minus starboard

shots that generated the transverse horizontal (Y) component energy. For

the X and Z components, I used the same 4-25 Hz filter convolved with

an explosion source.

I filtered the data with the same 4-25 Hz filter that was used for

the synthetic seismograms. The filter removed the early artifact from the

first few traces of the long profile Y component and slightly decreased qP

amplitudes on the X and Z components, without otherwise significantly

changing the data.

2.4.2 Synthetic Seismograms

For each profile, I used the code ANIVEC™ running on a Cray

supercomputer to produce synthetic seismograms to match all

components of the data with a single model. ANIVECTM uses the

Kennett imbedding algorithm (Kennett, 1983) and two

wavenumber-to-distance transformations to construct synthetic

seismograms for a stratified medium with arbitrary anisotropy. A

description of the algorithm can be found ill Mallick and Frazer (1988,

1990). For the modeling described here the program was run in its single

wavenumber transformation mode. (Since TI structures are azimuthally

isotropic, the second transformation was not required).

Final synthetics obtained after iterative adjustment of the models

are presented here. As usual in reflectivity computations, homogeneous

layers much thinner than a wavelength were used to approximate

gradients in the elastic stiffnesses. The final TI model (Table 2.1,

Figure 2.8) and synthetics (Figure 2.10a-c) for the long profile are

discussed below, followed by the TI model (Table 2.2, Figure 2.9) and

synthetics (Figure 2.11a-c) for the short profile.
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Table 2.1

1'1 Model for Long Profile Synthetics

Cll C13 C33

CPa

C44 C66 depth t

m

t..:l 2.25 2.25 2.25 0.0 0.0 0.0-21.0
t-:> 5.544 5.376 5.544 0.0526 0.0669 21.0-23.5

5.544 5.376 5.544 0.0526 0.0683 23.5-26.0
5.544 5.376 5.544 0.0526 0.0700 26.0-28.5
5.544 5.376 5.544 0.0526 0.0714 28.5-31.0
5.586 5.376 5.586 0.0792 0.0864 31.0-33.5
5.586 5.366 5.586 0.110 0.110 33.5-36.0
5.649 5.383 5.649 0.133 0.133 36.0-38.5
5.754 5.438 5.754 0.158 0.158 38.5-41.0
5.859 5.495 5.859 0.182 0.182 41.0-43.5
5.964 5.550 5.964 0.207 0.207 43.5-46.0 fH.

6.069 5.607 6.069 0.231 0.231 46.0-00

t Source and receiver are below 21 m of seawater; all depths are in meters below sea
level. p = 2100 kg/rrr'.



Table 2.2

'1'1 Model for Short Profile Synthetics

~
~

Gil

2.25
5.544
5.544
5.544
5.544
5.649
5.754
5.859
5.964
6.069

C13

2.25
5.376
5.376
5.376
5.376
5.383
5.438
5.495
5.550
5.607

C33

CPa

2.25
5.544
5.544
5.544
5.544
5.649
5.754
5.859
5.964
6.069

C44

0.0
0.0526
0.0526
0.0526
0.0526
0.133
0.158
0.182
0.207
0.231

C66

0.0
0.0669
0.0683
0.0700
0.0714
0.133
0.158
0.182
0.207
0.231

deptht

m

0.0-21.0
21.0-23.5
23.5-26.0
26.0-28.5
28.5-31.0
31.0-33.5
33.5-36.0
36.0-38.5
38.5-41.0
41.0-00

F-'-

t Source and receiver are below 21 m of seawater; all depths are in meters below sea
level. p := 2100 kg/m3 •



2.4.2.1 Long Profile

The X and Z component synthetic seismograms match all significant

phases in the data for traces farther than one shear wavelength

(rv 15-30 m) from the source (Figure 2.10a, c). Closer to the source, the

reflectivity program computes incorrect seismograms because of

non-linear effects. A low value for C44 in the top 10 m of the sediments in

the model (Table 2.1, Figure 2.8), followed by a gradient and higher C44

in the deeper part of the model, produce two sets of large amplitude qSV

arrivals that merge into smaller amplitude Stoneley waves. The low

frequency ringing in the synthetics at short ranges is an artifact caused

by using steep filter slopes. I have not attempted to fit the qP arrivals,

but the arrival times and amplitudes in the X and Z component

synthetics match the data fairly well for qP. I have used a constant shear

wave quality factor of Qs = 15 in the top 10 m of the sediments so that

the amplitudes of the synthetic seismograms decrease correctly with

distance from the source. The deeper part of the model has Qs = 60. The

compressional wave quality factor used was Qp ~ 00. Detailed modeling

of the attenuation is beyond the scope of this chapter.

The synthetic seismograms match the travel times and amplitudes

of the important phases in the X and Z component data (Figure 2.l0a,

c), but do not perfectly fit small details of the data. I have not matched

the high frequency ringing of the later qSV arrivals in the data, and in

the synthetics the second to fourth cycles of the earliest qSVarrivals are

smaller, instead of larger, than the first qSV cycles. The model matches

gross features, but small inhomogeneities and details with scale-lengths

smaller than about one-quarter of a shear wavelength (",4-8 m) cannot

be resolved. If I had used a narrower frequency bandwidth for the data

and synthetics that would have produced synthetics that looked more like
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Figure 2.10: Anisotropic reflectivity synthetic seismograms compared to
filtered data for long profile. Data and synthetics were filtered using a 4
25 Hz bandpass filter. Unreduced times in seconds, ranges in meters. (a)
Synthetics (top) and data (bottom) for X component. (b) Y component.
(c) Z component.
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the data, since that then would avoid complications caused by

frequency-dependence of velocities and attenuation in the real earth. But

instead the modeling produced synthetics that represent the average

structure over all frequencies for which significant shear and interface

wave energy is apparent (Figure 2.7). The resulting modeling is not

unique, yet it can inform us about the properties of these marine

sediments.

The synthetic seismograms for the Y component (Figure 2.1Ob)

show small amplitude refracted SH waves as the first arrivals. These are

followed by larger amplitude SH arrivals from the shallowest part of the

model, merging into Love waves, as in the data. Again the low frequency

ringing in the synthetics at short ranges is caused by steep filter slopes.

The Y component data require a gradient in e66 at the top of the model,

and e66 > C44 for the top 10 m of the sediments (Table 2.1).

The relative amplitudes and the arrival times of the phases in the Y

component synthetics (Figure 2.10b) match the data, except that the

large amplitude SH wavelet has a simpler shape in the synthetics than in

the data. Possibly a more complicated source wavelet would produce a

better fit for the Y component. In their isotropic modeling, Sutton et al.

(1987) and Carter et al. (1987) used a source wavelet centered at 10 Hz,

having a long rise time. That source would have removed the higher

frequencies from these synthetics, so it was not used here.

Like the X and Z component data, the Y component data required

a low value of Qs throughout the model. I used Qs = 60.

2.4.2.2 Short Profile

The model for the short profile synthetic seismograms (Table 2.2,

Figure 2.9) differs from the long profile model (Table 2.1, Figure 2.8) only

in that the 5-m-thick gradient layer immediately below the top 10 m of
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sediments is not present. For the short profile X and Z component data

(Figure 2.11a, c), the same phases are present as were seen in the long

profile data (Figure 2.10a, c). The only significant difference between the

data from the two profiles is that the earliest qSV arrivals, refracted

arrivals from below the top 10 m of sediments, have shorter travel times

on the short profile than on the long profile. The time difference is only a

few hundredths of a second. This difference probably represents lateral

velocity heterogeneity in the deeper sediments beneath the two profiles.

The synthetics for the X and Z components of the short profile

(Figure 2.11a, c) are very similar to those for the long profile, except that

now the first qSVarrivals are slightly earlier than on the long profile.

For the Y component, the short profile data again require C66 > C44

and a gradient in the top 10 m of the sediments. I have used the same

values of Qs in the model in Table 2.2 for the short profile as were used in

Table 2.1 for the long profile.

2.5 DISCUSSION

In both profiles, qP waves and Stoneley waves help to constrain Cn , C13 ,

C33 , and C44 . In the modeling, C44 is better constrained than C66 , since

C66 only affects the Y component data. A comparison of the data to the

synthetics (Figure 2.lOa, c; Figure 2.lla, c) shows that I am using correct

values of C44 since I obtain correct arrival times for the qSV waves on the

vertical component (Figures 2.10c, 2.llc) of both profiles as well as on

the X components (Figure 2.lOa, 2.lla). Other non-unique models will

also fit the data, but all such models must exhibit transverse isotropy. No

single isotropic model can explain the observed data for the vertical and

both horizontal components.
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Trial-and-error forward modeling does not lead to error-based

results or unique models. The uncertainty in anyone non-unique model

is difficult to quantify. I ran 153 models, perturbing them slightly until

the synthetics matched the data for all three components. As noted

earlier, I could not constrain the parameters GIl or C33 • Constraints on

C13 and also the density will be discussed in detail below. The values for

C44 and C66 could be constrained primarily by noting mismatches in

arrival times and in apparent group velocities for the shear waves.

Mismatches between the data and the synthetics would be

pronounced if the group velocities of the second set of shear wave arrivals

disagreed by more than about 10 m/s. For the top few meters of the

sediments, an uncertainty of 10 mls corresponds to about 6%. Since the

shear wave velocities are related to the elastic stiffnesses by JCij / p, an

uncertainty of about 6% in the velocity would correspond to an

uncertainty of about 12% for C44 or C66 in the top 10 m of the model in

Table 2.1.

For the deeper, isotropic part of the model, mismatches between the

data and the synthetics would be detected if the travel time disagreement

for the first set of shear wave arrivals were more than about 0.03 s, or if

the group velocities for the first set of shear wave arrivals showed a

mismatch of more than about 20 in]e. These uncertainties correspond to

about a 6% uncertainty in either velocity or in travel time at a range of

100 m. An uncertainty of about 6% in the velocity would correspond to

an uncertainty of about 13% in the value of C44 and C66 at a depth of

43.5-46.0 m in the model in Table 2.1.

For the models listed in Tables 2.1 and 2.2, perturbations in layer

thicknesses smaller than about one-quarter of a shear wavelength are

insignificant. In the shallow sediments, one-quarter of a wavelength is
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about 4-8 m. This is comparable to the uncertainty of ±9 m for the drill

core results (Richards, 1978).

2.5.1 Density

The seismic modeling actually constrains the ratios Gij/p, rather than

the values of the Gij's. A density value must be assumed, to model the

elastic stiffnesses. Changing the Gij and p values without changing the

velocities )Gij/ p will not produce significant changes in the synthetic

seismograms or constrain the density.

If the values of the Gi/s and p are changed while the velocities

) Gij / p remain unchanged, the travel times are not affected. Changing

the density can, however, change the amplitudes of waves travelling in the

shallow sediments, because the impedance contrast between the water

layer and the sediments changes if p changes. But this effect is small.

The impedance Z is defined as velocity times density:

Z = ()Gij/P) (p) = (~) (J(i). (2.12)

Changes in p produce much smaller changes in impedance, proportional

to .JP. For example, if the density is decreased by about 24% from

2100 kg/m3 to 1690 kg/m3
, the impedance changes as )2100/1690,

decreasing by only about 11%. Amplitude changes are therefore expected

to be very small.

Synthetic seismograms for the long profile were recomputed using a

density of 1690 kg/rn:' instead of 2100 kg/m3, and the elastic stiffnesses

listed in Table 2.3, which are simply (1690/2100) times the elastic

stiffnesses in Table 2.1. Therefore the velocities )Gij/ p plotted in

Figure 2.8 have not been changed. Figure 2.l2(a-c) shows the synthetic

seismograms produced using the model in Table 2.3 and a density of
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Table 2.3

Model for Long Profile, p = 1690 kgjm3

Cll C13 C33

GPa

C44 CGG depth"

m

~ 2.25 2.25 2.25 0.0 0.0 0.0-21.0I-'

4.462 4.326 4.462 0.0423 0.0538 21.0-23.5
4.462 4.326 4.462 0.0423 0.0550 23.5-26.0
4.462 4.326 4.462 0.0423 0.0563 26.0-28.5
4.462 4.326 4.462 0.0423 0.0575 28.5-31.0
4.495 4.326 4.495 0.0637 0.0695 31.0-33.5
4.495 4.318 4.495 0.089 0.089 33.5-36.0
4.546 4.332 4.546 0.107 0.107 36.0-38.5
4.631 4.376 4.631 0.127 0.127 38.5-41.0
4.715 4.422 4.715 0.146 0.146 41.0-43.5
4.800 4,46G 1.800 0.167 0.IG7 tJ:Uj,J(j.O
4.884 4.512 4.884 0.186 0.186 IjG.O-oo

• Source and receiver are below 21 m of seawater; all depths are in meters below sea
level.



1690 kgjm3 for the sediments. The compressional and shear wave quality

factors were not changed from the values previously used.

The synthetics in Figure 2.12(a-c) are almost indistinguishable

from those in Figure 2.10(a-c). Some of the traces for the X and Z

components (Figure 2.12a,c) show slightly smaller amplitudes for the

compressional waves and for the shear waves that travel in the shallow

part of the sediments, but these differences are negligible. The model in

Table 2.3 produces synthetics (Figure 2.12a-c) that show as good a

match to the data as was shown by the synthetics from the model in

Table 2.1 (Figure 2.10a-c). A density of either 1690 kgjm3 or 2100 kgjm3

can be used to model the data for the long profile. The uncertainty in the

density is probably about 400 kg'/rn", since the seismic modeling cannot

constrain the density better than the geotechnical measurements. Models

presented in Tables 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 are best-fitting models with the

qualification that the densities are assumed to be 2100 kg/rn" for the

models in Tables 2.1 and 2.2, and 1690 kg/rrr' for the model in Table 2.3.

2.5.2 Constraints on C13

One of the frustrations of working with TI media is the poor control of

the modulus C13 , which is potentially of great importance to seismic

interpretation (Bachman, 1983). In this study, the recording of shallow

and deep penetrating shear waves and the energy partition between these

arrivals makes it possible to put useful constraints on C13 • Although the

parameter C13 does not affect the velocities of qP and qSV waves

propagating parallel to or perpendicular to the vertical axis of symmetry,

C13 profoundly affects these velocities for waves travelling in all other

directions. Wavefronts in an anisotropic medium are aspherical, but not

necessarily ellipsoidal, in general. The qSV wavefronts can even have

cusps, depending on the value of C13 (Helbig, 1966). Figure 2.13
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illustrates the effect of C13 on wavefront shapes. All other stiffnesses are

held constant in this figure, while different values of C13 change the

shapes of the wavefronts (velocity surfaces) for qP and qSV waves.

Moving clockwise from the top, along a qSV slowness or velocity surface

in this figure, is equivalent to moving to closer ranges towards the source,

along a refraction profile. Cusps in the velocity surface can have the same

effect as velocity inversions have in isotropic structures, turning rays

away from the earth's surface and producing shadow zones. The

parameter C13 greatly affects the partitioning of the energy between the

refracted qSV waves and the Stoneley waves in the X and Z component

data, because the angle of incidence determines whether energy

propagates as head waves or as evanescent waves, and C13 determines the

velocities for different angles of incidence. The data were matched by

using the values of C13 shown in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 for the top 10 m of

the sediments. Changes of even a few percent or the introduction of a

slight gradient in C13 produced synthetic seismograms in which the

relative amplitudes of the qSVand Stoneley waves no longer matched the

data (Figure 2.14). The amplitudes of the latest qSVarrivals die off too

quickly in Figure 2.14, even though Qs has not been decreased from the

values used in Figure 2.10(a, c). (The Y component is not displayed in

Figure 2.14 since C13 does not affect SH or Love wave velocities). The

modeling (Figures 2.10, 2.11) constrains C13 in the top 10 ill quite well.

2.5.3 Anisotropy Resulting from Thin Layering

In the models (Tables 2.1, 2.2), C33 > C13 and C66 > C44 for the top 10 m

of the sediments. This is consistent with inequalities (2.9) and (2.11),

which constrain media in which transverse isotropy results from thin

isotropic layers. The models in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 show that thin layering

could be the cause of the anisotropy in the top 10 m of the sediments.
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Figure 2.13: Cross-sections of slowness and velocity surfaces, through Y =
oplane. Since velocity is proportional to distance a wave travels in unit
time, velocity surfaces show wavefront shapes. Slowness curves (top) and
velocity curves (below) change as the value of C13 is raised. Curves on left
have lowest value of C13 . Values of the other four elastic stiffnesses were
held constant. (Adapted from Miller, 1987).
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This lO-m anisotropic layer at the top of the models agrees with the drill

core data, since silty clay is expected to exhibit transverse isotropy

(Carlson et al., 1984).

The slowness surfaces and velocity surfaces (wavefront shapes) for

the top 10 m of the model in Table 2.1 are shown in Figure 2.15(a, b).

For the deeper, isotropic layers of the model, slowness and velocity

surfaces are spherical. Helbig (1966) has shown that for a TI medium

with a vertical axis of symmetry in which thin isotropic layers cause the

anisotropy, the qSV wavefront may have cusps at intermediate angles but

may not have cusps in the vertical or horizontal directions. The model in

Figure 2.l5(b) has cusps at 45°. Although the anisotropy could have a

different cause, these intermediate angle cusps are not inconsistent with

the assertion that the anisotropy in the silty clay may be caused by the

interleaving of parallel laminae of contrasting mineralogical makeup.

2.6 CONCLUSIONS

Seismic energy adequately samples about the top 30 m of the sediments

with a resolution of about one shear wavelength, I5-30 m, in this study. I

tried models with anisotropic layers thicker than 10 m, with velocity

reversals in the top layers, and with density gradients near the sea floor,

but none of those models produced better-fitting synthetics than those

produced by the models in Tables 2.1-2.3. The final best-fitting models

do not exactly match the shear velocity structures in the final RAI

isotropic models in Figure 2.4, but agree within the limits of resolution of

this study. The data require low near-surface shear velocities « 400 m/s)

and low values of Qs « 100). In this the models agree with the isotropic

modeling results. I used the simplest models that produced a good fit to

the data and agreed with the drill core results. The models give the
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Figure 2.15: Cross-sections of slowness and velocity surfaces, through Y =
oplane. (a) Slowness surface, average for top 10 m of sediments for model
in Table 2.1. (b) Velocity surface, average for top 10 m of sediments.
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average structure over frequencies of 4-25 Hz for depths to 1 or 2 shear

wavelengths in the sediments near the AMCOR 6011 drill site. From the

formula
Vm ax - Vm ink=----

Vm ean
(2.13)

(Birch, 1960; 1961; Babuska, 1984), the amount of shear wave anisotropy

in the top 10 m of these sediments is about 12-15 %.

The fit of the synthetic seismograms to the data (Figures 2.l0a-c,

2.11a-c, 2.12a-c) justifies the conclusion that the shallow sediments near

AMCOR hole 6011 are, indeed, anisotropic. I have quantified the

anisotropy by estimating the values of all five elastic stiffnesses necessary

to describe a TI medium.

Ignoring anisotropy in marine data may lead to systematic errors in

interpretation, inc!uding overestimates of depth and errors in Poisson's

ratio (Fryer and Miller, 1986; Fryer et al., 1989). The anisotropy can be

exploited, however, to yield information about the geologic structure. By

assuming that the anisotropy results from interlayering of two or three

isotropic components, such as siliceous and calcareous minerals expected

in silty clay, the five elastic stiffnesses obtained from the synthetic

seismogram modeling can be used to estimate the bulk and shear moduli

of the isotropic components (Backus, 1962; Helbig, 1981). The five elastic

stiffnesses yield at least two Poisson's ratios for the silty clay, which can

tell us something about porosity and pore geometry. Because it

constrains mineralogy and porosity, anisotropy can actually provide

information about structures whose scale is finer than a seismic

wavelength (Helbig, 1981).

I have used a TI model, rather than more general anisotropy with

some azimuthal variation, because vertical cracks in the top few tens of
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meters of marine sediments, and ripple marks or dunes on the sea floor,

are probably too small to produce significant azimuthal anisotropy. The

two intersecting profiles, recorded at two different azimuths, showed no

evidence of azimuthal anisotropy. The TI model is geologically reasonable

and satisfies the observations. These data are inadequate for measuring

azimuthal variations. A complete experiment would require

measurements over a full range of azimuths. Strong tidal currents would

make measurements along specific azimuths exceedingly difficult at this

site.

Future experiments to measure anisotropy in marine sediments and

the oceanic crust must use on-bottom shear sources and multi-component

on-bottom receivers. Longer profiles than the one described here should

be recorded, to constrain C11 and C33 . But the shot spacing must be kept

fine enough to sample on the scale of shear wavelengths. These

requirements could be satisfied by using closely spaced instruments near

the source, but then extending receivers far from the source, with wider

spacing. In this way, the expense of a vertical seismic profile could be

avoided, as well as the attendant problems of being unable to measure

C13 adequately because of lateral heterogeneities and. too few horizontal

raypaths. The results detailed in this chapter demonstrate that five

elastic stiffnesses can realistically be estimated using high-quality marine

data recorded with on-bottom sources and receivers. The success of this

investigation should encourage the development of deep-water shear

sources to investigate anisotropy in pelagic sediments and in the oceanic

crust.
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CHAPTER 3

Estimating SV-Wave Stacking Velocities

for Transversely Isotropic Solids

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Although exploration seismology has always concentrated on

compressional waves, shear waves provide unique information about the

subsurface structure, especially if the structure is anisotropic. We can

estimate the parameters of an anisotropic solid only through recording

shear waves as well as compressional waves. Direct recording of shear

waves is expensive and logistically difficult, particularly in a marine

environment. Usually we must make do with P-S converted waves. This

chapter discusses a technique for using converted waves to estimate the

shear-wave stacking velocity in the simplest anisotropic media, those that

display transverse isotropy. Only vertically travelling and horizontally

travelling P- and BV-waves are pure modes in a transversely isotropic

medium. At other attitudes, particle motion is neither parallel to nor

perpendicular to the direction of propagation (Auld, 1973). To simplify

the notation, the term "P" will be used to describe the fast wave and

"SV" will designate the slow wave throughout this chapter, even though

the waves are not pure modes.

Levin (1989) presented a promising method for estimating Vsv, the

SV-wave stacking velocity, from Vp and Vp s , the P-wave and P-SV

stacking velocities, for reflections from the bottom of a single transversely

isotropic bed with a vertical axis of symmetry. Tessmer and Behle (1988)

used Snell's law to derive the approximation Vps ~ JVp Vsv for the
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isotropic case. Levin (1989) demonstrated that the approximation

Vfis
Vsv~

Vp
(3.1)

can be extended to the transversely isotropic case for several well-known

transversely isotropic materials (Thomsen, 1986; Levin, 1979). Seriff and

Sriram (1991) derived a correction factor that improved Levin's Vsv

estimates.

For 12 of the 15 transversely isotropic materials that Levin

considered, the SV-wave stacking velocity estimated from equation (3.1)

agreed, to within a few percent, with the stacking velocity determined

from a linear fit to a e - x 2 plot (Levin, 1989). For the other three

transversely isotropic materials, however, the method yielded

disagreements of up to 96.9%. Seriff and Sriram's (1991) correction factor

reduced the disagreement to under 2% for eight of these media, but still

found a disagreement of 80% for one of the transversely isotropic

materials. Levin noted that it was not immediately clear why the method

failed in three cases, or what criteria must be met before this potentially

powerful tool would provide a useful estimate of the SV-wave stacking

velocity for a given transversely isotropic material. Seriff and Sriram

(1991) also did not explain the failure of the method. They suggested

that laboratory measurements of one transversely isotropic material's

properties were in error, rather than the Vsv estimation method.

This chapter discusses why the method failed for three materials

and when its application will give results close to the correct SV-wave

stacking velocity. Seriff and Sriram's (1991) correction factor will further

improve Vsv estimates, but this chapter focuses on Levin's original paper,

although all conclusions will also apply to Seriff and Sriram's (1991)
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(3.3)

results. The Vsv estimation method can only be applied for weak

anisotropy, and certain conditions on the parameters E and fj that

quantify weak anisotropy in a transversely isotropic medium (Thomsen,

1986) must be satisfied. When the method can be applied successfully,

the resulting Vsv can be used along with a known lp to estimate the

anisotropy parameters E and fj, or the vertical Pane! SV ray velocities l'~p

and l~sv' If thin layers cause the anisotropy (Postma, 1955; Backus,

1962; Berryman, 1979), the stacking velocities and vertical ray velocities

constrain the parameters of the constituent thin layers (Helbig, 1983).

3.2 TWO UNDERLYING ASSUMPTIONS

Levin's method for estimating Vsv will fail whenever two underlying

assumptions are violated. Because the method relies on Tessmer and

Behle's (1988) approximation in equation (3.1), which in turn relies on

the isotropic Snell's law, one relevant underlying assumption is that

Snell's law for the isotropic case can also be used for a transversely

isotropic medium. Since Snell's law in a transversely isotropic medium is

sin Oph sin ()r cos Or tan (Or - Oph) (3.2)
p =-- =-- - = constant

Vph ~ Vr

(Auld, 1973; Levin, 1978; Berryman, 1979), this assumption will be

justified if the plane-wave velocity ~h is close to the ray velocity l~, and

the plane-wave angle Oph is close to the ray angle Or' Both conditions will

hold for small ray angles and short reflection spreads (Krey and Helbig,

1956; Levin, 1978, 1979). From Thomsen's (1986) equations (22a,b), we

can also infer that both conditions hold for any ray angle if the

anisotropy is weak enough that Ifjl ~ 1 and IE - fj/ ~ 1, where

Cll - C33E= 2C33
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and
0== (G13 +G44 ) 2 - (G33 - C44 ) 2

2G33 ( G33 - C44 )
(3.4)

are the parameters that Thomsen (1986) defined to describe weak

anisotropy. The parameters GIll G13 , C33 , and (741 are four of the five

elastic stiffnesses which describe a transversely isotropic medium (e.g.,

Love, 1920), defined in equations (2.2)-(2.4).

The second important assumption is that a linear fit to a t 2
- :r2

plot will provide a single correct stacking velocity that is independent of

ray angle and reflection spread length. This is strictly true only if the

wavefronts in the medium are either circular or elliptical in a

cross-section through the x - z plane (Levin, 1978, 1979; Helbig, 198:3;

Hake et al., 1984). The ray velocity surface has the same shape as the

wavefront (e.g., Postma, 1955). Therefore an elliptical wavefront implies

that the ray velocity also plots as an ellipse. If the medium is neither

isotropic nor elliptically anisotropic, points on <l t2
- x 2 plot will fall on a

curve whose slope differs for different parts of the reflection spread

(Levin, 1979; Hake et al., 1984). The stacking velocity found by fitting a

line to the curve only for points near x2 = 0, for a very short spread, will

differ from the stacking velocities found by using more and more points

for longer and longer reflection spreads. As discussed below, the problem

of fitting ellipses to wavefronts and ray velocity surfaces for a transversely

isotropic medium has been studied extensively (Krey and Helbig, 1956;

Levin, 1978, 1979, 1980; Helbig, 1979, 1983; Byun, 1982, 1984a, 1984b;

Hake et al., 1984; Thomsen, 1986). If the given transversely isotropic

medium is not elliptically anisotropic, it may still be possible to

approximate some portions of the P- and SV-wavefronts, such as the
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region near the vertical, by using ellipses, so that Levin's method can be

applied to find the stacking velocity Vsv for a short reflection spread.

P-wavefronts for typical sedimentary layers are believed to be elliptical

for ray angles of up to 20-30° (Seriff and Sriram, 1991). The discussion

below will show that the applicability of Levin's method for estimating

Vsv depends on the magnitude and the sign of the expression (( - 8).

3.3 ELLIPSE APPROXIMATIONS TO WAVEFRONTS

The ellipse that best fits the entire wavefront or ray velocity surface, as

the reflection spread length approaches infinity, has a vertical axis

proportional to the vertical ray velocity, and a horizontal axis

proportional to the horizontal ray velocity (Krey and Helbig, 1956). For

an infinite length spread, the stacking velocity is the horizontal ray

velocity (Levin, 1978, 1979, 1980). For a spread of finite length between 0

and infinity, each ray angle will require a different stacking velocity, and

each point on the wavefront will be tangent to a different ellipse (Byun,

1982, 1984b; Hake et al., 1984). Since the equation giving the stacking

velocity as a function of ray angle is known (Byun, 1984b), we could find

an average stacking velocity for a finite length spread by averaging over

all ray angles, or by using the average slope of the curved line on a t 2 - x 2

plot. However, in the case of a short spread or when the anisotropy is

weak, a zero length spread will be a good approximation to the finite

length spread, and the portion of the wavefront near the vertical axis can

be approximated by the ellipse for a zero length spread (Helbig, 1983;

Thomsen, 1986), as long as the wavefront does not change rapidly near

the vertical axis. To fit only the portion of the wavefront or ray velocity

surface right at the vertical axis as the spread length approaches zero

requires an ellipse with a vertical axis again proportional to the vertical
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ray velocity, but a horizontal axis proportional to the stacking velocity for

a zero length spread (Levin, 1978, 1979, 1980; Helbig, 1983). We can find

the stacking velocity for a zero length spread by using the initial slope of

the curved line on a t2 - x 2 plot (Levin, 1979; Thomsen, 1986). The

ellipse must have the same curvature at the vertical axis as the true

wavefront (Krey and Helbig, 1956).

The curvature is a measure of how much a curve deviates from the

tangent plane at a given point (Kreyszig, 1988). Since for a wavefront the

tangent plane is a plane wave, in this application the physical meaning of

the curvature is the measure of how much the wavefront deviates from a

plane wave. That leads to understanding how the ray velocity deviates

from the plane-wave velocity at a given ray angle. Thus the curvature is a

direct measure of the anisotropy.

For a transversely isotropic medium, at the vertical axis

Oph = Or = 0°, the curvature /'i,p of the P ray velocity surface or

wavefront is

(3.5)

(Krey and Helbig, 1956). The curvature «sv for the SV wavefront is
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(3.6)

(Krey and Helbig, 1956; Levin, 1979, 1980), where Vr p = JC33 / P is the

vertical P ray velocity and Vr s\,' = JC44/ P is the vertical SV ray velocity

(Stoneley, 1949). Although usually the curvatures and the stacking

velocities are expressed in terms of the elastic stiffnesses Cll , CI 3 , C33 ,

and C44 (e.g., Krey and Helbig, 1956; Levin, 1979, 1980; Helbig, 1983),

substituting the parameters € and 8 for equivalent expressions involving

the elastic stiffnesses considerably simplifies algebraic manipulations and

also clarifies the relationships between curvature, stacking velocities, and

vertical ray velocities.

Equations (3.5) and (3.6) show how the curvature for a zero length

spread is related to vertical ray velocities. Because C44 , C33 , and pare

always positive for a transversely isotropic solid (Postma, 1955; Backus,

1962, Auld, 1973), equation (3.6) shows that unless (€ - 8) -> -C44/2C33 ,

«sv can approach infinity or even become negative. A negative curvature

would correspond to a curve that is concave away from the origin of

coordinates. A curvature approaching infinity at the vertical axis would

correspond to an extremely prolate ellipse approaching a vertical line.
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For a transversely isotropic medium composed of thin isotropic

layers, the elastic stiffnesses must satisfy the condition that

(Postma, 1955; Backus, 1962; Berryman, 1979; Helbig, 1979, 1980; Hake

et al., 1984; Thomsen, 1986). Therefore a medium whose transverse

isotropy results from thin layering will always have «sv > 0, in equation

(3.6).

We can see the relationship of the curvature to the stacking velocity

by considering the curvature at the vertical axis of an ellipse with

horizontal semiaxis length a and vertical semiaxis length b,

(3.8)

(Krey and Helbig, 1956). By comparing equations (3.5) and (3.6) to

equation (3.8), we see that to fit the P-wavefront at the vertical axis, an

ellipse must have semiaxis lengths

a» = C33 [1 +28] t
P

and (3.9)

(Krey and Helbig, 1956), where t is some arbitrary constant. Similarly,

for the SV-wave,

and (3.10)

(Levin, 1979), to fit the SV-wavefront at the vertical axis with an ellipse.

If we set the arbitrary constant t to unity, then for both P- and

SV-wavefronts, b is the vertical ray velocity, and a is the stacking velocity
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for a zero length spread (Helbig, 1983). Thus by fitting an ellipse to the

wavefront at the vertical axis, we obtain the equations for the stacking

velocities for P- and SV-waves for a zero length spread. Equations (3.9)

and (3.10) are the same formulae that Thomsen (1986) obtained as his

equations (26a,b), by taking the limit, as x 2 -+ 0, of the slope of a curve

on a t2
- x 2 plot. The stacking velocities for a zero length spread in a

transversely isotropic medium are

and

lip = (JC;3) [1 + 2o]~ = (Vr p ) [1 + 20]~ (3.11)

(3.12)

(Thomsen, 1986). Equations (3.11) and (3.12) hold for a zero length

spread in any transversely isotropic medium, even if the anisotropy is not

weak (Thomsen, 1986).

The ellipse that fits the wavefront or ray velocity surface at the

vertical axis (where Or = 00
) for a zero length spread, will also fit the

wavefront for Or near 00 for a short finite length spread, if the wavefront

is smooth and does not change rapidly near Or = 00. Although the Pray

velocity surface is always smooth and convex, some transversely isotropic

media have singularities and even cusps in the SV ray velocity surface

(Musgrave, 1957). If a singularity or a cusp in the SV ray velocity surface

is at the vertical axis, the ray velocity surface curvature at ()r = 00 will

approach infinity for a singularity, or become negative for a cusp.
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In either case, the SV-wavefront cannot be approximated by an ellipse

and Levin's method (1989) for approximating the S V-wave stacking

velocity using equation (3.1) will fail. Equation (3.6) shows that the

SV-wavefront curvature can approach infinity or become negative if and

only if
-c _112

( E - 0) < __44 =~ < O.
- 2C ')1/2

33 - I r p

(3.1:3)

For (E - 0) > 0 or (t - 0) ~ 0, the SV-wavefront and ray velocity surface

are smooth enough near the vertical axis to be approximated by an

ellipse, and Levin's method can be applied if none of the other underlying

assumptions are violated. When (t - 6) < 0, Levin's method will still

work as long as equation (3.13) is not satisfied; otherwise, Levin's method

will fail. When Levin's method fails, the SV-wavefront is not smooth and

convex at the vertical axis, and the SV-wave stacking velocity will have

to be determined by using a method which does not rely on ellipse

approximations to the wavefront (e.g., Hake et al., 1984; Byun et al.,

1989; Byun and Corrigan, 1990). Equation (3.7) indicates that Levin's

method should be applicable to any weakly anisotropic, transversely

isotropic medium made up of thin isotropic layers, because transversely

isotropic lamellate media cannot have cusps at Or = 0° (Helbig, 1966).

Equations (3.11) and (3.12) provide exact values for the zero length

spread P-wave and SV-wave stacking velocities (Levin, 1978, 1979, 1980;

Helbig, 1983; Thomsen, 1986). These equations depend only on the

anisotropy parameters t and 0, and on the vertical P and SV ray

velocities. Therefore for a short spread, the stacking velocities can be

estimated if the ray velocities and e and 6 are known, or the quantities t

and 0 can be estimated if the stacking and ray velocities are known.
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The values of E and 0 can be used to determine whether or not Levin's

method for estimating the SV-wave stacking velocity can be applied.

The above discussion suggests tests for predicting whether Levin's

method for estimating Fsv can be applied for a given transversely

isotropic medium. The following two requirements must be satisfied for

Levin's method to work:

(A) The anisotropy must be weak: kl ~ 1, 18/ ~ 1, IE - 81 ~ 1.

(B) The reflection spread must be short.

In addition to the above two requirements, any of the following three

conditions must also be satisfied:

(C) Transverse isotropy is induced by thin layers.

(D) (E-8)~O.

(E) (E - 8) > (-l~~v) / (2~~).

Requirements (A) and (B) above follow from requiring the isotropic

Snell's law to be a good approximation of the transversely isotropic

Snell's law given in equation (3.2). The reflection spread is short if the

stacking velocity FSVplt determined from a linear fit on a t2- x2 plot is

close to Vsvo, the zero length spread stacking velocity determined using

equation (3.12). Thus requirement (B) is satisfied if the quantity

(Vsvo - VSVplt) / (VSVPlt) is small.

Conditions (C), (D), and (E) follow from equations (3.6), (3.7), and

(3.13), and from requiring that an ellipse be a good approximation of the

SV ray velocity surface near the vertical axis. Conditions (C) and (D) are

actually simplified subsets of condition (E); i.e., condition (E) is satisfied

whenever either condition (C) or (D) is satisfied. Conditions (C) and (D)
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can be used if all the information necessary for testing condition (E) is

unavailable. A medium may fail to satisfy conditions (C) and (D) yet still

satisfy condition (E), so if conditions (C) and (D) are not satisfied, the

ray velocities must be known, and condition (E) must be tested, in order

to decide whether or not equation (3.1) can be used to estimate Vsv for

the medium.

If the above requirements and conditions are not met, either the

transversely isotropic Snell's law cannot be approximated using the

isotropic Snell's law, or the SV-wavefront near ()r = 0° cannot be

approximated by an ellipse. Then the underlying assumptions used by

Tessmer and Behle (1988) and Levin (1989) to derive equation (3.1) are

violated and use of equation (3.1) will result in large errors in the

estimated SV-wave stacking velocity. This prediction can be tested by

considering the 15 transversely isotropic media that Levin (1989) studied.

3.4 APPLICATION TO KNOWN TI SOLIDS

The parameters listed in Table 3.1 describe the 15 transversely isotropic

media. Levin (1979) and Thomsen (1986) tabulated the vertical ray

velocities v;.p and 1~sv and the anisotropy parameters € and 8. Using the

same spread length of 3048 m for all 15 media, Levin (1989) traced rays

and then fit straight lines to t 2
- x 2 plots for each medium to find the

stacking velocity VSVplt' He used equation (3.12) to calculate VS Va , the

stacking velocity for a zero length spread. Levin also traced rays and fit

straight lines to t2
- x2 curves to produce P and P-SV stacking velocities,

which he used in equation (3.1) to estimate VSve• t for each of the 15

media (Levin, 1989).
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Table 3.2 presents information needed for determining whether or

not equation (3.1) can be expected to successfully predict a value for Vsv

that is close to the Vsv from a t2 - x2 plot, for each of the 15 media.

Most of the entries in Table 3.2 come from algebraic manipulations of the

entries in Table 3.1. The final column comes from Levin's (1989)

calculation of the percent error in the '<5\'<." for each medium.

Table 3.3 summarizes the results of using information in Tables 3.1

and 3.2 to apply requirements (A) and (B) and conditions (C)-(E) to the

15 transversely isotropic media. The values of (,8, and (t - 8) given in

Tables 3.1 and 3.2 show that all 15 media, with the possible exception of

the Dog Creek shale, exhibit weak anisotropy, satisfying requirement (A).

An examination of the (Vsvo.- VSVP1' ) / (VSVp1, ) entry in Table 3.2 shows

that almost all of the reflection spreads were short enough to satisfy

requirement (B), because the SV stacking velocity from a t2 - x 2 plot was

within rv 2.5% of the zero length spread stacking velocity Vsvo' The

Mesaverde mudshale definitely does not satisfy requirement (B), and the

Cotton Valley shale and the Pierre shale probably do not satisfy

requirement (B).

Condition (C) was not considered separately, since it is a subset of

condition (D). For 10 of the 15 media listed in Table 3.2, (( - 8) > O. For

the Berea sandstone and the Bandera sandstone, (e - 5) ~ O. The SF ray

velocity surfaces for the Berea and Bandera sandstones must be nearly

circular, and their P velocity surfaces must be nearly elliptical (Helbig,

1979; Thomsen, 1986). All the media in Table 3.2 except for the

Mesaverde rnudshale, the Cotton Valley shale, and the Pierre shale,

satisfy condition (D). These other three media must be tested with

condition (E).
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Table 3.1t

Parameters for Transversely Isotropic Solids

Material ~p ~sv € s VSVpl1 V svo V S Ve•1
[m/s] (m/s) (m/s) (m/s) (m/s)

Taylor sandstone 3368 1829 0.110 -0.035 2542 2576 2433
Mesaverde mudshale 4529 2703 0.034 0.211 1767 213 3479
Mesaverde silty limestone 4972 2899 0.056 -0.003 3337 3365 3269
Mesaverde sandstone 4405 2542 0.080 -0.003 3079 3111 2994

~ Dog Creek shale 1875 826 0.225 0.100 1234 1249 1162>l'>-
Cotton Valley shale 4721 2890 0.135 0.205 2359 2287 2782
Pierre shale 2202 969 0.015 0.060 749 709 957
Oil shale 4231 2539 0.200 0.100 3119 3166 3079
Berea sandstone 4206 2664 0.002 0.020 2551 2542 2613
Bandera sandstone 3810 2368 0.030 0.045 2282 2275 2351
Sandstone-shale 3009 1654 0.013 -0.001 1723 1729 1730
Sandstone-anisotropic shale 3009 1654 0.059 -0.001 1934 1955 1893
Limestone-shale 3306 1819 0.134 0.000 2454 2498 2360
Limestone-anisotrop, shale 3306 1819 0.169 0.000 2592 2645 2485
Anisotropic shale 2745 1508 0.103 -0.001 1936 1960 1868

t Levin (1979; 1989); Thomsen (1986).



Table 3.2

Additional Parameters for Solids of Table 3.1

Material (VSVO-VSVPlt) (f - 8) _ Vr\V (VSVe., - VSVpl' )
VSVp/t 2Vrp Vsvplt

·100% ·100%t

Taylor sandstone 1.3 0.145 -0.147 -4.3

Mesaverde mudshale -87.9 -0.177 -0.178 96.9
Mesaverde silty limestone 0.8 0.059 -0.170 -2.0

0)
Mesaverde sandstone 1.0 0.083 -0.167 -2.8

CJ1 Dog Creek shale 1.2 0.125 -0.097 -5.8
Cotton Valley shale -3.1 -0.070 -0.187 18.0
Pierre shale -5.3 -0.045 -0.097 27.7
Oil shale 1.5 0.100 -0.180 -1.3
Berea sandstone -0.4 -0.018 -0.201 2.4
Bandera sandstone -0.3 -0.015 -0.193 3.2
Sandstone-shale 0.3 0.014 -0.151 0.4
Sandstone-anisotropic shale 1.1 0.060 -0.151 -2.1

Limestone-shale 1.8 0.134 -0.151 -3.8
Limestone-anisotrop. shale 2.0 0.169 -0.151 -4.1

Anisotropic shale 1.2 0.104 -0.151 -3.5

t Levin (1989).



Table 3.3

Testing Transversely Isotropic Solids of Table 3.1

Material Requirement or Condition Satisfied Levin's method
(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) should succeed.

Taylor sandstone yes yes - yes - yes

Mesaverde mudshale yes no - no no no
Mesaverde silty limestone yes yes - yes - yes

0) Mesaverde sandstone yes yes - yes - yes
0)

Dog Creek shale yes? yes?yes - yes --

Cotton Valley shale yes no? - no yes? no?

Pierre shale yes no? - no yes? no?
Oil shale yes yes - yes - yes
Berea sandstone yes yes - "'yes - yes
Bandera sandstone yes yes - "'yes - yes
Sandstone-shale yes yes - yes - yes
Sandstone-anisotropic shale yes yes - yes - yes

Limestone-shale yes yes - yes - yes
Limestone-anisotropic shale yes yes - yes - yes

Anisotropic shale yes yes - yes - yes



For the Mesaverde mudshale, (e - 8) ~ (- Vr~v) / (2Vr~), so from

equation (3.6), K.sv -r 00 for Or = 00
, and the 3V ray velocity surface has

a singularity at the vertical axis. The 3V-wavefront cannot be

approximated by an ellipse near the vertical axis. The Mesaverde

mudshale definitely does not meet condition (E).

Both the Pierre shale and the Cotton Valley shale have

(t - 8) > (-Vr~v) / (2Vr~)' Condition (E) is satisfied, although the value

(e - 8) is only about twice the value of (-l~~v) / (2V;p) for these two

media, while for the Berea or Bandera sandstones, it differs by an order

of magnitude.

A comparison of the 15 transversely isotropic media from Levin '8

study shows that most of them satisfy requirements (A) and (B) and

conditions (D) and (E). The Dog Creek shale may not satisfy requirement

(A). The Mesaverde mudshale and possibly the Cotton Valley and Pierre

shales do not satisfy requirement (B). The Mesaverde mudshale violates

condition (E), and the Cotton Valley and Pierre shales satisfy it less

strongly than all the other media. Therefore if equation (3.1) is used to

estimate Vsv for all 15 transversely isotropic media, it should succeed in

most cases. But small errors are expected for the Dog Creek shale, and

larger errors for the Cotton Valley and Pierre shales. The Vsv estimate

for the Mesaverde mudshale is expected to have a very large amount of

error.

The last entry in Table 3.2 shows the error that Levin found for

VSVe,t' The predictions made based on requirements (A) and (B) and

conditions (C)-(E) are therefore all shown to be correct. The equation

(3.1) estimate of Vsv had < 5% error for most of the 15 media, a slightly

larger error for the Dog Creek shale, moderately large errors for the

Pierre and Cotton Valley shales, and a very large error for the Mesaverde
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mudshale. Seriff and Sriram (1991) found an error of 80% for the

Mesaverde mudshale, even after applying their correction factor for

estimating lIsv.

3.5 RAY VELOCITY SURFACES

Scaled vertical cross-sections of the true P and SV ray velocity surfaces

for several of the 15 transversely isotropic media are shown in

Figures 3.1a-le. Ellipses with vertical axes proportional to the vertical

ray velocities v;.p and v;.sv and horizontal axes proportional to the zero

length spread stacking velocities 1!po and Vsvo are plotted over the ray

velocity surfaces. For most of the media, the ellipses fit the P- and

SV-wavefronts fairly well even for large ray angles around BT >=::; 40°. But

for the three media that had large errors in the Vsv estimate, the ellipses

do not fit the ray velocity surfaces for SV-waves very well, even near the

vertical axis. A glance at the ray velocity surface plot would immediately

show whether or not use of equation (3.1) would provide a useful estimate

of Vsv for a particular medium.

3.6 CONCLUSIONS

Levin's method (1989) for estimating the SV-wave stacking velocity from

P-wave and P-S converted wave data cannot be applied to every

transversely isotropic solid. His method can only be used for very short

reflection spreads or for transversely isotropic solids for which the

anisotropy is weak and the ray velocity surfaces are nearly elliptical near

the vertical axis.

I have described tests to determine how weak the anisotropy must

be, how short the reflection spread must be, and how smooth the ray

velocity surface must be near the vertical axis, in order to satisfy the

underlying assumptions on which Levin's approximation is based.
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Figure 3.1: Ray velocity surfaces and ellipse approximations for some trans
versely isotropic solids. Cross sections of ray velocity surfaces, through
Vy = 0 plane. Since ray velocity is proportional to distance a wave trav
els in unit time, velocity surfaces show wavefront shapes. The figures were
produced using a computer program (Miller, 1987) based on Kraut's (1963)
method of computing exact ray velocity surfaces from known elastic stiff
nesses. The elastic parameters describing the media were tabulated by
Levin (1979, 1989) and Thomsen (1986). Solid lines indicate the Pray
velocity curves; dot-dashed lines show the BV ray velocity curves. Ellipses
with vertical axes proportional to vertical ray velocities, and horizontal
axes proportional to the stacking velocities for zero length spreads, were
plotted over the ray velocity plots, as dashed lines for P and as dotted lines
for BV. (a) Dog Creek shale. (b) Mesaverde mudshale. (c) Cotton Valley
shale. (d) Pierre shale. (e) Berea sandstone.
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The reflection spread must be short enough to be approximated as a zero

length spread. The anisotropy must be weak enough that /EI ~ 1,

/8/ ~ 1, and IE - 81 ~ 1. The transversely isotropic medium must have

(E - 5) ~ o. These conditions will always hold for transversely isotropic

media whose anisotropy is weak and due to thin isotropic layers. These

tests have been applied to 15 known transversely isotropic solids, and the

results have confirmed the value of the tests, as well as the promise of

Levin's method of estimating lIsv . These results also apply if Seriff and

Sriram's (1991) correction factor is used to improve the stacking velocity

estimates.
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CHAPTER 4

Implications of Anisotropy for Analyzing

Seismic Reflection Data

4.1 DETERMINING STACKING VELOCITIES

In general, for a single homogeneous layer, the travel time of a reflected

ray is related to the layer thickness h, the source-receiver separation x,

the ray velocity '~ay, and the ray angle Bray by

2 4h 2 x 2

t (Bray) = V2 (B ) + 11:2 (B )ray ray ray ray
(4.1)

(Levin, 1978; Byun, 1984a; Thomsen, 1986). From equation (4.1), the

slope of the t 2 versus x2 curve is

(Thomsen, 1986).

If the layer is isotropic, ~ay(Bray) is constant and equation (4.1) is a

straight line with slope 1/(~~y)' In the isotropic case, for a P or S wave

the normal moveout or stacking velocity ~tack equals the ray velocity ~ay'

If the layer is TI with a vertical axis of symmetry, the SH

wavefronts will have elliptical cross-sections in the sagittal plane, and

equation (4.1) will be

2 4h 2 x 2

t = V? + v.2
sn.,« SHhoriz
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(Levin, 1978, 1979; Byun, 1982) where the constants

VSHvert = /C441p and v = rct-pSHhoriz VV66/P (4.4)

(Stoneley, 1949) are the vertical and horizontal 8H ray velocities.

Because V§Hvert and V§HhoriZ are constants, equation (4.3) is a

straight line with slope II (V§HhorJ. Thus the SH stacking velocity in a

transversely isotropic layer is

v. - JC66 - Ii
SH'IiJ.ck - P - SHhoriz (4.5)

for any ray angle ()ray' Note that the 8H stacking velocity is equal to the

SH horizontal ray velocity, not the SH vertical ray velocity. Therefore the

SH vertical ray velocity in the layer, sometimes called the "interval

velocity," cannot be determined from the stacking velocity. If the SH

vertical ray velocity were estimated by incorrectly assuming that it

equaled the stacking velocity, an error of magnitude /(C66 /C44 ) would

result in the estimated value.

Although the 8H waves in a transversely isotropic medium are

elliptical, the qP and qSV waves are not. The qSV waves in particular can

have very complicated shapes that are not even approximately elliptical.

The dependency of the ray velocities on the ray angles is not simple in

the case of qP or qSV waves (Kraut, 1963; Musgrave, 1970; Auld, 1973).

For either the qP or the qSV waves, equation (4.1) will be a curve with a

different slope, given by equation (4.2), for every ray angle (Levin, 1979;

Byun, 1984b). Thus unlike the SH waves, the qP and qSV waves require

different stacking velocities for every ray angle along the reflection

spread. In practice, the curve given by equation (4.1) is fit with a straight
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line tangent at Bray = 0°, and the stacking velocity is determined from the

slope of that line, i.e., from the slope of the curve near Bray = 0°, using

the first term only for the right side of equation (4.2) (Thomsen, 1986).

Thus, as given in equations (3.11) and (3.12), for short reflection spreads,

the appropriate stacking velocities for ray angles near the vertical axis are

and

(4.6)

Cll

P
(4.7)

where f. and 8 are functions of the elastic stiffnesses, as defined by

Thomsen (1986), and shown in equations (3.3) and (3.4).

The qSV stacking velocity in equation (4.7) differs from the SH

stacking velocity given in equation (4.5). Also, the qP and qSV stacking

velocities in equations (4.6) and (4.7) are different from the respective

vertical ray velocities

rc;
VPverl = vr; and

rc;;
VSVvert = Vr; = VSHverl (4.8)

(Stoneley, 1949). Incorrectly assuming that the vertical ray velocities

equaled the stacking velocities would lead to errors of magnitude VI +28

and Jl + 2(C33/C44) ( f. - 8) when estimating the qP and qSV ray

velocities, respectively (Helbig, 1983).

Because the qP and qSV stacking velocities in equations (4.6) and

(4.7) were determined at ()ray = 0°, they can only be used for short

reflection spreads with small ray angles, as discussed in Chapter 3.
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Unless the qP and qSV wavefronts are nearly elliptical or spherical,

different stacking velocities will be required at large ray angles, and other

methods of determining stacking velocities in transversely isotropic media

must be used (e.g., Byun et al., 1989; Byun and Corrigan, 1990). For

some transversely isotropic media, equation (4:.7) will not provide a useful

stacking velocity even for small ray angles, because the qSV wavefront

shape and ray velocity vary too rapidly with Bray at the vertical axis. But

results of Chapter 3 and other studies of many known transversely

isotropic media suggest that equations (4.6) and (4.7) can usually be

applied for short reflection spreads recorded in sedimentary rocks for ray

angles up to about 40° (Levin, 1989).

4.2 APPLICATION TO SILTY CLAY

We can use equations (4.5), (4.6), and (4.7) to find the stacking velocities

that would be used for a short reflection spread recorded in the silty clay

layer at the AMCOR 6011 drill site. Comparing the stacking velocities to

the ray velocities for the transversely isotropic silty clay provides an

example of the magnitude of the differences between these velocities for

common marine sediments. This illustrates the importance of

distinguishing between stacking velocities and interval velocities in an

anisotropic layer.

From Table 2.1, the elastic stiffnesses in the 10m silty clay layer

have values of Cll = C33 = 5.544GPa, C13 = 5.376GPa,

C44 = 0.0,526 GPa, and average C66 ~ 0.0692 GPa. Using p = 2100 kg/m3

(Richards, 1978) with these values for the elastic stiffnesses in

equations (4.5), (4.6), and (4.7), we find that for the silty clay layer,

VPSlack = 1606 ui]«, VSVSlack = 291 mis, and VSHslack = 181 m/s.

(4.9)
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From equation (4.8) we find that the vertical ray velocities are

VPverl = 1625 ui]« and VSVverl = 158 mls = VSHvert' (4.10)

In the silty clay layer, 8 = -0.0113 and c: = 0, from Table 2.1 and

Thomsen's (1986) definitions of e and 8. It is not surprising to find that

the stacking velocity for the qP waves in the silty clay is almost the same

as the vertical ray velocity, since the difference depends on Jl +28, and

8 is very small for the silty clay. But for the qSV waves, the difference

between the stacking velocity and the ray velocity depends on

(4.11)

Here the difference is large because C331C44 .-v100. The ratio is large

because the compressional wave velocity is nearly ten times the shear

wave velocity for the shallow marine sediments, and the ratio of the

elastic stiffnesses is proportional to the square of the ratio of the seismic

velocities. The quantity calculated in equation (4.11) is not very sensitive

to the particular velocity model used, since any velocity model that fits

the data presented in Chapter 2 must have compressional wave velocities

that are about an order of magnitude larger than the shear wave

velocities for the shallowest sediments.

Equation (4.11) shows that the stacking velocity is 84% larger than

the vertical ray velocity, for qSV waves in the silty clay. Clearly the

stacking velocity for a seismic reflection profile would not be a good

approximation of the vertical ray velocity in this TI medium.
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Large errors would result if the shear wave interval velocity were

estimated using the qSV stacking velocity.

Figure 4.1 shows cross-sections of the qSVand SH wavefronts for

the silty clay layer from Table 2.1, along with the ellipse that would

approximate the qSV wavefront if the stacking velocity given by

equation (4.7) were used for seismic reflection data. The qSV stacking

velocity is proportional to the horizontal axis of the ellipse (Levin, 1978,

1979; Helbig, 1983). Here the qSV stacking velocity for the silty clay is

larger than the horizontal SH ray velocity, which is, in turn, larger than

the horizontal qSV ray velocity. If the qSV stacking velocity were confused

with the horizontal qSV ray velocity, one could erroneously conclude that

the horizontal qSV ray velocity was larger than the horizontal SH ray

velocity, and that the anisotropy was not due to thin layering.

4.3 CONCLUSIONS

Ignoring anisotropy in marine data may lead to systematic errors in

interpretation, including incorrect estimates of interval velocities from

stacking velocities for seismic reflection data and disagreement between

seismic reflection and seismic refraction models. The shear waves will

show these errors more than the compressional waves. The anisotropy is

useful since the type of anisotropy often indicates its cause.

In a TI medium, an isotropic model can always be found to fit the

travel times of the compressional waves (Helbig, 1983; Miller, 1987).

Additional information such as shear waves, polarities, amplitudes, or

layer depths is required to detect the anisotropy (Helbig, 1983).

Experiments using hydrophones alone cannot detect anisotropy in TI

sediments. Future experiments to measure anisotropy in marine

sediments and the oceanic crust must use on-bottom shear sources and
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Figure 4.1: Cross-sections of shear wavefront shapes and stacking velocity
ellipse approximation, through Y = 0 plane. Solid lines indicate SH and
qSV ray velocity surfaces (wavefronts) for the top 10m layer of the model
in Table 2.1. Dashed line indicates the ellipse approximation for the qSV
wavefront, found using the qSV stacking velocity near the vertical axis.
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multi-component on-bottom receivers, to record unconverted shear waves.

Combined seismic reflection and refraction experiments would provide

better control for estimating all five elastic stiffnesses for TI sediments.
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CHAPTER 5

Velocity-Porosity Relationships in the Upper

Oceanic Crust- Theoretical Considerations

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Layer 2A of the upper oceanic crust typically exhibits compressional and

shear wave velocities as low as one third to one half the values measured

in the laboratory for unfractured basalts (Christensen and Salisbury,

1973; Houtz and Ewing, 1976; Whitmarsh, 1978; Herron, 1982; Purdy,

1982; Bratt and Purdy, 1984; Purdy, 1987; Stephen, 1988; Vera and

Mutter, 1988; Toomey et al., 1990). The upper oceanic crust may have

porosities of 15 - 30% (Hyndman and Drury, 1976; Whitmarsh, 1978;

Carlson and Raskin, 1984; Carlson and Herrick, 1990). Contributions to

the porosity range from large-scale features such as collapsed lava tubes

and drained pillows (Newmark et al., 1985), to vesicles (Yeats and

Mathez, 1976) and microcracks between grains (Wilkens et al., 1991).

Pore shapes and pore filling media as well as the porosity itself affect the

seismic velocities observed in layer 2A (Christensen and Salisbury, 1973;

Houtz and Ewing, 1976; Hyndman and Drury, 1976; Schreiber and Fox,

1976; Whitmarsh, 1978; Purdy, 1987; Shearer, 1988; Toomey et al., 1990;

Wilkens et al., 1991).

Many rock physics theories relate the effects of porosities, pore

shapes, and pore filling media to seismic properties (e.g., Eshelby, 1957;

Walsh, 1965a,b,c; 1966; 1969; Wu, 1966; Mal and Knopoff, 1967; Biot,

1973; Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a,b; O'Connell and Budiansky, 1974; 1977;

Mehta, 1983). Most of these theories were developed for very small

porosities, </> <t: 1 (Watt et al., 1976; Kuster, 1977; Cheng, 1978), and do

not remain valid for the moderately high porosities characterizing the top
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few hundred meters of the oceanic crust (Whitmarsh, 1978; Purdy, 1987;

Shearer, 1988; Wilkens et al., 1991). Some of the theories model only very

flat cracks (e.g., Walsh, 1965b,c; O'Connell and Budiansky, 1974; 1977;

Budiansky and O'Connell, 1976; Hoenig, 1979). Others require spherical

pores (e.g., Walsh et al., 1965; Mal and Knopoff, 1967; Mehta, 1983). In

order to provide useful estimates of seismic velocities in the upper oceanic

crust, a rock physics theory must be able to model rocks with porosities

up to rv 30%, and must accomodate the full range of crack and pore

shapes found in layer 2A (Whitmarsh, 1978; Wilkens et al., 1991). In

addition, an appropriate theory should allow different cracks and pores to

contain different pore filling media, and must model shear wave as well as

compressional wave velocities. Since hydrothermal alteration can change

crack and pore shapes in rocks (Alt et al., 1986; Reuschle et al., 1988;

Gillis and Robinson, 1988), the evolution of the oceanic crust with age

and depth can be investigated if alteration products as well as seawater in

cracks and pores can be modeled (Christensen and Salisbury, 1973; Houtz

and Ewing, 1976; Schreiber and Fox, 1976; Whitmarsh, 1978; Newmark

et al., 1985; Toomeyet al., 1990; Wilkens et al., 1991). Shear wave

velocities provide unique information about the structure of the oceanic

crust (Hyndman and Drury, 1976; Whitmarsh, 1978; Spudich and Orcutt,

1980; Newmark et al., 1985; Shearer, 1988). Therefore shear waves should

be recorded whenever possible, along with acoustic data.

Comparisons of the various theories and their ranges of application

have usually focused on granitic or sedimentary rocks (e.g., Nur and

Simmons, 1969; Kuster and Toksoz, 1974b; Hadley, 1976; Kuster, 1977;

Eastwood and Castagna, 1987; Burns et al., 1990). Previous work

focusing on the oceanic crust had limited success in modeling seismic

data, because shear wave measurements were not always available
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(Whitmarsh, 1978; Purdy, 1987), and because theories capable of

handling only a limited range of crack and pore shapes were usually used

in the modeling (Purdy, 1987; Spudich and Orcutt, 1980; Vera and

Mutter, 1988). Another difficulty in modeling the oceanic crust has been

the limitations of the theories themselves (Shearer, 1988; Wilkens et al.,

1991). None of the theories used in these studies remains valid for the

moderately high porosities characterizing the upper oceanic crust.

Theories relating crack and pore properties to seismic properties follow

two different approaches, the self-consistent and the noninteraction

approaches (Watt et al., 1976; Cheng, 1978). Self-consistent theories

(e.g., Hill, 1965; Wu, 1966; O'Connell and Budiansky, 1974; 1977;

Budiansky and O'Connell, 1976; Hoenig, 1979) incorporate scattering

effects from crack-crack interactions, but systematically overestimate

those effects and thus the effects of pores and cracks on elastic properties

of the whole rock (Bruner, 1976; Cheng, 1978; Whitmarsh, 1978; Henyey

and Pomphrey, 1982). Noninteraction theories (e.g., Walsh, 1965a; 1969;

Mal and Knopoff, 1967; Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a,b), however, ignore

second order scattering and systematically underestimate porosity effects

(Cheng, 1978; Whitmarsh, 1978; Shearer, 1988; Wilkens et al., 1991).

In this chapter I consider the applicability of various rock physics

theories to modeling the top few hundred meters of the oceanic crust.

The availability of fast computers has allowed me to extend the most

appropriate theories to higher porosities, through a combination of the

self-consistent and the noninteraction approaches. The results of this

work should enable seismologists to relate modern high-resolution seismic

data from the upper oceanic crust to crack and pore information provided

by core samples, well logs, and borehole images. Since the extended

theories can handle a full range of crack and pore shapes and pore filling
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media, this work should contribute to an understanding of crustal

evolution, as alteration processes both reduce overall porosity and modify

pore shapes (Christensen and Salisbury, 1973; Schreiber and Fox, 1976;

Alt et al., 1986; Gillis and Robinson, 1988; Wilkens et al., 1991).

5.2 THEORETICAL APPROACHES

5.2.1 Averaging

The simplest rock physics theories relating seismic velocities to porosities

do not explicitly consider the shapes of cracks and pores (Watt et al.,

1976). These theories (e.g., Hill, 1952; Wyllie et al., 1956; 1958; Hashin,

1962; Hashin and Shtrikman, 1963) calculate weighted averages of the

elastic stiffnesses or seismic velocities of the background medium and the

pore filling media, to estimate effective properties for the composite

medium. Different cracks and pores can contain different fluids or solids,

or may be empty. The background medium is treated as just another

phase in a multiphase aggregate. The advantages of the averaging

approach are that these theories can handle any number of different pore

filling media, remain valid at any porosity, lead to estimates of both

compressional and shear wave velocities, and are suitable for computer

programming. The same approach may be used to find the effective

properties of media rendered anisotropic by aligned pores, although I will

not address the question of anisotropy in this chapter. The disadvantages

of the averaging methods are that they ignore crack and pore shapes,

making no distinction between the background medium and the pore

filling media, and they do not provide useful estimates of effective medium

properties when some of the cracks and pores are empty or contain fluids.

These theories can at best provide bounds on values of effective composite

medium properties. But the bounds will lie far apart if the pore filling
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medium has properties greatly different from the background medium

properties, such as when one phase is a fluid, a gas, or has infinite rigidity

(Nur and Simmons, 1969; Hadley, 1976; Watt et al., 1976).

The Voigt average of the elastic stiffnesses assumes an isolated

crack or pore feels a uniform strain for a uniform strain applied at

infinity, while the Reuss average of the inverses of the stiffnesses assumes

the crack or pore feels uniform stress due to an applied stress at infinity

(Hill, 1952; Walsh, 1965a). In the Voigt average, effective composite

medium elastic stiffnesses are calculated from weighted averages over the

stiffnesses of the background medium and pore filling media (Watt et al.,

1976). In the Reuss average, the inverses of the stiffnesses are calculated

from weighted averages over the inverses of the background medium and

pore filling media stiffnesses. In both cases, the weighting factors are the

relative concentrations of the background and pore filling media. For a

macroscopically isotropic effective medium containing N - 1 randomly

distributed, randomly oriented sets of cracks and pores, where a set is

defined as all cracks or pores containing the same pore filling medium,

the Voigt average would find the effective composite medium bulk

modulus, J(v, and effective shear modulus Pv, as follows:

and

N

J(ir = LcJ<i,

N

Pv = L CiPi,
i

(5.1 )

(5.2)

(Hill, 1952; Watt et al., 1976). Here K, and Pi are the bulk and shear

moduli of the it k set of cracks or pores, which contributes a porosity c; to

the total porosity <p (Hill, 1952; Watt et al., 1976). The i = 1 medium is
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just the background medium, with CI = 1 - 1;. Similarly, the Reuss

average would find the effective composite medium stiffnesses f{R and IlA.

from
[N -1[(R = ~;J ' (5.3)

and [f: Ci]-1* (5.4)IlR =
i III

(Hill, 1952; Watt et al., 1976). The above equations can of course only be

used if the component moduli do not vanish. The Reuss average does not

provide useful estimates when gases or liquids fill some of the cracks and

pores.

The Voigt average provides upper bounds on the effective composite

medium elastic stiffnesses, and the Reuss average provides upper bounds

on the inverses of the effective stiffnesses, which is equivalent to providing

lower bounds on the elastic stiffnesses themselves (Hill, 1952; Watt et al.,

1976). The intermediate value found by averaging the Voigt and the

Reuss bounds, the Voigt-Reuss-Hill average, has no theoretical basis and

no physical meaning, and should be avoided (Thomsen, 1972; Hadley,

1976; Watt et al., 1976; Whitmarsh, 1978).

Narrower bounds than the Voigt and Reuss bounds can be found

using a variational method, by assuming the elastic stiffnesses of the

crack or pore filling media are close to the background medium

stiffnesses, so that the change in the strain energy, caused by replacing

the background medium with the crack or pore filling media, is

minimized (Hashin, 1962; Hashin and Shtrikman, 1963). Consider a

background medium with bulk and shear moduli K, and Ill, containing
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only one set of cracks or pores, where the pore filling medium has moduli

J{2 and J-l2' If (IiI - J{2)(J-ll - J-l2) ~ 0, then the Hashin and Shtrikman

bounds on the effective elastic stiffnesses are:

(.5.5 )

(5.6)

(5.7)

and

(5.8)

(Hashin, 1962; Hashin and Shtrikman, 1963). If K, ~ f{2' then J{hSl and

J-lHSl are upper bounds and f{'HS2 and J-lHS2 are lower bounds; if

J{1 < 1\2, the reverse is true (Hashin and Shtrikman, 1963). The bounds

may also be found when (1(1 - f{2)(J-ll - J-l2) < 0 (Watt et al., 1976), as

described in Appendix A. Appendix A also gives equations for the Hashin

and Shtrikman upper and lower bounds on elastic stiffnesses when more
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than one set of cracks or pores is present in the background medium. If

any of the component elastic stiffnesses vanish, the lower bounds also

vanish (Hashin and Shtrikman, 1963). (See Appendix A for limits on the

Hashin and Shtrikman bounds for vanishing and infinite component

elastic stiffnesses). Because the effective composite medium is assumed to

be macrohomogeneous and isotropic (Hashin, 1962; Hashin and

Shtrikman, 1963), component media are assumed to be dispersed

throughout the effective medium (Hashin, 1962; Hashin and Shtrikman,

1963). Physically, this means that the rock is disconnected if any of the

component stiffnesses vanish, even when only a small amount of liquid or

gas is present (Watt et al., 1976). This implicit dependence on pore

shape can limit the usefulness of the Hashin and Shtrikman bounds.

Bounds on the compressional and shear wave velocities can be

found using the above estimates of static elastic stiffnesses. For this I

need the effective composite medium density p", given by

N

p* = LCiPi (5.9)

(Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a; Domenico, 1974), where Pi is the density of

the ilk component of the effective composite medium, and the

background medium is assumed to be solid so that the inertial density

(Biot, 1973; Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a) is the same as the gravitational

density. If the background medium is a fluid, seismic waves cause relative

motion between the solid inclusions and the fluid, and the inertial density

(Biot, 1973; Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a) given in Appendix A must be

used in place of the gravitational density, to calculate effective seismic

velocities from effective elastic stiffnesses. This may also be true for a

concentration of fluid-filled cracks and pores approaching 50%, embedded
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in a solid background medium. For such high porosities, particularly if

fluid pressure effects are important, Biot theory (Biot, 1956a,b; 1973)

would perhaps provide a better method of estimating the effective

medium properties. Effects of fluid pressure and the application of Biot

theory have been examined in many papers (e.g., Geertsma and Smit,

1961; Domenico, 1974; 1976; 1984). I did not use Biot theory for

modeling the oceanic crust because the porosity and permeability

probably are not high enough for the fluid in cracks and pores to

represent a continuum. We do not at present have enough information

about the structure of the oceanic crust to estimate all the parameters

required in Biot theory models. Although differential pressures from fluid

in pores certainly affect seismic velocities (e.g., Wyllie et al., 1956; 1958;

King, 1966; Nul' and Simmons, 1969; Brown and Korringa, 1975; Hoenig,

1979; Kranz, 1983; Christensen and Wang, 1985), modeling those effects

is also beyond the scope of this chapter.

Velocities can also be calculated using the time average equation

(Wyllie et al., 1956; 1958) in Appendix A. This takes the same form as

the Reuss equation above, except that the elastic stiffnesses are replaced

by velocities. The time average comes about by assuming all the

component media are stacked in layers much thicker than a seismic

wavelength (Wyllie et al., 1956; 1958). The traveltime of a seismic wave

passing vertically through the stack would be the sum of each layer

thickness divided by its velocity. Layer thicknesses would be proportional

to concentrations. The time average equation is also related to the Wood

equation and to Gassmann's equation (Gassmann, 1951; Wyllie et al.,

1956; 1958; Nur and Simmons, 1969; Domenico, 1974; Brown and

Korringa, 1975). Empty cracks or pores preclude use of the time average

equation (Nur and Simmons, 1969).
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Although they ignore crack and pore shapes and are of limited use

when any of the elastic stiffnesses or seismic velocities vanish, these

simple averaging schemes help us to understand the behavior of theories

that incorporate crack and pore shapes. The Hashin and Shtrikman

bounds are the best bounds on the elastic stiffnesses when information

about crack and pore shapes is unavailable (Watt et al., 1976). For solids,

estimates of elastic stiffnesses from any of the theories that incorporate

crack and pore shapes must reduce to the Hashin and Shtrikman bounds

when the crack width vanishes, when the porosity vanishes, or when all

components, including the background medium, have equal shear moduli

(Rill, 1963; Watt et al., 1976; Cheng, 1978).

5.2.2 Self-Consistent Theories

All the theories that I discuss that incorporate crack and pore shapes

make use of Eshelby's (1957) work on the strain field inside an isolated

elastic ellipsoidal inclusion in an infinite elastic medium. Although cracks

and pores in real rocks can be approximated by other shapes (e.g., Mavko

and Nur, 1978), ellipsoids are useful because the same theory can be used

to model a wide range of crack and pore thicknesses. Eshelby (1957)

showed that for a uniform strain field eO applied at infinity, the strain e

inside an ellipsoidal inclusion is uniform:

(.5.10)

(Eshelby, 1957; Wu, 1966), and the solution for displacement can be

found in closed form. Terms in the T tensor contain elliptic integrals

(Eshelby, 1957), but if the inclusion is a spheroid instead of an ellipsoid,

elements of the T tensor are simple algebraic expressions dependent only

upon a, the spheroid's aspect ratio; K" and It*, the bulk and shear
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moduli of the effective composite medium; and K 2 and !L2, the bulk and

shear moduli of the medium inside the spheroid (Wu, 1966). The aspect

ratio a is defined as the ratio of two of the spheroid's semi-axes, as shown

in Figure 5.1. Each crack or pore in a rock will be represented by a

spheroid with some known aspect ratio. If the total porosity is low

enough, the assumption that each spheroid is isolated from the others will

be a good approximation. Approximate aspect ratios for a rock can be

found from scanning electron micrographs, borehole images, or some

other information about the geology. Although we must make many

assumptions to incorporate crack and pore shapes into theories relating

velocities to porosities, the results should prove more useful than

estimates from simple averaging theories.

The self-consistent theories allow the T tensor to retain its

dependence on the effective composite medium properties. Because they

allow cracks and pores to feel the effective medium, the self-consistent

theories are not strictly first order in porosity, and should provide better

estimates of elastic stiffnesses than the simple averaging approach (Watt

et al., 1976). For the case of spherical inclusions, Hill (1965) has shown

that the self-consistent estimates of effective stiffnesses lie within the

Hashin and Shtrikman bounds. A disadvantage of the self-consistent

theories is that the equations for effective stiffnesses must be solved

iteratively, and thus they require more computer time than the simple

averaging approach. Another disadvantage is that the self-consistent

theories are strictly valid only for a dilute concentration of cracks and

pores (Eshelby, 1957; Wu, 1966), although they are often applied to

higher concentrations (O'Connell and Budiansky, 1974; Cheng, 1978).

Wu (1966) has shown that for an isotropic effective composite

medium, T reduces to two independent scalars, Ti i j j and Ti j i j .
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Figure 5.1: Shapes representing cracks and pores in rocks.
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Wu's (1966) expressions for components of T in the case of randomly

distributed spherical inclusions are shown in Appendix A. Expressions for

oblate and prolate spheroids can be found in Wu (1966). For the case of a

background medium containing many small spheroids having the same

shape and a total concentration C2, the effective composite medium bulk

and shear moduli for Wu's (1966) self-consistent approach are given by

and

,. [ ( Ti i j j ) (P,1 - P,2)]-1
t-wo =:= P,1 1 +C2 Tij i j - -3- 5p,wu

(5.11)

(5.12)

(Eshelby, 1957; Wu, 1966). The background medium has bulk and shear

moduli K; and P,1, and the medium in the spheroids has moduli J{2, J.l2'

Since Ti i j j and Tij i j depend explicitly on the effective moduli K wu and

P,wu, the above equations must be solved iteratively (Wu, 1966). For

spherical inclusions suspended in a liquid, p,* = P,1 = 0, and

Ti i j j /3 = J{* / J{2' so the effective moduli terms cancel out of the right

sides of the above equations for that special case. Simplified equations

have been given (Eshelby, 1957; Wu, 1966; Cheng, 1978) for the case

when the total concentration of spheroids, C2, is small enough that

(1 + C2)-1 ~ 1 - C2, but I will not use those equations since I am also

interested in modeling higher porosities.

The theory of Wu (1966) can estimate self-consistent static effective

elastic stiffnesses for rocks containing cracks and pores that can be

approximated by oblate or prolate spheroids or spheres. For more than

one set of cracks, having different shapes or containing different media,

the above equations for f{wu and P,wu can be used with a summation
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over c; and the T factors, which depend explicitly on the aspect ratios

(Cheng, 1978).

Although fiat cracks can be approximated by allowing oblate

spheroids to become very thin, Wu's (1966) theory will calculate incorrect

estimates of the effective elastic stiffnesses if the aspect ratio and any of

the shear moduli vanish (Walsh, 1969; Watt et al., 1976). As the crack

aspect ratio approaches zero, the concentration will also vanish because

the relative volume of a spheroid vanishes as it becomes a circle (Walsh,

1965a; O'Connell and Budiansky, 1974; Hoenig, 1979). Other

self-consistent theories have been developed specifically to address the

problem of infinitesimally thin cracks (e.g., O'Connell and Budiansky,

1974; 1977; Budiansky and O'Connell, 1976; Hoenig, 1979). These

expressions replace the ratio of the concentration to the aspect ratio, cl a,

with the crack density parameter E, where E = 3c/(41ra) for a circular

crack (Walsh, 1965a; Budiansky and O'Connell, 1976). The parameter E

has the physical meaning of providing a measure of the number of flat

cracks per unit volume contained within the background medium (Walsh,

1965a; O'Connell and Budiansky, 1974; Budiansky and O'Connell, 1976).

The O'Connell-Budiansky self-consistent theory (O'Connell and

Budiansky, 1974; 1977; Budiansky and O'Connell, 1976) is equivalent to

Wu's (1966) theory (Watt et al., 1976), and is valid for small E; for

example, E must be smaller than 9/16 in the case of dry cracks (O'Connell

and Budiansky, 1974). Because modeling the oceanic crust requires use of

a theory that can handle moderately high porosities and a range of crack

and pore aspect ratios, I will not discuss the O'Connell-Budiansky theory

in further detail, but will use the Wu (1966) theory as the representative

self-consistent theory, with the understanding that although crack aspect

ratios may become small, they must not be allowed to vanish.
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The main disadvantage of any of the self-consistent theories is that

second order scattering effects are overestimated. At high concentrations

of cracks or pores, the overestimation can reduce the effective elastic

stiffnesses to zero or even to negative values (Bruner, 1976; Watt et al.,

1976; Cheng, 1978; Henyey and Pomphrey, 1982). For correct results, the

potential energy of the effective medium must change slowly as the cracks

and pores are added (Bruner, 1976). This can be accomplished by

allowing each crack or pore to grow slowly in the medium (Bruner, 1976;

Henyey and Pomphrey, 1982), or alternatively, by adding small portions

of the cracks and pores gradually (Cheng, 1978). Then the solutions for

the effective elastic stiffnesses will converge to physically realizable values.

5.2.3 Noninteraction Theories

Walsh (1969) replaced the effective bulk and shear moduli J(* and f.l" with

the background medium moduli f{l and f.ll, on the right sides of Wu's

(1966) equations shown above, to obtain first order static noninteraction

estimates of the effective medium elastic stiffnesses for small

concentrations of cracks and pores. The concentrations must be small

because the T tensor terms no longer depend on the effective medium

properties, but instead depend on the background medium properties.

Thus crack-crack interactions are ignored. The cracks and pores must lie

far apart, and must have a low total concentration, for second order

scattering to remain unimportant (Walsh, 1969; Eshelby, 1957; Cheng,

1978). Appendix A gives Walsh's (1969) first order static noninteraction

expressions for the effective elastic stiffnesses. For a medium containing

more than one set of cracks or pores, Walsh's (1969) equations can be

used if a summation over the concentrations and the T terms is included

(Cheng, 1978). Walsh (1969) also gave simplified versions of Ti i j j and Tij i j
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for the case when a vanishes, and used complex moduli to investigate the

attenuation for the case of cracks filled with a viscous fluid. In this

chapter, I will not use the expressions for a approaching zero, and I will

leave the question of attenuation as a subject for future investigation.

Walsh's (1969) first order static estimate for the effective bulk

modulus can be compared to a second order static noninteraetion

expression that was derived for the case of empty ([(2 = 112 = 0) spherical

inclusions in a solid background medium:

(5.13)

(Walsh, 1965a; Walsh et al., 1965). This result is valid for c~ « 1 (Walsh,

1965a; Walsh et al., 1965). The above result was obtained by relating the

compressibility (inverse of bulk modulus) of the background medium to

the rate of change of porosity as external pressure is applied (Walsh,

1965a; Walsh et al., 1965). The term in braces is the expression for

Ti i j j/3 for spheres with ](2 = 0, assuming T depends on the background

medium rather than the effective medium properties (Wu, 1966; Walsh,

1965a). For small concentrations where Cz « 1, (1 - cz) ::::::: 1, and Walsh's

(1969) first order expression is recovered.

The static noninteraction theories can also be compared to

scattering theory results. In ellipsoidal coordinates, the wave equation is

not separable, and an integral equation will result if the scattering

obstacle is not spherical (Mal and Knopoff, 1967; Cheng, 1978; Mehta,

1983). For a plane wave scattered by a sphere, however, the displacement

can be written in closed form. If all multiple scattering is included, a

self-consistent result is obtained. But even for spheres the expressions can

be quite complicated. Appendix A gives Mehta's (1983) result for the
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self-consistent effective compressional wave velocity in the case of

scattering from spherical inclusions much smaller than a seismic

wavelength. Mehta used the Foldy-Twersky integral equation to include

almost all multiple scattering. Mehta (1983) provided estimates of the

effective medium compressional wave velocity and attenuation, but did

not estimate the effective medium shear wave velocity. For that reason, I

will examine the results of Mal and Knopoff (1967), for first order

scattering from spheres in a background medium.

Mal and Knopoff (1967) considered the scattered wavefield for a low

concentration of randomly distributed spheres much smaller than a

seismic wavelength. The compressional and shear wave velocities that

they found equal the effective medium velocities for the static case

(Eshelby, 1957; Walsh, 1965a; 1969) when C2 ~ 1 and (1 +C2)-1 ~ 1 -- C2

(Mal and Knopoff, 1967). Their first order dynamic effective bulk and

shear moduli are given by:

(5.14)

and

(5.15)

(Mal and Knopoff, 1967). The terms in braces are Tiiji/3 and

(Tijij - Tiijj/3) for spheres (Wu, 1966). These results are identical to the

Hashin and Shtrikman bounds J(iISl and f-LHSI if Cl ~ 1, and differ from

the first order static equations of Walsh (1969) only when the
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concentration of the spheres is too large for 1 - Cz to be a good

approximation for (1 +czt1 (Cheng, 1978). Mal and Knopoff (1967)

suggested that since the first order static and dynamic results agreed for

spheres, they might also be the same for ellipsoids. If that is true, then

their results can be extended to spheroids by simply replacing the terms

in braces in the equations above with Tiijj/3 and (Tijij - ~ijj/3) (Cheng,

1978).

The most successful of the noninteraction theories (Cheng, 1978) is

the Kuster-Toksoz theory. Kuster and Toksoz (1974a,b) combined the

first order static and dynamic theories of Walsh (1969) and Mal and

Knopoff (1967) to estimate the effective medium elastic stiffnesses for a

dilute concentration of ellipsoids embedded in a background medium.

They first found the effective elastic stiffnesses for an ellipsoidal inclusion

in a background medium by using the static method (Eshelby, 1957;

Walsh, 1969). Then they replaced all the ellipsoids in the background

medium with a single sphere having the effective elastic stiffnesses, called

the equivalent medium sphere. Finally, they used the first order

scattering results of Mal and Knopoff (1967) to find the wavefield at

infinity for scattering from the equivalent medium sphere (Kuster and

Toksoz, 1974a).

The Kuster-Toksoz (1974a) method is correct to slightly more than

first order in concentration, as it accounts for some of the crack-crack

interactions (Cheng, 1978). The Kuster-Toksoz theory was also the first

to provide explicit expressions to address the problem of a crack or pore

aspect ratio spectrum, i.e., several sets of cracks and pores within the

same background medium (Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a; Cheng, 1978). The

theory requires that the crack and pore concentrations remain small

enough that Li(cdoi) < 1 (Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a). It remains valid
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for higher concentrations than the other first order noninteraction

theories (Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a; Cheng, 1978).

The Kuster-Toksoz theory expressions for the effective medium bulk

and shear moduli are:

and

Kja - K 1

3KKT+4/11
(5.16)

=

(5.17)

(Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a,b; Toksoz et al., 1976; Cheng, 1978). The

ci(ai) indicates the concentration of the set of cracks or pores having

aspect ratio ai. Note that the T terms are both functions of ai, [(1, /111

1(, and /1i, and that the cracks and pores can contain different media.

The summation is over the crack sets, where each crack or pore within a

crack set has the same aspect ratio and contains the same medium. For

solid inclusions in a fluid background medium, Kuster and Toksoz

(1974a) used the inertial density (Biot, 1973) when calculating seismic

velocities from effective medium bulk and shear moduli. They also used

complex moduli and estimated the attenuation.

For a medium containing spherical inclusions, the Kuster-Toksoz

expressions will yield results identical to the Mal and Knopoff (1967)

expressions if 3KKT+4/11 ~ 3K1 + 4/11 and
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6f.lKT(f{1 + 2f.ll) + f.ll(9f{1 + 8f.ld ::::: 6p,1(f{1 +2f.ld +P,1(9f{1 +8p,d. If

those conditions hold and we also have C2 « 1 and (1 +czt1
::::: 1 - cz,

then the Kuster-Toksoz results will be the same as the Walsh (1969) first

order static results, for any shape of spheroidal inclusions (Cheng, 1978).

The noninteraction theories have several advantages over the

self-consistent theories. Because the right sides of the equations do not

contain terms that depend on the effective medium elastic stiffnesses, the

noninteraction equations do not need to be solved iteratively, and

therefore take less computer time than the self-consistent theories. The

noninteraction theories also do not have the problem of overestimating

crack-crack interactions and producing negative moduli for high

concentrations of cracks and pores (Cheng, 1978; Wilkens et al., 1991).

The Kuster-Toksoz theory is particularly useful, since it handles multiple

aspect ratios and different media in different cracks and pores in such an

elegant manner. But the noninteraction theories have some

disadvantages, too.

The noninteraction theories ignore second order scattering, and thus

tend to underestimate the effects of cracks and pores, producing

estimates for effective bulk and shear moduli that are too stiff (Cheng,

1978; Whitmarsh, 1978; Shearer, 1988; Wilkens et al., 1991). Even the

Kuster-Toksoz theory becomes invalid as the total crack and pore

concentration grows large (Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a). It also does not

produce the same results if the cracks and pores are added in a different

order. Another problem is that when more cracks or pores are added.

they can overlap cracks that were added earlier (Cheng, 1978), because

such second order crack-crack interaction effects are ignored. Figure 5.2

illustrates these problems. It is necessary to extend the Kuster-Toksoz

theory so that it will converge to a solution independent of the order in
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which cracks and pores are added. The extended theory should also

incorporate second order crack-crack interaction effects.

5.2.4 Combining Self-Consistent and Noninteraction Theories

I followed suggestions outlined by Cheng (1978) to make the

Kuster-Toksoz theory account for second order scattering effects, without

overestimating crack-crack interactions. To follow Cheng's (1978)

procedure, instead of adding all cracks and pores at once to the

background medium, it is necessary to gradually add a few cracks and

pores, find the effective medium elastic stiffnesses, use them as the new

background medium stiffnesses, add more cracks or pores, and so on.

This iterative procedure should have the same effect as allowing the

cracks or pores to grow slowly in the background medium, and thus

should avoid the overestimation problems inherent in the self-consistent

theories (Bruner, 1976; Cheng, 1978; Henyey and Pomphrey, 1982).

Nishizawa (1982) described an equivalent procedure for the case of a

medium exhibiting transverse isotropy due to aligned spheroidal cracks.

Cheng (1978) showed that any of the first order noninteraction

theories could be extended in this way, and that the results would

converge to the same solution as the extended Kuster-Toksoz theory

solution. The derivation is shown in Appendix A, along with the details

of how new cracks and pores must be added to prevent overlapping with

cracks and pores already present in the background medium. The

expressions from Appendix A for the extension of the Mal and Knopoff

(1967) or Walsh (1969) theory, for N - 1 crack or pore sets gradually

added during M iterations, can be written:
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C1 C2 + (1- C2)C1 C1 +C2

+([4i=ij#ra

Figure 5.2: Crack-crack interaction effects: (a) calculated effective medium
properties are sensitive to order in which cracks are added, and cracks
overlap; (b) adding additional cracks to correct for overlap; (c) adding
cracks slowly to avoid ordering and overlap problems.
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and

M N

K* - K 1 = L ~)Ki - Kt_l m-l) X
m=l i=2

T:{* T:{* (I(-Ki'-1m-I)T, /\
I: i m-1 - l' i-I m-1 = 3 iijj UCim,

M N ( * )* ~ ~ f.li - f.li-1m-1
f.l - f.L1 = L..J L..J

m=1 i=2 15

* * (f.li - f.l'i-Im-I)(3T, T,) /\
f.lim-l - f.li-l m-l = 15 ijij - iijj UCim,

* * ~(f.li-f.li-Im-I)(3T, T,)6JLNm - f.lNm-1 = L..J 1~ . ijij - iijj Cim,
i=1 ;)

(5.18)

(5.19)

(5.20)

(5.21)

(5.22)

(5.23)

(5.24)

(Cheng, 1978). Recalling that the difference between the original Mal and

Knopoff (1967) and Kuster-Toksoz (1974a) expressions for the bulk
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modulus was simply a factor of (3J<* + 4fld/(3J<1 + 4fld (Cheng, 1978)

gives us the equations for the extended Kuster-Toksoz (1974a) theory:

J<* - ](1

31<* + 4f.il

(5.25)

and

f.i* - fl1
[6fl*(I<1 +2fl1) + fl1(9J<1 +8fldJ

M N ( * )
'" ~ f.ii - fli-1m-1 (3'7'.... _ '7'....) /\ .
L..... L.-t 15 .1.1)1) .1.»s: ~Clm
m=l i=2

(5.26)

The recursion relations for the extended Kuster-Toksoz theory are given

in Appendix A. The expression for LCim is the same as that given above

for the extended Walsh or Mal and Knopoff theory. The extended

Kuster-Toksoz expressions should converge to their solutions faster than

the extended first order Walsh (1969) or Mal and Knopoff (1967)

theories. Cheng (1978) found this to be true for a sandstone model.

5.3 COMPARISON WITH OBSERVATIONS

5.3.1 Simple Media

Comparison of observations and effective elastic stiffnesses predicted by

the various theories requires not only that we have the measured
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porosities, densities, and elastic properties of background and pore filling

media, but we must also know the shapes of all the cracks and pores. We

need to know how much of the total porosity is contained in spherical

pores, how much in needle-shaped cracks, how much in flat cracks, etc.

Very few measurements of actual crack and pore distributions in rocks

exist. Because measurements of pore aspect ratio spectra for rocks are

sparce and uncertain, we will first consider some artificial media with

well-defined pore structures.

Appendices B through K contain the Fortran programs that

implement the different theories discussed above, to calculate the effective

medium properties for all the figures in this chapter. Figures 5.3 through

5.8 show theoretical predictions compared to data for polystyrene spheres

suspended in water and oil, and glass spheres suspended in acetylene

tetrabromide-benzine (ATB) liquid. The dots indicate effective velocities

measured by Kuster and Toksoz (1974b), and effective bulk moduli points

calculated from the velocity data and the effective densities. Cheng

(1978) and Mehta (1983) also compared theoretical predictions to these

velocity data. The lines indicate the effective bulk moduli calculated

using the Voigt (V) and Reuss (R) averages, the Hashin and Shtrikman

upper (HSu) and lower (HSI) bounds, the first order scattering theory of

Mal and Knopoff (MK), the first order static theory of Walsh (W), the

self-consistent theory of Wu (Wu), Kuster-Toksoz theory (KT), and the

extension of the first order Walsh or Wu or Mal and Knopoff theories

(W+). (Henceforth this latter will be called simply the extended Walsh

theory, with the understanding that extending the Walsh static first order

theory to account for some crack-crack interaction is equivalent both to

extending the dynamic first order Mal and Knopoff theory to account for

more than first order scattering effects, and to extending the Wu theory
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to prevent overestimation of crack-crack interaction). For the effective

compressional wave velocities, the Wyllie time average (TAV), the Mal

and Knopoff theory (MK), the second order scattering theory of Mehta

(M), the theories of Walsh (W), Wu (Wu), Kuster- Toksoz (KT), and the

extended Walsh theory (W+) results are shown by different lines. Since

the Hashin and Shtrikman and Voigt and Reuss averages are defined for

moduli, while the time average is defined for velocities, results of these

theories appear in only one of the velocity or moduli plots for each

medium. Because the background media in these three examples are

liquids, the effective shear moduli and shear velocities vanish.

These three effective media contain only spherical inclusions, which

allowed me to use the Mal and Knopoff and Mehta theories for first and

second order scattering from spheres. For the special case of spheres in a

liquid, the effective bulk and shear moduli terms cancel out of the right

side of the Wu theory equations, the Wu theory predicted effective

moduli are identical to the Walsh results and the Kuster- Toksoz results,

and the extended Kuster- Toksdz theory integral equations become the

extended Walsh theory integral equations. Keeping the spheres

suspended throughout the background media required that their densities

be close to the background media densities, for these three effective

media. Thus for these three media, whenever the effective bulk moduli

predicted by different theories are similar, the effective compressional

wave velocities are also similar.

As expected, all the theories produce similar results for very low

concentrations of suspended spheres. Most of the results coincide with

the Hashin and Shtrikman lower bounds, and fit the data quite well

except at very high concentrations of spheres. The Hashin and Shtrikman

bounds lie between or coincident with predictions from the Voigt and
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Polystyrene Spheres in Water
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Figure 5.3: Observed and predicted effectivemedia bulk moduli for various
concentrations of polystyrene spheres suspended in water. Data (dots)
after Kuster and Toksoz (1974b).
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Polystyrene Spheres in Water
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Figure 5.4: Observed and predicted effective media compressional wave
velocities for various concentrations of polystyrene spheres suspended in
water. Data (dots) after Kuster and Toksoz (l974b).
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Polystyrene Spheres in Oil
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Figure 5.5: Observed and predicted effectivemedia bulk moduli for various
concentrations of polystyrene spheres suspended in oil. Data (dots) after
Kuster and Toksoz (1974b).
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Polystyrene Spheres in Oil
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Figure 5.6: Observed and predicted effective media compressional wave
velocities for various concentrations of polystyrene spheres suspended in
oil. Data (dots) after Kuster and Toksoz (1974b).
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Glass Spheres in ATB
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Figure 5.7: Observed and predicted effective media bulk moduli for various
concentrations of glass spheres suspended in ATB liquid. Data (dots) after
Kuster and Toksoz (1974b).
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Glass Spheres in AlB
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Figure 5.8: Observed and predicted effective media compressional wave
velocities for various concentrations of glass spheres suspended in ATB
liquid. Data (dots) after Kuster and 'Ioksoz (1974b).
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Reuss averages, demonstrating that the Hashin and Shtrikman bounds

provide better constraints on effective media properties than the Voigt

and Reuss averages provide. But at high concentrations of spheres, the

quasi-homogeneous assumption breaks down, and the Hashin and

Shtrikman lower bound plots above the data. Since the bulk and shear

moduli of the suspended spheres differ considerably from the background

media moduli, the Hashin and Shtrikman upper and lower bounds lie far

apart, particularly for the glass spheres in ATB. Therefore the theories

that take pore shape into consideration are expected to provide even

better estimates of the effective media properties than the Hashin and

Shtrikman bounds provide.

In the plots, the second order scattering theory of Mehta provides

the best estimate of effective medium properties, because it can account

for nearly all the second order scattering effects. Unfortunately this

theory can only be used for spherical inclusions. The plots show that the

Walsh, Wu, Kuster-Toksoz, and extended Walsh theories provide good

estimates, nearly coinciding with the Mehta results. These figures provide

a useful picture of the behavior of the various theories for the case of

spheres suspended in liquid background media. For comparison with

rocks, we need to examine the behavior of a simple system with a solid

background medium.

Sintered glass containing air bubbles provides a simple medium

with a solid background and spherical pores (Walsh et al., 1965j Cheng,

1978). Lines in Figures 5.9 and 5.10 show theoretical predictions for

effective bulk and shear moduli of the glass foam. The lines for the

various theories are labelled as in previous effective moduli figures, except

that the second order static theory (Walsh, 1965aj Walsh et al., 1965)

was used in place of the first order static theory (Walsh, 1969) when
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calculating the effective bulk modulus labelled as the Walsh (W) theory.

The first order Walsh theory was used for the effective shear modulus.

The extended Kuster-Toksoz (KT+) line is also plotted. Observed bulk

moduli (Walsh et al., 1965; Cheng, 1978) plot as dots in Figure 5.9.

The bulk and shear moduli of the pore filling medium vanish,

causing the Hashin and Shtrikman lower bounds to vanish in both plots.

Unless the air bubble concentration is vanishingly small, the Reuss

average results also vanish. Although the Hashin and Shtrikman bounds

provide better estimates of the effective moduli than the Voigt and Reuss

averages, these bounds lie far apart, since the component media once

again have dissimilar elastic properties. In this effective medium,

predictions from the other theories do not reduce to the Hashin and

Shtrikman upper bounds at low concentrations, since the Hashin and

Shtrikman upper bounds for the bulk and shear moduli were calculated

using the equations (Appendix A) for the case of vanishing moduli for the

pore filling medium. As in the suspension examples, theories that take

pore shape into account are expected to provide more useful predictions

of the effective medium properties.

At low concentrations of air bubbles, all 'the theories that take pore

shape into account provide similar estimates of the effective moduli,

matching the observed effective bulk moduli fairly well. The Wu and Mal

and Knopoff theories underestimate the effective bulk modulus for air

bubble concentrations larger than >- 10%. For air bubble concentrations

near 50%, the Mal and Knopoff and Wu theories predict vanishingly

small effective moduli. The Mal and Knopoff theory even predicts

negative effective moduli, when the concentration of air bubbles is large

enough that C2 > 4flI!(3I<1 +4fld for 1(* and

C2 > (9I<1 +8J11)/(15I<1 +20fld for «:
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Air Bubbles in Glass
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Figure 5.9: Observed and predicted effective media bulk moduli for various
concentrations of air bubbles in sintered glass. Data (dots) after Walsh et
al. (1965).
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Air Bubbles in Glass
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Figure 5.10: Predicted effective media shear moduli for various concentra
tions of air bubbles in sintered glass.
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The second order static Walsh theory plots close to the

Kuster-Toksoz results for the effective bulk modulus, while the first order

Walsh theory provides much stiffer estimates for the effective shear

modulus. The Kuster-Toksoz theory overestimates the effective bulk

modulus, for porosities larger than r- 15%. The error is not serious,

however, even for very large porosities. The extended Walsh theory

estimates coincide with the extended Kuster-Toksoz theory predictions

for porosities up to 30 - 35%, and both extended theories predict

effective moduli values that fall between the predictions from the Wu and

the Kuster-Toksoz theories. The fit to the data is fairly good, except that

for extremely high porosities, the extended Kuster-Toksoz theory

overestimates second order scattering effects. It would appear that the

Kuster-Toksoz and extended Walsh theory provide the best estimates of

the effective bulk modulus, for this simple medium. Lacking data, I

cannot make a similar statement about the effective shear modulus, but

the theories seem to behave similarly for both bulk and shear moduli.

These results can be extrapolated to dry rocks with spherical pores. For

rocks containing cracks and pores of many shapes, the Kuster-Toksoz

theory is not expected to provide such good estimates at high porosities,

since then the criterion that Li(C)Cii) < 1 (Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a) is

often violated because of cracks with small aspect ratios. The extended

Kuster-Toksoz and extended Walsh theories may provide the best

estimates for the effective moduli of real rocks.

5.3.2 Convergence

Before considering more complicated media, I examine the convergence

characteristics of the Wu theory for the simple glass foam medium, to

find out how many iterations are required to compute the effective

moduli. Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show the effective moduli predicted by the
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Wu theory after the equations for the moduli have been solved iteratively.

The solutions converge after about 100-500 iterations. Even for 1000

iterations, the calculations took less than one second on a

mini-supercomputer. We can see from the figures that the solution has

converged if vanishingly small effective moduli are predicted at high

porosities. This criterion could be used as a test for convergence, instead

of making many calculations using different numbers of iterations. All of

the curves for the Wu theory in previous figures used 500 iterations, to

ensure convergence.

The extended Walsh and Kuster-Toksoz theories require that the

crack and pore sets be subdivided into M parts, and added slowly to the

background medium. I used the glass foam to investigate how large M

must be. Figures 5.13 through 5.16 show the results of the extended

Walsh and Kuster-Toksoz theory calculations of the effective bulk and

shear moduli for the glass foam, using different values of M for the total

number of pore subdivisions. In all of the figures, 50 subdivisions provide

essentially the same results as 1000 subdivisions. All of the previous

figures used M = 50 for the extended Walsh and extended Kuster-Toksoz

theory calculations.

We can see from Figures 5.13 through 5.16 that when the cracks are

added all at once, using 1VI = 1, the extended Walsh theory reduces to

the Mal and Knopoff theory, and the extended Kuster- Toksoz theory

reduces to the Kuster- Toksoz theory, as expected. As M is increased, the

extended Kuster-Toksoz predictions for the effective moduli become less

and less stiff, while the extended Walsh effective moduli become more

and more stiff. For porosities up to '" 30 - 35%, the extended

Kuster-Toksoz and extended Walsh theory predictions converge for large

enough values of M,
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Wu Theory Convergence
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Figure 5.11: Convergence with increasing iterations for the Wu (1966)
theoretical effective bulk modulus for air bubbles in glass. Data (dots) are
after Walsh et al. (1965).
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Figure 5.12: Convergence with increasing iterations for the Wu (1966)
theoretical effective shear modulus for air bubbles in glass.
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Figure 5.13: Convergence of the extended Walsh theory with increasing
numbers of crack subdivisions, for the effective bulk moduli for air bubbles
in glass. Data (dots) after Walsh et al. (1965).
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Figure 5.14: Convergence of the extended Walsh theory with increasing
numbers of crack subdivisions, for the effective shear moduli for air bubbles
in glass.
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Figure 5.16: Convergence of the extended Kuster- Toksoz theory with in
creasing numbers of crack subdivisions, for the effective shear moduli for
air bubbles in glass.
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as they should. This implies that the two theories are equally valid for

moderately high porosities, at least for this simple model.

5.3.3 Sandstones

The simple glass foam medium provides some insight into the behavior of

the various theories, but it fails to adequately represent real rocks.

Although aspect ratio spectra for real rocks are not as well determined as

the aspect ratio spectra for the simple models discussed above, some

estimates are available. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images

(Hadley, 1976; Brace et al., 1972; Brace, 1977; Burns et al., 1990) have

been used to estimate the pore aspect ratio spectra of some sedimentary

rocks and granites. The theoretical relationship between the crack width

and the pressure required to close the crack (Walsh, 1965a; Nur and

Simmons, 1969; Hoenig, 1979; Kranz, 1983) has also been used along

with the variation of velocity with pressure to estimate pore aspect ratio

spectra for sedimentary rocks and granites (Toksoz et al., 1976; Cheng;

1978; Cheng and Toksoz, 1979).

These methods do not provide unique or complete aspect ratio

spectra. The SEM measurements ignore large-scale porosity from pores

larger than the measured thin section, and cannot resolve cracks with

extremely small aspect ratios (Hadley, 1976; Brace, 1977). In addition,

errors result when measurements made in two dimensions must be

extrapolated to represent a three-dimensional rock (Rickman, 1990). The

presence of clay can also pose problems for determining the rock

properties, because it changes the compressibility of the rock (Cheng,

1978; Tosaya and Nur, 1982; Kowallis et al., 1984; Christensen and Wang,

1985). Aspect ratio spectra derived from velocity-porosity relationships

and crack-closing rates rely on using one of the available theories to

invert velocities for pore aspect ratio spectra. Aspect ratio spectra
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derived using the Kuster-Toksoz theory (Toksoz et al., 1976; Cheng, 1978;

Cheng and Toksoz , 1979) may provide incorrect results because the

theory overestimates the effective elastic stiffnesses (Cheng, 1978;

Whitmarsh, 1978; Shearer, 1988; Wilkens et al., 1991). Thus the aspect

ratio spectra resulting from the inversion would have pore and crack

concentrations that are too high (Wilkens et aI., 1991).

I used two brine-saturated sandstone models to test the convergence

of the extended Kuster-Toksoz and extended Walsh theories for real

rocks. Figures 5.17 and 5.18 show the predicted compressional and shear

wave velocities for a simplified brine-saturated sandstone with a total

porosity of 25%. In, this model, all the pores have an aspect ratio of one.

The densities and elastic properties of brine and quartz are given by

Toksoz et aI. (1976). As in the glass foam model discussed previously,

adding all the cracks in a single iteration recovers the Mal and Knopoff

and Kuster-Toksoz theory results. The velocities converge by about 50

iterations, comparable to the elastic stiffness convergence for the glass

foam model. Again the extended Walsh theory values increase and the

extended Kuster-Toksoz theory values decrease, with increasing numbers

of pore subdivisions. The final effective velocities for the two theories are

similar, and again the extended Kuster-Toksoz theory predicts a slower

(less stiff) effective medium than the extended Walsh theory predicts.

To test the extended theory convergence for a more complicated

model, I used the pore aspect ratio spectrum that Toksoz et aI. (1976)

found for Boise sandstone. The spectrum was computed using an

inversion of the Kuster-Toksoz theory, constrained by SEM measurements

for some of the cracks (Hadley, 1976; Brace, 1977) and by

velocity-porosity measurements [Toksoz et al., 1976; Cheng, 1978) for

Boise sandstone. The extended theories will estimate slower
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Figure 5.17: Convergence of the extended theories with increasing num
bers of crack subdivisions, for effective compressional wave velocities in a
simplified brine-saturated sandstone model.
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saturated sandstone model.
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compressional and shear wave velocities than the Kuster-Toksoz theory

would find; hence, the extended theory velocities should be slower than

the observed velocities that the pore aspect ratio spectrum was developed

to match. Brine-saturated Boise sandstone with a porosity of 25% at low

confining pressure has compressional wave velocities of 3.33 - 3.42 km/s

and shear wave velocities of 1.87 - 1.90 krri/s (King, 1966; Toksoz et al.,

1976). Eight crack and pore aspect ratios, ranging from 1.0 to 0.0001,

were used to represent the Boise sandstone. The extended theories should

converge to the same result regardless of the order in which cracks and

pores are added.

Figures 5.19 and 5.20 present the effective velocities calculated

using the extended Walsh and Kuster- Toksoz theories to model Boise

sandstone. Pores and cracks were added in two different orders, largest

aspect ratio to smallest and then smallest to largest, for each extended

theory. The results converge if 50 or more crack subdivisions are used.

The order in which the cracks and pores are added does not affect the

final results. As in the simplified sandstone model, the extended

Kuster-Toksoz theory predicts slower effective velocities than the

extended Walsh theory predicts. The velocities predicted by the two

different theories are not as close together for this model as for the model

that used only one aspect ratio. The extended Kuster- Toksoz theory

velocities have some uncertainty because of approximations used in the

recursion relations (Appendix A), for models with more than one aspect

ratio. This modeling suggests that the extended Walsh and extended

Kuster-Toksoz theories can be used to estimate upper and lower bounds,

respectively, for the effective velocities and elastic stiffnesses of real rocks.

The actual velocities and stiffnesses of the rocks should lie between the

bounds, probably closer to the extended Walsh theory results. Since the
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Figure 5.19: Convergence of the extended theories with increasing numbers
of crack subdivisions, for effective compressional wave velocities in brine
saturated Boise sandstone.
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Figure 5.20: Convergence of the extended theories with increasing numbers
of crack subdivisions, for effective shear wave velocities in brine-saturated
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original pore aspect ratio spectrum for the Boise sandstone was developed

by inverting Kuster-Toksoz theory results to match measured velocities,

the extended theory results predict slower velocities than the measured

Boise sandstone velocities. The extended theory results could be inverted

to produce new pore aspect ratio spectra for the Boise sandstone, which

could then be compared to SEM measurements.

5.3.4 Upper Oceanic Crust

The extended Kuster-Toksoz and extended Walsh theories remain valid

for porosities up to at least 30%, accomodate a full range of aspect ratios

from oblate to prolate spheroids, and converge independently of the order

in which the cracks and pores are introduced into the background media.

Therefore these extended theories can be used with measured pore aspect

ratio spectra to model the compressional and shear wave velocity

structure of the upper oceanic crust.

Wilkens et al. (1991) used field observations of ophiolites,

laboratory measurements of basalt cores, and borehole measurements of

the upper oceanic crust to find approximate pore aspect ratio spectra for

the top few hundred meters of layer 2. When used in conjunction with

the Kuster-Toksoz theory, their aspect ratio spectra produce

velocity-depth profiles that fit the velocity structure recorded in borehole

logs for G-My-old and 1l0-My-old crust (Wilkens et al., 1991). These pore

aspect ratio spectra probably overestimate the actual porosity of layer 2

(Wilkens et al., 1991), since the Kuster-Toksoz theory overestimates the

porosity required for a given velocity. The extended Kuster- Toksoz and

extended Walsh theories could be used to find pore aspect ratio spectra

which yield velocity-depth profiles that match borehole logs. The total

porosi ties for each layer would be lower than those found by Wilkens et

al. (1991) using the Kuster-Toksoz theory. The extended theories can also
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be used with Wilkens et al. 's (1991) aspect ratio spectra to see how the

velocities differ when different theories are applied.

I have used the pore aspect ratio spectra estimates of Wilkens et

al. (1991) to investigate whether the extended Walsh and extended

Kuster-Toksoz theories can provide useful models for the velocity

structure of the upper oceanic crust. Figures 5.21 and 5.22 show the

effective compressional and shear wave velocity variation with depth

predicted using a pore aspect ratio model developed for 6-My-old oceanic

crust, along with appropriate densities and elastic moduli for basalt and

seawater (Christensen and Salisbury, 1973; Toksoz et al., 1976; Wilkens et

al., 1991). The model uses 8 aspect ratios, ranging from 0.5 to 0.001, for

100 different 5-meter-thick layers. Each layer uses a different

concentration of each of the 8 possible aspect ratios to produce the

plotted velocities. The Kuster-Toksoz (KT) predictions are from Wilkens

et al. (1991). The top layers of the model have the highest porosities and

the lowest velocities.

In these plots, the layers between aand 100 m violate the

Kuster-Toksoz constraint requiring that L-i(ci/ad < 1 (Kuster and

Toksoz, 1974a). The Kuster-Toksoz theory is not strictly valid for the

moderately high porosities observed in layer 2A of the oceanic crust

(Whitmarsh, 1978; Shearer, 1988; Wilkens et al., 1991). But for deeper

layers with lower total porosities, the constraint on concentrations is not

violated.

The Wu and extended Kuster- Toksoz theories should underestimate

velocities for a given porosity, while the Kuster- Toksoz and extended

Walsh theories should overestimate the velocities for a given porosity.

Actual compressional and shear wave velocities for a theoretical model

probably lie between the extended Walsh and extended Kuster- Toksoz
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Figure 5.21: Effective compressional wave velocities predicted for young
oceanic crust, using pore aspect ratio spectra of Wilkens et al. (1991).
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,

predictions, closer to the extended Walsh predictions. The extended

theories provide upper and lower bounds on velocities. These new bounds

are fairly close together, and are thus much more useful than the Hashin

and Shtrikman bounds or the Voigt and Reuss averaging results,

particularly for media with liquids or gases filling some of the cracks and

pores.

In the theoretical model of slow oceanic crust, for deep layers with

low porosities, both extended theories and the Kuster-Toksoz theory

calculate similar velocities. If the extended theories were used instead of

the Kuster-Toksoz theory, most layers would require slightly lower total

porosities to produce the desired velocities. The upper oceanic crust may

have a lower total porosity than values used in the theoretical models of

Wilkens et al. (1991).

Sealing up the thinnest cracks at each depth produced the slightly

faster models shown in Figures 5.23 and 5.24, for l lfl-My-old crust that

has undergone some hydrothermal alteration to close the thinnest cracks

(Wilkens et aI., 1991). Again the Wu and extended Kuster-Toksoz

theories predict low effective velocities for a given porosity, while the

Kuster-Toksoz and extended Walsh theories predict high effective

velocities for a given porosity. Now the Kuster-Toksoz theory is valid for

all the layers in the model. The plots are very similar to the plots for the

younger oceanic crust model. Again the extended Walsh theory could be

used to estimate an upper bound on the porosity needed to produce given

compressional and shear wave velocities at each depth, while the

extended Kuster-Toksoz theory would provide estimates of the lower

bound. Such models can be compared to observations from drill holes to

model how the oceanic crust evolves with age and depth, as thin cracks

are sealed by hydrothermal alteration (Alt et al., 1986; Reuschle et al.,
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1988j Gillis and Robinson, 1988) and pressure (Walsh, 1965bj Cheng,

1978; Wilkens et al., 1991).

Since the thinnest cracks produce the greatest effects on the

velocities (Walsh, 1965bj Wu, 1966; Watt et al., 1976; Cheng, 1978;

Whitmarsh, 1978; Cheng and Johnston, 1981; Shearer, 1988; Wilkens et

al., 1991) without significantly changing the total porosities, these models

can only provide a general picture of possible compressional and shear

velocity structures for the oceanic crust. The theories are not sensitive to

the exact shapes of the round pores. Prolate spheroids would have

approximately the same effects as spheres (Wu, 1966; Cheng, 1978).

Large-scale porosit~ from lava tubes and collapsed pillows may not be

adequately represented. The models are non-unique and must be

constrained by geological and geophysical observations.

5.3.5 East Pacific Rise

I used high resolution compressional wave velocity measurements

(Christeson et al., 1991; Purdy et al., 1991) recorded for layer 2A near the

East Pacific Rise axis to further investigate theoretical predictions for the

structure of the upper oceanic crust. Table 5.1 and Figures 5.25 through

5.30 show the compressional and shear wave velocities and porosities that

the extended Walsh (W+) and Kuster-Toksoz (KT+) theories calculate

for the aspect ratio spectra shown in Tables .5.2 and 5.3. These aspect

ratio spectra were designed to produce compressional wave velocity-depth

plots which would match refraction measurements (Christeson et al.,

1991; Purdy et al., 1991) recorded in 0-, 20-, and 120-Ky-old crust in and

near the East Pacific Rise axial summit graben at 9°30' N.

The compressional wave velocity plots in Figures 5.25 and 5.28

match the observations by using different pore aspect ratio spectra for the
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Figure 5.23: Effective compressional wave velocities predicted for older
oceanic crust, using pore aspect ratio spectra of Wilkens et al. (1991).
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Figure 5.26: Shear wave velocity structure of the shallow oceanic crust near
the East Pacific Rise axis, predicted using the extended Walsh theory.
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Figure 5.27: Theoretical variation of porosity with depth for the shallow
oceanic crust near the East Pacific Rise axis, predicted using extended
Walsh theory.
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crust near the East Pacific Rise axis. Extended Kuster- Toksoz theory
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Figure 5.29: Shear wave velocity structure of the shallow oceanic crust
near the East Pacific Rise axis, predicted using the extended Kuster-Toksoz
theory.
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Table 5.1

Calculated Properties Near East Pacific Rise Axis

Extended Kuster-Toksoz Theory Extended Walsh Theory

Vp Vs ¢> Poisson's Vp Vs </> Poisson's depth"
(km/s) (km/s) ratio (km/s) (km/s] ratio (m)

oKy
2.16 1.31 0.264 0.21 2.15 1.19 0.425 0.28 0
2.16 1.31 0.264 0.21 2.15 1.19 0.425 0.28 65
4.45 2.66 0.162 0.22 4.45 2.62 0.175 0.23 65
5.43 3.10 0.087 0.26 5.42 3.08 0.092 0.26 235
5.43 3.10 0.087 0.26 5.42 3.08 0.092 0.26 500

20 Ky
2.78 1.69 0.234 0.21 2.79 1.59 0.279 0.26 1
3.10 1.91 0.226 0.19 3.10 1.80 0.273 0.25 160
4.20 2.56 0.179 0.21 4.20 2.49 0.196 0.23 200
4.36 2.63 0.168 0.21 4.37 2.58 0.183 0.23 500

20 Ky, East of Rise Axis
2.59 1.54 0.236 0.23 2.59 1.47 0.305 0.26 1
2.78 1.69 0.234 0.21 2.79 1.59 0.279 0.26 125
4.45 2.66 0.162 0.22 4.45 2.62 0.175 0.23 280
4.67 2.77 0.143 0.23 4.68 2.74 0.154 0.24 500

120 Ky
2.46 1.47 0.243 0.22 2.45 1.38 0.342 0.27 1
2.78 1.69 0.234 0.21 2.79 1.59 0.279 0.26 175
4.67 2.77 0.143 0.23 4.68 2.74 0.154 0.24 200
4.74 2.80 0.138 0.23 4.74 2.77 0.149 0.24 500

"All depths in meters below seafloor.
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Table 5.2

Aspect Ratio Spectra for Matching Observed
Compressional Wave Velocity Structure Near

East Pacific Rise Axis Using Extended Walsh Theory

Aspect Ratios Depth"

0.5 0.25 0.1 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.005 0.001 (m)

Concentrations

oKy
0.2 0.085 0.08 0.03 0.18 0.008 0.0035 0.0008 0

0.2 0.085 0.08 0.03 0.18 0.008 0.0035 0.0008 65

0.032 0.053 0.06 0.02 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.0 65

0.02 0.024 0.025 0.015 0.008 0.0 0.0 0.0 235

0.02 0.024 0.025 0.015 0.008 0.0 0.0 0.0 500

20 Ky
0.08 0.065 0.08 0.025 0.018 0.008 0.0025 0.0008 0

0.08 0.065 0.08 0.025 0.015 0.005 0.002 0.0005 160

0.0355 0.055 0.07 0.025 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.0 200

0.034 0.054 0.065 0.02 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.0 500

20 Ky, East of Rise Axis
0.10 0.065 0.08 0.03 0.018 0.008 0.0035 0.0008 a
0.08 0.065 0.08 0.025 0.018 0.008 0.0025 0.0008 125

0.032 0.053 0.06 0.02 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.0 280

0.0297 0.0478 0.0478 0.0193 0.0098 0.0 0.0 0.0 500

120 Ky
0.13 0.072 0.08 0.03 0.018 0.008 0.0035 0.0008 a
0.08 0.065 0.08 0.025 0.018 0.008 0.0025 0.0008 175

0.0297 0.0478 0.0478 0.0193 0.0098 0.0 0.0 0.0 200

0.0285 0.045 0.0475 0.0185 0.0095 0.0 0.0 0.0 500

•AU depths in meters below seafloor.
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Table 5.3

Aspect Ratio Spectra for Matching Observed Compressional
Wave Velocity Structure Near East Pacific Rise

Axis Using Extended Kuster-Toksoz Theory

Aspect Ratios Depth"

0.5 0.25 0.1 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.005 0.001 (m)

Concentrations

oKy
0.075 0.0638 0.078 0.025 0.015 0.005 0.002 0.0005 0

0.075 0.0638 0.078 0.025 0.015 0.005 0.002 0.0005 65

0.031 0.0507 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.0 65

0.018 0.02 0.024 0.015 0.008 0.0 0.0 0.0 235

0.018 0.02 0.024 0.015 0.008 0.0 0.0 0.0 500

20 Ky
0.056 0.059 0.074 0.025 0.014 0.004 0.0015 0.0004 0

0.052 0.058 0.0735 0.025 0.0135 0.0026 0.001 0.00026 160

0.033 0.0535 0.0625 0.02 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.0 200

0.0314 0.0517 0.0545 0.02 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.0 500

20 Ky, East of Rise Axis
0.056 0.059 0.074 0.025 0.014 0.005 0.002 0.0005 0

0.056 0.059 0.074 0.025 0.014 0.004 0.0015 0.0004 125

0.031 0.0507 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.0 280

0.028 0.04 0.047 0.0185 0.0095 0.0 0.0 0.0 500

120 Ky
0.06 0.06 0.075 0.025 0.015 0.005 0.002 0.0005 0

0.056 0.059 0.074 0.025 0.014 0.004 0.0015 0.0004 175

0.028 0.04 0.047 0.0185 0.0095 0.0 0.0 0.0 200

0.027 0.038 0.045 0.0182 0.0093 0.0 0.0 0.0 500

* All depths in meters below seafloor.
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extended Walsh and the extended Kuster-Toksoz theories (Tables 5.2,

5.3). The shear wave velocities differ slightly for the two different

theories. Figure 5.26 and Table 5.1 show that the extended Walsh theory

predicts slightly slower shear wave velocities for the same compressional

wave velocities, compared to the extended Kuster- Toksoz theory

predictions shown in Figure 5.29. The extended Walsh theory requires

much higher porosities in Figure 5.27 and Table 5.1 than the extended

Kuster-Toksoz theory indicates in Figure 5.30, for the shallow layers with

compressional wave velocities of 2.15 - 2.79 krri/s. The extended Walsh

theory predictions could be used as an upper limit, while the extended

Kuster-Toksoz theory predictions could provide a lower limit, for the

porosities in these models.

These models are non-unique and must be constrained using

geological and geophysical observations. Until more data are available,

the only additional constraint I have is that the upper oceanic crust

typically has Poisson's ratios above .27 (Hyndman, 1979; Spudich and

Orcutt, 1980; Shearer, 1988; Fryer et al., 1989). The low values shown in

Table 5.1 indicate that some other non-unique aspect ratio spectra would

provide better models for the refraction data.. This example illustrates

that more geological and geophysical data are necessary to constrain the

predictions of the extended Walsh and extended Kuster-Toksoz theories.

5.4 CONCLUSIONS

I have shown that the extended Kuster-Toksoz and extended Walsh

theories model simple media correctly, require fairly small numbers of

crack subdivisions for convergence, and do not take a significant amount

of time on a mini-supercomputer. The two extended theories provide

upper and lower bounds on effective medium properties for porosities up
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to at least 30% in models approximating real rocks. Thus these extended

theories remain valid at higher crack and pore concentrations than any of

the noninteraction or self-consistent theories examined. The bounds

provided by the extended theories are much closer together than bounds

from any of the averaging theories, even when pore filling media have

elastic properties that differ greatly from the properties of the

background medi urn.

I have also shown that the extended Kuster-Toksoz and extended

Walsh theories are appropriate for modeling the upper oceanic crust. The

extended theories remain valid for the moderately high porosities

characterizing the top few hundred meters of the oceanic crust, and

converge regardless of the order in which cracks and pores are added to

the background medium. These extended theories can accomodate the

full range of shapes, from flat cracks to round pores, needed to model the

oceanic crust. Shear wave as well as compressional wave velocities can be

estimated using these extended theories. If geological and geophysical

data from dredge and core samples, well logs, and borehole images are

used to constrain the pore aspect ratio spectra, these extended theories

can be used to model the evolution of the upper oceanic crust with age

and depth.
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APPENDIX A

Additional Theoretical Expressions for Seismic

and Elastic Properties

A.I HASHIN AND SHTRIKMAN BOUNDS

For the case of a two-phase medium when (I<l - !{Z)(f.ll - pz) < 0, the

Hashin and Shtrikman bounds may be found by modifying the

expressions given in the text for the case when (I<l - I<2)(/-l1 - P2) ;::: o.
The III terms on the right side of the equation for I<RSI are replaced by

/-l2; the f.l2 terms on the right in the I<RS2 equation become Ill; the

Cl (I{l +2pd factor in the denominator and the 9I<1 +8f.ll factors in the

/-lHSl equation become cl(Kz +2pd and 9I<z +81ll; and the c2(Kz +2p2)

in the denominator and the 9K2+8f.l2 in the PHS2 equation become

C2(I{1 + 2pz) and 9Kl + 8P2 (Watt et al., 1976).

We have, for the Hashin and Shtrikman bounds on the effective bulk

and shear moduli of a medium containing N - 1 sets of cracks and pores:

(AI)

(A2)
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(A3)

and

(A4)

(Hashin, 1962; Hashin and Shtrikman, 1963). If tc, 2:: /(N, then K'HS1

and f.lHS1 are upper bounds and /(HS2 and f.lHS2 are lower bounds; if

/(1 < K N, the reverse is true.

When some of the elastic stiffnesses vanish or become infinitely

large, the Hashin and Shtrikman bounds become

[

N ]-1
x; = 2: }C~. '

i=1 \.t

N ]-1
f.lo = [2: Ci. '

i=1 f.lt

N

/('::0 = 'LJ(Ci,
i=1

N

f.l"oo = L IliCi,
i=1
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where the lower bounds are indicated by the asubscript, and the upper

bounds by the CXl subscript (Hashin and Shtrikman, 1963).

A.2 INERTIAL DENSITY

If the background medium is a fluid, seismic waves cause relative motion

between the suspended inclusions and the fluid matrix (Biot, 1973;

Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a). For calculations of effective medium seismic

wave velocities, the gravitational density must be replaced by the inertial

density pj:
PI - PI

PI +2PI

C2(PI - P2)

PI + 2P2
(A9)

(Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a). Here PI is the density of the fluid, and P2 is

the density of the suspended inclusions, which have total concentration

A.3 TIME AVERAGE EQUATION

From the time average equation (Wyllie et al., 1956; 1958), the effective

compressional wave velocity VPt and the effective shear wave velocity VSt
are:

and

(Ala)

(All)

where VPi and VSi are the compressional and shear velocities for the ith

crack or pore filling medium, with concentration Cj.
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A.4 SELF-CONSISTENT T FOR SPHERES

For spherical inclusions in an isotropic background medium, Wu (1966)

found the self-consistent T tensor terms:

and

T i i j j (3K* +4f.l*)
3 - (3K2 + 4f.l*) ,

(A12)

where K* and f.l* are the effective medium bulk and shear moduli, and

K 2 and f.l2 are the moduli for the medium inside the cracks or pores.

Note that in the case of a fluid background medium, f.l* = 0, so Ti i j j / 3

becomes K* / K 2, and the Ti j i j - Ti i j j / 3 term vanishes. When these are

put into Wu's (1966) self-consistent expressions for effective moduli, the

K* and f.l* terms all cancel from the right sides of the equations.

Therefore, for suspended spheres in a fluid background medium, the

self-consistent (Wu, 1966) and noninteraction (Walsh, 1969) expressions

will yield identical results.

A.5 WALSH FIRST ORDER STATIC THEORY

Walsh's (1969) first order static noninteraction expressions for the

effective bulk and shear moduli in a medium containing spheroidal

inclusions are given by:

rr» _ r.' [1 Tii j j (Ct , K l , f.l l ,!{ 2, f.l 2) (I{ 1- K 2)] - 1
li W - r: 1 + C2 3 f{l'

and
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where the background medium moduli are /(1 and /11, and the crack or

pore filling medium has moduli I<2' /12, and total concentration C2' For

spherical inclusions, Walsh's (1969) results approach the Hashin and

Shtrikman bounds /(i-rS1 and /1HS1 as C2 approaches zero, and the Walsh

results approach I<i-rS2 and /1HS2 as C2 approaches 1 (Hashin and

Shtrikman, 1963).

A.6 MEHTA SCATTERING THEORY FOR SPHERES

Mehta (1983) found that the effective compressional wave velocity Vpm
and the quality factor QPm for scattering from spherical inclusions can be

written:

and

where

V* Vp

Pm = Re(n)'

1
QPm = 2 Im(n)'

(A16)

(A17)

n _ - 3GC2 + [9c~G2 +4(1 + 9C2Hj2) (1 +3C2F +1.5C2H )j1 /2 (Al8)
- 2 +9C2H '
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and

(A21)

The background medium has bulk and shear moduli and density f{l, Ill,

PI, while the spheres have moduli, density, and concentration f{2, 112, P2,

and C2. For a nonviscous fluid background medium, the same equations

can be used if G is multiplied by the factor (3pr)j(2p2 +pr) (Mehta,

1983).

A.7 EXTENDED FIRST ORDER NONINTERACTION

THEORIES

Cheng (1978) showed that the first order scattering results of Mal and

Knopoff (1967), which are equivalent to the first order static results of

Walsh (1969) for small concentrations, can be made self-consistent by

allowing the T tensor terms to depend on the effective medium elastic

stiffnesses, as in Wu's (1966) theory. To avoid overestimating crack-crack

interactions, the concentration of each crack or pore set is divided into

small pieces, and the T terms are found for each new effective medium as

the cracks or pores are gradually added. The original first order

expressions become integral equations whose kernals depend on the

effective medium properties (Cheng, 1978). For the case of one set of

cracks or pores of aspect ratio a, filled with a medium with bulk and

shear moduli f{2 and 112, embedded in a medium with moduli [(1 and Ill,

the integral equations are:

(A22)
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and

(A23)

(Cheng, 1978). These integral equations may be solved by simple

numerical quadrature (Cheng, 1978). The integrals are subdivided into M

parts. For the bulk modulus, the new integral equation is:

(Cheng, 1978). Subdividing the integral corresponds to adding cracks or

pores to the background medium in M discrete steps. If the total

concentration of cracks or pores with aspect ratio a is c, M is the total

number of cracks or pores with aspect ratio a, and m cracks or pores are

added in each step, the volume concentration added at each step is

Cm = mclM (Cheng, 1978). If m ~ M, the T terms will not change very

rapidly in each step; hence, the integral from Cm-l to Cm can be replaced

by TiiiJ(Cm - cm-I) in each step (Cheng, 1978). Now the expression for

the bulk modulus is

1:'* 1:( ~ (1(2 - J(~_1) 'T' (1:(* * 1:( ) 1\
1\ -1: 1 = L..J iiijj a,l' m-l'J.Lm-l' l' 2,J.L2 DCm,

m=l 3

where

1(* 1:(* (J{2 - J{~_l) 'T' (1:'* * 1:( ) 1\
m-l'm-l= 3 iiijja,1\m_1lJ.Lm_1l1'2,J.L2 DCm,

and
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(Cheng, 1978). The terms I<o and flo are just the background medium

properties I<1 and fl1 (Cheng, 1978).

Cheng (1978) showed that the expression for the extended

Kuster-Toksoz theory effective bulk modulus differed from the above

expression for the effective bulk modulus only by a factor of

(3I{* +4fl1)/(3I<1 +4f..ll) on the right side. If the factor is included in the

kernel, the Mal and Knopoff or Walsh extended theory effective bulk

modulus given above is recovered, and so the extended Kuster- Toksoz

and first order extended theories must converge to the same result

(Cheng, 1978). The above extended theory is a bit easier to program, and

was used by Cheng (1978).

The above equations provide a better estimate of the bulk modulus

than the original first order theory could provide, but they do not take

care of the problem of overlapping cracks or pores (Cheng, 1978). The

space available for new cracks or pores is 1 - <p times the original volume,

if <p is the total porosity at the time new cracks or pores are added. If at

the m'" step I added only a volume concentration of Cm cracks or pores,

some would overlap existing cracks or pores (Cheng, 1978), as illustrated

in Figure 5.2. In order to obtain a new porosity that is larger by the

amount em, I must add em/(l - <p) new cracks or pores (Cheng, 1978). At

any given time, <p = 2:;11
Cj. Therefore, in the above equation for IC, I

must redefine 6cm to be

(A28)

A pore aspect ratio spectrum can be accomodated by adding a

summation over crack or pore sets (Cheng, 1978). The order in which the
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two summations are performed should not matter; the solution must

converge in either order. The moduli K 2 and J.l2 become K, and J.li, and a

becomes ai. For simplicity, I will put the summation over the crack or

pore sets inside the summation over crack subdivisions. This corresponds

to subdividing each crack or pore set into the same number (M) of

pieces, and the expression for K:n - K:n-l given above does not need to

be changed very much. The new expressions for the extension of the Mal

and Knopoff (1967) or Walsh (1969) theory for N - 1 crack or pore sets

cap h,~ written:

tr» T/* (Ki - Ki-1m-l) 'T' A
l\im-l - 11.i-lm-l = 3 .Liijj LlCim,

K* - K* = ~ (Ki - Ki-l m-l) T,- ... 6 .
Nm Nm-l L.J 3 "JJ C,m,

i=2

M N ( * )
* "" J.li-J.li-lm-l

J.l - J.ll = L.J L.J
m=l i=2 15

(J.li-J.l'i-lm-l)(3T T,)6
J.lim-l - J.li-l m-l = 15 ijij - iijj Cim,

* * ~ (J.li - J.l'i-lm-l)(3T 'T') A
J.lNm - J.lNm-l = !---' 15 ijij - .Liijj LlCim,

,=1
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and

(Cheng, 1978).

A.8 EXTENDED KUSTER-TOKSOZ THEORY

(A35)

Cheng (1978) showed that difference between the original Mal and

Knopoff (1967) and Kuster-Toksoz (1974a) expressions for the bulk

modulus was simply a factor of (3K* +4fJ-d/(3K1+4fJ-r) (Cheng, 1978).

This can be used with the extended Walsh theory equations to find the

expressions for the extended Kuster-Toksoz theory:

K* -K1
3K* + 4fJ-1

~ ~ (J(i - 1(*_1 m-1)'T'.... /\ .
L.J L.J 3 l. UJJ WC,m
m=l i=2

and

* M N ( * )fJ- -fJ-1 =LL fJ-i-fJ-i-1m-1 X

[6p*(K1 +2pd + fJ-1 (9K1 +8pd] m=l i=2 15

(A36)

The recursion relations for the extended Kuster-Toksoz theory are not

immediately apparent. If I had only one aspect ratio, the extended
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Kuster-Toksoz theory expression for the effective bulk modulus would be

written

K* - K1
3K* + 4Jl1

~ (K2 - K:n-1LT'.... L::.
L.J 3 .1 «» C2m

m=l

(A38)

To find the recursion relation for the case of only one aspect ratio, I use

K:n - K1 [ K:n-1 - K1 ]
3K~ +4Jl1 3K~_1 +4Jl1

K2 - K:n-1 rp /\ [3}:.r* * ]-1= 3 .1iijj LlC2m l. m- 1+4Jlm-1 . (A39)

Since M is large, K:n-1 ~ K:n, so I can replace the denominator on the

left side of the recursion relation as follows:

(A40)

or

K:n - K:n-l

[
(I{2 - K::n_1) ] Ti i j j L::.C [3K* +4 ] (A41)

3 J/* +4 * 3 2m m-l Jl1 •
~~m-1 Jlm-1

Now, if I had multiple aspect ratios but had not subdivided the crack

sets, i.e., if I used M = 1, the extended Kuster-Toksoz theory expression
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for the effective bulk modulus would be

K* - K1

3K* + 4j.tl

o(Ki - Ki-l)T,.... 6.c.z: 3 It]):

i=2

(A42)

To find the recursion relation now I use

Ki - K 1 [ Ki_l - K 1 ]

3Kt + 4J.ll 3K;_1 +4J.ll

K, - K;_1 rJ1 /\ [3T/* 4 * ]-1= 3 .Liijj UCj L\.i_l + j.ti-l '

If Ki ~ Ki-l' I would be able to simplify the recursion relation to

Kt - /(*_1 =

(A43)

[
Kj - K7_1 ] Tiijj 6c. [31C' +4 ], (A44)

3K~ + 4 ! 3 : :-1 J.ll
:-1 j.t:-l

I cannot in general assume that l(t ~ Ki_l' because I have made no

assumptions about relative effects of different crack shapes, or how many

crack sets may be used. But for many subdivisions, i.e. for large M, I

can assume that Kim-l ~ Kim' and thus assume that Kim-l ~ /(*_1 m-l'

This approximation will result in small errors in the estimation of J(*

when many crack sets and many subdivisions are used. One possible way

to write the recursion relations for the effective bulk modulus for many

crack sets and many subdivisions would be
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and

L

Kim-l - Ki-lm-l

[
Ki - I<i-lm-l ] Tiijj /\

-3-~Cim

3I<i-lm-l +4tti-lm-l

_ ~ [ Ki - Ki-lm-l ] T i i j j /\ .- ~ ~Ctm·

i=2 3Ki_l m-l +4tti-l m-l 3

(A45)

(A46)

Note that for a liquid background medium, J-ll = tt* = ttim = 0, and the

extended first order theory expressions are recovered.

The above recursion relations for the effective bulk modulus

expression can be used to find the analogous recursion relations for the

extended Kuster-Toksoz theory effective shear modulus expression:

* *J-lim-l - J-li-lm-l =

( . _ ~ ) (3T i j i j -Tiijj) /sc.
ttt ttt-l m-l 15 tm
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and

f.lNm-l - f.ll

= ~( . _ ~ ) (3Tij i j -Iiijj) !:::'c.
!-- f.l, f.l'-lm-l 15 ,m
,=2

(A48)

These are just one example of many possible ways to write the recursion

relations for the extended Kuster- Toksoz theory. Using different recursion

relations changes the way in which K* and f.l* converge with increasing N

and M.
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APPENDIX B

FORTRAN Program for Voigt and Reuss Averaging

c vr.f
c
c Usage:
c
c vr < input file >output file &
c
c
c This progmm calculates bulk and shear moduli
c and velocities of a multi-phase medium
c with m phases (see parameter statement for maximum limit on my.
c The background medium is treated as just one of the phases.
c There is no 'explicit dependence on pore geometry in the
c calculation of the Voigt and Reuss bounds
c for moduli.
c
c The velocities calculated in this program are
c different from time average equation velocities,
c even though the form of the time average equation
c is the same as the form of the Reuss average equation.
c Here the moduli are averaged and then the velocities
c are calculated from the new average moduli. In the
c time average equation, the velocities would be averaged.
c
c
c For Voigt and Reuss bounds, see:
c
c Hill, R., 1952, The elastic behavior of a crystalline
c aggregate, Proc. Phys. Soc. London, Ser. A., 65, 349-354;
c
c Watt, J. P., Davies, G. F., and O'Connell, R. J., 1976,
c The elastic properties of composite materials, Reviews of
c Geophysics and Space Physics, 14, 541-563.
c
c For the time- average equation, see:
c
c Wyllie, M. R. J., Gregory, A. R., and Gardner, L. w., 1956.
c Elastic wave velocities in heterogeneous and porous media,
c GeophysIcs, 21, 41-70;
c
c Wyllie, M. R. J., Gregory, A. R., and Gardner, G. H. F., 1958,
cAn experimental investigation of factors affecting elastic
c wave velocities in porous media, Geophysics, 23, 459-493.
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c
c See also:
c
c Hashin, Z., and Shtrikman, S., 1963, A variational approach
c to the theory of the elastic behaviour of multiphase materials,
c J. Mech. Phys. Solids, 11, 127-140.
c
c
c Input:
c unit 5-- comment card followed by up to m
c free format lines containing k(i), mu(i), c(i), rho(i)
c i.e., bulk modulus of ith phase (CPa), shear modulus,
c porosity (or volume concentration), and density (gl cm **3).
c (Same as input format for program hashtrik.f).
c
c
c Output:
c unit 2-- file vr.log, program log and error messages.
c
c unit 6-- free format line containing kr,kv,mur,muv
c where kr is the Reuss average and
c kv the Voigt average for the
c effective medium bulk modulus, mur and muv
c are the Reuss and Voigt averages for the shear modulus;
c followed by free format line containing rhov, vpr, vpv, vsr, vsv
c where rhov, vpv, and vsv are the effective medium
c Voigt average density, compressional, and shear wave velocities,
c while vpr and vsr are Reuss average velocities.
c Moduli in CPa, velocities in km] s.
c
c
c P. Berge 5191
c
c
c

character*6 fname2
data fname2 /'vr.log'l
parameter (m=10)
real mu(m),k(m),rho(m),c(m)
real kr,kv,mur,muv,rhov,vpr,vpv,vsr,vsv
real phi

c
c Read input data from unit 5; write to program log file on unit 2.
c

open(2,file=fname2,form= 'formatted' ,status= 'new')
i=O

10 i=i+l
nmaxeei
read(5,*,end=1l) k(i), mu(i), c(i), rho(i)
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write(2,*) 'k,mu,c,rho for i= ',i,': ',k(i),mu(i),c(i),rho(i)
if (i.eq.m) go to 12
go to 10

11 nmax=nmax-l
12 continue

c
c Total porosity must equal 1, since background medium
c is also counted as a phase. See Hashin and Shtrikman (1963) eq. (3.8).
c

phi=O.
do 13 i=I,nma.x

phi=phi+c(i)
13 continue

delt=l.-phi
delt=abs(delt)
if (delt.gt.O.OOOl) then

write(2,*) 'Error: sum over porosities = ',phi
write(2,*) 'The sum must equal 1.'
close (2)
stop

end if
c
c Find Voigt average for k», muv, rhov.
c See Watt et al. (1976) eq. (45).
c

kv=O.
muve.O.
rhoveefl.
do 20 i=l,nmax

kv=kv+c(i)*k(i)
muv=muv+c(i)*mu(i)
rhoveerhov-l-c] i)*rho(i)

20 continue
c
c Find Reuss average for kr, mur.
c See Watt et al. (1976) eq. (45).
c The time average equation has the same form as the Reuss average.
c See Wyiiie et al. (1956) eqs. (1)-(3), and
c Wyllie et al. (1958) eq. (1).
c

xinf=100000.
kr=O.
mur=O.
do 21 i=l,nma.x

if (k(i).gt.O.) then
kr=kr+c(i)jk(i)

else
kr=kr + xinf

end if
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if (mu(i).gt.O.) then
mur=mur+c(i)/mu(i)

else
mur-ernur + xinf

end if
21 continue

kr=l./kr
mur=l./mur

c
c Find Voigt average and Reuss average for velocities.
c

vpr=sqrt( (kr+4.*mur/3. )/rhov)
vsr=sqrt(mur/rhov)
vpv=sqrt( (kv+4.*muv/3.)/rhov)
vsv=sqrt(muv/rhov)

c
c To prevent overflow when writing output file.
c

if (kr.gt.xinf) then
kr=xinf

end if
if (kv.gt.xinf) then

kveexinf
end if
if (mur.gt.xinf) then

rnureexinf
end if
if (muv.gt.xinf) then

muv=xinf
end if
if (vpr.gt.xinf) then

vpreexinf
end if
if (vpv .gt .xinf) then

vpv exinf
end if
if (vsr.gt.xinf) then

vsrexinf
end if
if (vsv.gt.xinf) then

vsveexinf
end if

c
c Write output.
c

write(2,*) 'kr,kv,mur,muv= ',kr,kv,mur,muv
write(6,*) kr,kv,mur,muv
write(2,*) 'rhov, vpr, vpv, vsr, vsv=' ,rhov,vpr,vpv,vsr,vsv
write(6,*) rhov,vpr,vpv,vsr,vsv
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c
close (2)
stop
end
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APPENDIX C

FORTRAN Program for Time Average

c tav.f
c
c Usage:
c
c tav <input file »output file 8J
c
c
c This program calculates a time average of velocities
c for a multi-phase medium
c with m phases (see parameter statement for maximum limit on m).
c The background medium is treated as just one of the phases.
c There is no 'explicit dependence on pore geometry in the
c calculation. The program also calculates Voigt and Reuss bounds
c of the bulk and shear moduli (Reuss average equation
c takes same form as time average equation,
c except it is for moduli, not velocities).
c
c For the time-average estimates, see:
c
c Wyllie, J1. R. J., Gregory, A. R., and Gardner, L. w., 1956..
c Elastic wave velocities in heterogeneous and porous media,
c Geophysics, 21, 41-70;
c
c Wyllie, M. R. J., Gregory, A. R., and Gardner, G. H. F., 1958,
cAn experimental investigation of factors affecting elastic
c wave velocities in porous media, Geophysics, 23, 459-493.
c
c For Voigt and Reuss bounds, see:
c
c Hill, R" 1952, The elastic behavior of a crystalline
c aggregate, Proc. Phys. Soc. London, Ser. A., 65, 349-354;
c
c Watt, J. P., Davies, G. F., and O'Connell, R. J., 1976,
c The elastic properties of composite materials, Reviews of
c Geophysics and Space Physics, 14, 541-563.
c
c See also:
c
c Hashin, Z., and Shtrikman, S., 1963, A variational approach
c to the theory of the elastic behaviour of multiphase materials,
c J. Mech. Phys. Solids, 11, 127-140.
c
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c
c Input:
c unjt 5-- comment card followed by up to m
c free format lines containing k(i), mu(i), c(i), rho(i)
c i. e., bulk modulus of ith phase (GPa), shear modulus,
c porosity (or volume concentration), and density (gl cm **3).
c (Same as input format for program hashtrik.f).
c
c
c Output:
c unit 2-- file tav.log, program log and error messages.
c
c unit 6-- free format line containing kr,kv, mur, muv
c where kr is the Reuss average and
c kv the Voigt average for the
c effective medium bulk modulus, mur and muv
c are the Reuss and Voigt averages for the shear modulus;
c followed by free format line containing rhov, vpt, vpv, vst, vsv
c where Voigt averages of the component medium densities
c and velocities produce the effective medium average
c density rhov and compressional and shear velocities
c vpv and vsv; and vpt and vst are the time average
c velocities (equivalent to a Reuss
c average of the component media velocities).
c Moduli in GPa, velocities in km]».
c
c
c P. Berge 5191
c
c
c

character*7 fname2
data fname2 l'tav,log'l
parameter (m=lO)
real mu(m),k(m),rho(m),c(m)
real kr,kv,mur,muv,rhov,vpt,vpv,vst,vsv
real phi

c
c Read input data from unit 5; write to program log file on unit 2.
c

open(2,file=fname2,form= 'formatted' ,status= 'new')
i=O

10 i=i+l
nmaxeei
read(5,*,end=U) k(i), mu(i), c(i), rho(i)
write(2,*) 'k,mu,c,rho for i= ',i,': ',k(i),mu(i),c(i),rho(i)
if (i.eq.m) go to 12
go to 10

11 nmax=nmax-l
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12 continue
c
c Total porosity must equal 1, since background medium
c is also counted as a phase. See Hashin and Shtrikman (1963) eq. (3.8).
c

phi=O.
do 13 i=l,nmax

phi=phi+c(i)
13 continue

deltee Ls-phi
delt=abs(delt)
if (delt.gt.O.OOOl) then

write(2,*) 'Error: sum over porosities = ',phi
write(2,*) 'ThG sum must equal!.'
close (2)
stop

end if
c
c Find Voigt average for ku, muv, rhov, vpv, vsv.
c See Watt ei al. (1976) eq. (45).
c

kv=O.
muveefl.
rhoveefl.
vpv=O.
vsv=O.
do 20 i=l,nmax

kv=kv+c(i)*k(i)
muv=muv+c(i)*mu(i)
rhov=rhov+c(i)*rho(i)
vpv=vpv+c(i)*( sqrt( ((k(i)+(4./3. )*mu(i) )/rho(i)) ) )
vsv=vsv+c(i)*( sqrt( (mu(i)/rho(i)) ) )

20 continue
c
c Find Reuss average for kr, mur;
c lime average for upi, usi.
c See Watt et al. (1976) eq. (45).
c The form of the lime average eq. is the same as the Reuss eq.
c See Wyllie et al. (1956) eqs. (1)-(3), and
c Wyllie et al. (1958) eq. (1).
c

xinfee100000.
kr=O.
mur=O.
vpt=O.
vst=O.
do 21 i=l,nmax

if (k(i).gt.O.) then
kr=kr+c(i)/k(i)
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else
kreekr + xinf

end if
if (mu(i).gt.O.) then

mur=mur+c(i) jmu(i)
else

mur-ernur + xinf
end if
if (k(i).gt.O.) then

vpt=vpt+c(i)j( sqrt( ((k(i)+(4.j3.)*mu(i))jrho(i)) ) )
else

vpt=vpt + xinf
end if
if (mu(i).gt.O.) then

vst=vst+c(i)j( sqrt( (mu(i)jrho(i)) ) )
else

vst=vst + xinf
end if

21 continue
kr=l.jkr
mur=l.jmur
vpt=l.jvpt
vst=l.jvst

c
c To prevent overflow when writing output file.
c

if (kr .gt .xinf) then
kr=xinf

end if
if (kv.gt.xinf) then

kveexinf
end if
if (mur.gt.xinf) then

mureexinf
end if
if (muv.gt.xinf) then

muveexinf
end if
if (vpt.gt.xinf) then

vpt=xinf
end if
if (vpv.gt.xinf) then

vpveexinf
end if
if (vst.gt.xinf) then

vst=xinf
end if
if (vsv.gt .xinf) then

vsveexinf
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end if
c
c Write output.
c

write(2,*) 'kr ,kv ,mur ,muv= ',kr,kv,mur,muv
write(6,*) kr,kv,mur,muv
write(2,*) 'rbov, vpt, vpv, vst, vsv= 1 ,rhov,vpt,vpv,vst,vsv
write(6,*) rhov.vpt.vpv.vst.vsv

c
close (2)
stop
end
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APPENDIX D

FORTRAN Program for Hashin and Shtrikman

Bounds

c hashtrik.f
c
c Usage:
c
c hashtrik < input file >output file &
c
c
c See:
c
c Hashin, Z., and Shirikman, 5., 1963, A variational
c approach to the theory of the elastic behaviour of multiphase
c materials, J. Mech. Phys. Solids, 11, 127-140;
c
c Hashin, Z., 1962, The elastic moduli of heterogeneous
c materials, Journal of Applied Mechanics, Trans. ASME,
c 29, 143-150;
c
c Watt, J. P., Davies, G. F., and O'Connell, R. J., 1976,
c The elastic properties of composite materials, Reviews
c of Geophysics and Space Physics, 14, 541-563.
c
c
c This program finds the Hashin and
c Shirikman bounds for the effective
c bulk and shear moduli of a multi-phase medium
c with m phases (see parameter statement for maximum limit on m).
c
c The background medium is treated as just one of the phases.
c There is no explicit dependence on pore geometry; the medium
c must be quasi-isotropic and quasi-homogeneous as defined
c by Hashin and Shtrikman (1963).
c
c
c P. Berge 11/90
c
c
c Input:
c unit 5-- comment card followed by up to m
c free format lines containing k(i), mu(i), c(i), rho(i)
c i. e., bulk modulus of ith phase (GPa), shear modulus,
c porosity (or volume concentration), and density (g/ cm**3).
c
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c
c Output:
c unit 2-- file hnslitrik.loq, program log and error messages.
c
c unit 6-- free format line containing ksl,ks2,musl,mus2
c where ksl is the lower bound and
c ks2 the upper bound for the
c effective medium bulk modulus, and musl and mus2
c are the bounds for the effective shear modulus;
c followed by free format line containing rhosiar, vpl, vp2, vsl, vs2
c for the effective medium density and the bounds on the
c P and S wave velocities. Moduli in CPa, velocities in km/s.
c
c
c

charaetcr*12 fname2
data fname2 /' hashtrik .log' /
parameter (m=lO)
real mu(m),k(m),rho(m),c(m)
real kal ,ks2,musl ,mus2,rhostar,vp l,vp2,vsI,vs2
real k l.kn.rnu l.rnun
real alphl,alphn,Al,An,betal,betan,Bl,Bn
real phi,teml,temn

c
c Read input data from unit 5; write to program log file on unit 2.
c Look for largest and smallest moduli.
c

open(2,file=fname2,form= 'formatted' ,status=' new')
i=l
nrnaxee l
read(5,*)
read(5,*) k(l), mu(l), c(1), rho(l)
write(2,*) 'k,mu,c,rho for i= ',i,': ',k(i),mu(i),c(i),rho(i)
k l = k(l)
il = 1
kn = k(l)
in = 1
mul = mu(l)
iiI = I
mun = mu(1)
iin = 1
if (m.eq.l) go to 12

10 i=i+l
nmaxe i

read(5,*,end=1l) k(i), mu(i), c(i), rho(i)
write(2,*) 'k,mu,c,rho for i= ',i,': ',k(i),mu(i),c(i),rho(i)
if (k(i).le.kl) then

kl = k(i)
il = i
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end if
if (k(i).ge.kn) then

kn = k(i)
in = i

end if
if (mu(i).le.mul) then

mul = mu(i)
iil = i

end if
if (mu(i).ge.mun) then

mun = mu(i)
nn = I

end if
if (i.eq.m) go to 12
go to 10

11 nmax=nmax-l
12 continue

c
c According to Watt et al., 1976, it is not necessary that
c the phase with the largest bulk modulus also have
c the largest shear modulus, and the phase with the
c smallest bulk modulus need not. have the smallest
c shear modulus. See Watt et al. (1976) eqs. (B-1) - (B-4).
c

if (i1.eq.ii1.and.in.eq.iin.
and.kn.ge.k1.and.mun.ge.mul) then

xkl = kl
xkn = kn
xml = mul
xmn = mun

else
xkl = kn
xkn = kl
xml = mun
xmn = mul

end if
c

write(2,*) 'nmax ,k1,mu1 ,kn,mun, Li , in= ',nmax,kl,llIul,kn,mull,il .in
c
c Total porosity must equal I, since background medium
c is also counted as Il phase. See Hashin and Shirikman (1963) eq. (J.8).
c

phieeO.
do 13 i= l.nrnax

phi=phi+c(i)
13 continue

delt=l.-phi
delt=abs(delt)
if (delt.gt.O.OOOl) then
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write(2,*) 'Error: sum over porosities = ' ,phi
write(2,*) 'The sum must equal 1.'
close (2)
stop

end if
c

14 if (mul.eq.O.) then
c
c When mu1 vanishes, use Hashin and Shtriknuui (1963) eq. (3.52),
c to find lower bound on effective shear modulus.
c

mus l e.O.
else

c
c Find beta1 and B1 defined in Haskin and Shtrikmcn (1963) eqs.
c (3.46) and (3.48); use them to find lower bound on
c effective shear modulus as given by their eq. (3.44).
c Note that they have a typo in eq. (3.44); the beta1 in
c the numerator should be B1, as can be seen by comparison
c to their eq. (3.34).
c

If kl and mu1 both vanish, have vacuum-filled pores, and
must use Hash.in and Slitrikman (1963) eq. (3.51) f07' lower
bound on effective bulk modulus.

Find alphl and Al defined in Hashin and Shirikmati (1963) eqs.
(3.39) and (3.41); use them to find lower bound on
effective bulk modulus as given by their eq. (3.37).

if (kl.eq.O.O.and.mul.eq.O.O) then

musl = mul + 0.5*Bl/(1.+betal*Bl)
end if

ks l e.O.
else

betal=-3.*(kl + 2.*mul)1
( 6.*mul*(kl+2.*mul) + mul*(9.*xkl+8.*mul)
Bl=O.
do 24 i=l,nmax

if (mu(i).ne.mul) then
teml=c(i)1(0.51(mu(i) -mu 1)- betal)
Bl=Bl+teml

end if
continue
write(2,*) 'betai,Bi= l,betal,Bl

24

c

c
15

c

c

c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c

alphl=-3.j(3.*k l+4.*xml)
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Al=O.
do 25 ie l.nmax

if (k(i).ne.kl) then
teml=c(i)/( 1./(k( i)-kl )-alphl)
Al=Al+teml

end if
25 continue

write(2,*) 'alph1,A1= ',alphl,Al
C

ksl = kl + Al/( l.+alphl *AI)
end if

C

16 if (mun.eq.O.O) then
C

C If mun vanishes, then you have immiscible fluids,
C and upper bound equals lower bound equals zero, for
C effective shear modulus.
c

mus2=0.
write(2,*) 'Check input. Possible error. Immiscible fluids.'

else

C Find beian and Bn defined in Hashin and Shtrikman (1963) eqs.
C (3.47) and (3.49); use them to find upper bound on
c effective shear modulus as given by their eq. (3.45).
C Note that they have a typo in eq. (3.45); the Bb m

c the denominator should be Bn, as can be seen by comparison
c to their eq. (3.34).
c

If kn vanishes, yOIl have avaCUIl7n and sonieihinq IS

uirotuj.

if (kn.eq.O.O) then

mus2 = mun + 0.5*Bn/(1.+betan*Bn)
end if

betan=-3.*(kn + 2.*mun)/
( 6.*mun*(kn+2.*mun) + mun*(9.*xkn+8.*mun)
Bn=O. .
do 26 i= lnmax

if (mu(i).ne.mun) then
temn=c( i)I (0.51(mu( i)-mun)- betan)
Bn e Bn-l-temn

end if
continue
write(2,*) 'betan,Bn= ',betan,Bn

26

c

c
17

c
c
c
c

write( 2,*) 'Error: kn=O.'
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c
c
c
c
c

c

close (2)
stop

else

Find alphn and An defined in Hashin and Shtrikman (1963) eqs.
(3.40) and (3.42); use them to find upper bound on
effective bulk modulus as given by their eq. (3.38).

alphn=-3./(3,*kn+4. *xmn)
An=O.
do 27 i=l,nmax

if (k(i).ne.kn) then
temn= c(i)I (1.1(k(i)- kn)-alphn)
An=An+temn

end if
27 continue

write(2,*) 'alphn,An= J ,alphn,An

ks2 = kn + An/(l.+alphn*An)
end if

c
c To prevent overflow when writing output plot file.
c

if (ksl.gt,ggggg.gg) then
ksl =ggggg.gg

end if
if (ks2.gt.9gggg.gg) then

ks2=99999.gg
end if
if (musl.gt.gggg.gg) then

mus 1=99999 .gg
end if
if (mus2.gt.9ggg.gg) then

mus2=99999.99
end if

c
write(2,*) 'ks 1, ks2 ,mus 1 ,mus2= ',ksl ,ks2,musl ,mus2

c
c Find effective gravitational density.
c (Note that for a fluid phase with a high concentration,
c the inertial density is more correct).
c

rhostar e.O.

do 30 i= l,nmax
rhostar=rhostar + c(i)*rho(i)

:HJ continue
c
c Find bounds on compressional and shear' velocities.
c (The Hashin and Shtrikman bounds are defined for
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c moduli, not velocities, but these are probably useful
c approximations).
c

if (rhostar.gt.O.) then
vpl =sqrt( (ksl +(4./3. )*musl )/rhostar)
vp2=sqrt( (ks2+(4./3. )*mus2)/rhostar)
vsl=sqrt( musl/rhostar)
vs2=sqrt( mus2/rhostar)

else
vpl=O.
vp2=O.
vsl=O.
vs2=O.

end if
c

write(2,*) 'rhostar, vp1, vp2, vs 1, vs2= ',rhostar,vpl, vp2, vsl, vs2
c
c Write output to unit 6.
c

write (6,*) ksl,ks2,musl,mus2
write (6,*) rhostar,vpl,vp2,vsl,vs2

c
c
c

close (2)
stop
end
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APPENDIX E

FORTRAN Program for Wu Self-Consistent Theory

c uni.]
c
c
c Program for using the self- consistent
c crack theory to find elastic moduli of rocks.
c Runs on Sun, using shell file.
c Main parts of theory from:
c
c
c Wu, T. T., 1966, The effect of inclusion shape on the elastic
c moduli of a two-phase material, Int. J. Solids Structures,
c 2, 1-8.
c
c See also:
c
c Henyey, F. S., and Pomphrey, N., 1982, Self-consistent
c elastic moduli of a cracked solid, Geophysical Research
c Letters, 9, 903-906;
c
c Bruner, W. M., 1976, Comment on "Seismic velocities in dry
c and saturated cracked solids" by Richard J. O'Connell and
c Bernard Budiansky, Journal of Geophysical Research, 81, 2573-2578;
c
c Kuster, G. T., and Toksoz, M. N., 1974a, Velocity and attenuation
c of seismic waves in two-phase media: Part I. Theoretical
c formulations, Geophysics, 39, 587-606;
c
c Kuster, G. T., and Toksoz, M. N., 1974b, Velocity and attenuation
c of seismic waves in two-phase media: Part II. Experimental
c results, Geophysics, 39, 607-618;
c
c Toksoz, M. N., Cheng, C. H., and Timur, A., 1976, Velocities
c of seismic waves in porous rocks, Geophysics, 41, 621-645.
c
c
c Note: for this version, all moduli are real, not
c imaginary. Cracks can be oblate spheroids, prolate spheroids,
c or spheres. Background medium can be solid or fluid. If
c fluid, inclusions must be spheres.
c Although Wu (1966) did not explicitly use a
c pore aspect ratio spectrum, he did present equations
c for spheres as well as prolate and oblate spheroids.
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c This program accomodates a pore aspect ratio spectrum
c in the manner of Kuster and Toksoz {l974a, b). All aspect
c ratios are added simultaneously in each iteration,
c without changing the effective moduli on the right hand sides of
c the expressions for effective moduli, until the next
c iteration. In this way, cracks are added abruptly. An
c obvious extension would be to add the cracks slowly,
c as suggested by Bruner (1976) and Henyey and Pomphrey (1982).
c That way the problem of over- estimating the crack interactions
c and obtaining very small effective moduli at high crack
c concentrations would be avoided.
c In tests of a solid medium with spherical empty pores,
c 100 iterations to 500 iterations were needed for convergence.
c For the case of a fluid matrix, only 1 iteration is
c needed, because the expressions for effective moduli
c do not have the effective moduli in terms on the r.h.s.
c of the equations).
c
c
c Input:
c unit 5-- up to m (see parameter statement) free format lines containing
c alpha (i), c(i) (aspect ratio, volume cone.; see comments below).
c
c unit 3-- file fname3 (see "data" statement) is
c a line containing xdum1, xdum2, xdum3, iiraie (free format)
c followed by free format line containing
c crack-filling medium and framework medium properties
c muprim (CPa), kprime (CPa), rhoprm (glee),
c mu (CPa), k (CPa), rho (glee).
c The dummy variables xdum1, xdum2, xdum.'J may be
c vpstar (km] s), usstar (km] s), and phi (porosity).
c The number of iterations is iirate.
c
c
c Output:
c unit 6-- program log and error messages.
c

c unit 2-- file fname2 (see "data" statement) is
c same format as unit .'J input file; first line IS

c free format card with upstar, ussiar, phi;
c second line has crack-filling medium properties
c muprim, kprime, rhoprm, followed by
c effective medium properties muster, ksiar, rhostr.
c
c
c P. Berge, 5191
c
c

real mU,mustar,ffiuprim,k,kprime,kstar
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parameter (m=lO)
common mu, k, rho, muprim, kprime, rhoprm, n
common itrate
common c(m), alpha(m), phi
character*5 fname2,fname3
data fname2 I 'temp2' I
data fname3 l'temp3' I

c
c Moduli are read automatically from unit 3 and written to unit 2.
c

open(3,file=fname3,form= 'formatted' ,status=' old')
open(2,file=fname2,form= 'formatted' ,status=' neliJ')
read(3,*) xduml, xdum2, xdum3, itrate
read(3,*) muprim, kprime, rhoprm, mu, k, rho

c
c Aspect ratios and their volumes are read from unit 5.
c

i=O
4 i=i+l

if (i.gt.m) go to 7
read(5,*,end=7) alpha(i), c(i)
go to 4

7 n=i-l
c

phi = O.
do 60 i=l,n

phi = c(i) + phi
60 continue

c
c Model values are calculated in the subroutine.
c

call wusub( vpstar,vsstar ,kstar ,mustar.rhostr)
c
c Wrile output.
c

write(6,*) , vpstar, vsstar, kstar, mustar, rhostr, phi'
write(6, 101) vpstar,vsstar,kstar ,mustar,rhostr ,phi

101 format(x,6f8.3)
write(2,*) vpstar, vsstar, phi
write(2,*) muprim,kprime,rhoprm,mustar ,kstar ,rhostr
stop
end

c
c
c subroutine wusub.f
c
c All the variable names follow the nolation of Kusler and
c Toksoz (1974a,b). In particular:
c
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c Integer n is the number of different aspect ratios In the model.
c (See parameter statements for limit on m,
c which limits array sizes).
c
c The vector c(n) stores the decimal
c volume concentrations of cracks for each of n aspect ratios.
c
c Total porosity phi (in decimals) is just the sum of all the c(i)'s.
c
c The (decimal) aspect ratio spectrum is stored in alpha(n).
c
c Framework moduli in GPa are mu, k, and rho.
c
c Pore-filling moduli (GPa) are muprim, kprime, and rhoprm.
c
c (This version of the program assumes all pores and cracks
c contain the same material. A simple extension allowing different
c materials in different pores could be implemented by
c simply making muprim, kprime, and rhoprm into vector arrays).
c
c Moduli for the framework and pore materials are read into the
c main program from moduli files with format described above.
c
c Since the expressions for effective bulk and
c shear moduli (Wu, 1966) contain kstar and mustar on the
c r.h.s. as well as the l.h.s. of the equations, they are
c calculated by iterating, storing effective medium properties
c in keff and muejJ, which replace ksiar and mustar on
c the r.h,s. of the equations.
c
c The effective medium properties
c vpstar, vsstar, kstar, muster, and rhosir,
c in km] s, km]s, GPa, GPa, and g/ cm **3, respectively, are
c calculated in the subroutine and written out by the main
c program.
c
c

subroutine wusub(vpstar, vsstar ,kstar ,mustar.rhostr )

c
c

real mU,mustar,I11uprim,k,kprime,kstar
real keff,mueff
parameter (m=10)
common mu,k,rho,muprim,kprime,rhoprm,n
common itrate
common c(m), alpha(m), phi

c

write(6,*) 'mu,k.rho.muprim.kprime.rhoprm:'
write(6,*) mu, k, rho, muprim, kprime, rhoprm
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write(6,*) 'm,n,alpha(1) ,c(1) ,alpha(n) ,c(n);'
write(6,*) m,n,alpha( 1),c(1),alpha(n),c(n)

c
c
c Initialize before first iteration.
c

keff=k
mueffemu
itnum=O

c
c Begin iteration loop.
c

11 itnum=itnum + 1
if (itnum.gt.itrate) go to 12

c
d6=0.
d4=0.

c
c Loop over aspect ratios.
c
c (See Appendix B of Kuster and Toksoz, }974a, and Appendix of Wu, }966).
c

do 30 i=1,n
if (alpha(i).eq.1.) go to 40
if (rnu.gt.O,) go to 88
write(6,*)
write(6,*) , Asp. Ratio must = 1 for fluid matrix'
go to 20

88 a=muprim/mueff-l.
b=(kprime/(keff*3.)-muprim/(mueff*3.»
r=3.*mueff/ (3.*keff+4.*mueff)
write (6,*) 'a,b,r,c(i) ,i=' ,a,b,r,c(i),i

c

c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c

if (alpha(i).lt.l.) then

oblate spheroid case

p=(alpha( i)/ (1.-alpha(i)*alpha( i))**1.5)*
1 (acos(alpha(i»-
2 alpha(i)*( 1.-alpha(i)*alpha(i»**0.5)

g=(alpha( i)*alpha( i)/ (1.-alpha( i)*alpha(i»))*
(3.*p-2.)
write (6,*) 'alpha(i),i,p,g=',alpha(i),i,p,g

else

prolate spheroid case

(See Wu, }966, Appendix. Beware two typos:
an erroneous min us sign at the beginning of
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c
c
c

the third line of eq. (A 1), and the word "prolate"
instead of "oblate" on page 8).

dumml=1./alpha(i)
dumm3=1. -alpha(i)*alpha(i)
dumm2=dumml*sqrt( dumm3)
p=(alpha(i)*alpha(i)/(dumm3**1.5»*

1 (dumml*dumm2 -
2 alog(dumml-l-dumrnz)

g=(2.-3.*p)/dumm3
end if

c
c TiiJi and Tijij are calculated from WU (1966) equations
c (A-1) through (A-6), although the more convenient
c notation of Kuster and Toksoz (1974a) is used for the
c subroutines.
c

call f1(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),xl)
call f2(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x2)
call f3(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x3)
call f4(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x4)
call f5(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x5)
call f6(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x6)
call t7(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x7)
call f8(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x8)
call f9(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x9)

c
c NOTE: in Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a, there is a
c typo in eq. (B--12). Use instead eq. (A--1)
c from Tokso z, Cheng, and Timur, 1976.
c The typo is an erroneous minus sign for tiij].
c

tiijj=3.*xl/x2
c
c The fol/owing is really tijij - 1/3 tiijj, which is what we want;
c see Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a, eq. (B--12).
c

tijij =2./x3+1./x4+(x4*x5+x6*x7-x8*x9)/ (x2*x4)
write (6,*) 'tiijj ,tijij=' ,tiijj,tijij
go to 50

c
c sphere case
c (See eqs. (25), (26) in Wu, 1966,
c and eq. (45) in Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a).
c

40 continue
tiijj=3.*(3.*keff+4. *mueff)/(3. *kprime+4.*mueff)
if (mueff.eq.O..and.muprim.eq.O.) then

tijij=O.
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else
tijij=(25. *mueff*(3.*keff+4.*mueff))/(6.*muprim*

1 (keff+2.*mueff)+mueff*(9.*keff+8. *mueff))
end if
write (6,*) 'tiijj, tij ij ,mueff ,keff ,muprim,kprime: '
write (6,*) tiijj,tijij,mueff,keff,muprim,kprime

50 continue
c
c FOR ANY ASPECT RATIO:
c

d6=d6+c(i) *tijij
d4=d4+c(i)*tiijj

30 continue
c
c Calculate effective moduli for this iteration.
c
c
c Find K*, uszng eq. (18) in Wu (1966).
c

d1=(k-kprime)/(3.*keff)
kstar=k/(1.+d1*d4)
if (kstar.It.O ..or.kstar.eq.O.) go to 12

c
c Find mu*, using Wu (1966) eq. (19).
c

if (mu.eq.O.) then
mustar=O.

else
d2=(mu-muprim)/(5.*mueff)
mustareemu/]d2*d6+1.)

end if
if (mustar.it.O.) go to 12

c
c End iteration loop.
c

keff7'kstar
mueffemustar
go to 11

12 continue
c
c Find rho*, usually with eq. (20)
c in Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a.
c

rhostr=rho*( l.-phi)+phi*rhoprm
c
c Case for when matrix is a fluid must
c use Kuster and Toksoz (1974a) eq. (25) instead,
c because inertial density is needed when fluid
c moves with respect to suspended inclusions.
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c (Although not implemented here, the same thing
c is true if the porosity is high, greater than maybe about .3,
c and pores are fiuid- fii/ed).
c

if (mu.eq.O.) then
denom=rho*(1.+2.*phi)+rhoprm*(2.-2.*phi)
rhostr=rho*(rho*( 1.-phi)+rhoprm*(2.+phi)) / denom

end if
c
c
c velocities
c (See eq. (23) of Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a).
c

if (rhostr.eq.O.) then
vpstar=O.
vsstar=O.

else
if (kstar.le.O.) then

vpstareeO.
else

vpstareesqrtf (kstar+(4./3. )*mustar)/rhostr)
end if
if (mustar.le.O.) then

vsstar=O.
else

vsstar=sqrt(mustar/rhostr)
end if

end if
20 continue

return
end

c
c
c See Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a, Appendix B.
C l?"l,'ity define
c Fl, F2, , F9; A, B, R, g, and phi. Here we have
c f1, f2, , f9, which return z l , x2, ... , x9; and also
c a, b, r, g, and p. For prolate spheroids, g and p calculated
c above are f and theta in Wu's (1966) Appendix.
c
c See program kt2.f for subroutines f1 through f9.
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APPENDIX F

FORTRAN Program for Walsh Noninteraction

Theory

c walsh.f
c
c
c Program for using mainly the first- order static
c no n- self- consistent
c crack theory to find elastic moduli of rocks.
c Most equations from:
c
c Walsh, J. B., 1969, New analysis of attenuation in
c partially melted rock, Journal of Geophysical Research,
c 74, 4333-4337.
c
c For special case of second-order static solution
c for bulk modulus of empty spherical pores in solid, see:
c
c Walsh, J. B., 1965a, The effect of cracks on the
c compressibility of rock, Journal of Geophysical Research,
c 70, 381-389;
c
c Walsh, J. B., Brace, W. F., and England, A. w., 1965,
c Effect of porosity on compressibility of glass, Journal
c of the American Ceramic Society, 48, 605-608.
c
c See also:
c
c Kuster, G. T., and Toksoz, M. N., 1974a, Velocity and attenuation
c of seismic waves in two-phase media: Part 1. Theoretical
c formulations, Geophysics, 39, 587-606;
c
c Kuster, G. T., and Toksoz, M. N., 1974b, Velocity and attenuation
c of seismic waves in two-phase media: Part II. Experimental
c results, Geophysics, 39, 607- 618;
c
c Toksoz, J[. N., Cheng, C. H., and Titnur, A., 1976, Velocities
c of seismic waves in porous rocks, Geophysics, 41, 621-645;
c
c Wu, T. T., 1966, The effect of inclusion shape on the elastic
c moduli of a two-phase material, Int. J. Solids Structures,
c 2, 1-8;
c
c Mal, A. K., and KnopojJ, L., 1967, Elastic wave velocities
c in two-component systems, J. Inst. Math. Appl., 3, 376-387;
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c
c Eshelby, J. D., 1957, The determination of the elastic field
c of an el/ipsoidal inclusion, and related problems, Proc. Roy.
c Soc. London, Series A, 241, 376-896.
c
c
c Note: for this version, al/ moduli are real, not
c imaginary. Cracks can be oblate spheroids, prolate spheroids,
c or spheres, even though Walsh (1969) only used oblate
c spheroids and spheres. Background medium can be fluid.
c Pore aspect ratio spectrum is accommodated fol/owing the
c procedure of Kuster and Toksoz (l974a,b).
c
c
c Input:
c unit 5-- up to m (see parameter statement) free format lines containing
c alpha(i), c(i) (aspect ratio, volume conc.; see comments be/ow).
c
c unit 3-- file fname3 (see "data" statement) is
c comment line fol/owed by free format line containing
c crack-fil/ing medium and framework medium properties
c muprim (GPa), kprime (GPa), rhoprm (g/ cc),
c mu (GPa), k (GPa), rho (glcc).
c The comment line may give
c vpstar (km/s), vsstar (km] e], and phi (porosity).
c
c
c Output:
c unit 6-- program log and error messages.
c
c unit 2-- file fname2 (see "data" statement) is
c same format as unit 3 input file; first line IS

c free format card with vpstar, ussiar, phi;
c second /ine has crack-filling medium properties
c muprim, kprimc, rhoprm, followed by
c effective medium properties muster, kstar, rhosir.
c
c
c P. Berge, 5/91
c
c

real mu,mustar,muprim,k,kprime,kstar
real xdummy
parameter (m=10)
cornrnon mu, k, rho, rnuprim, kprime, rhoprm, n
common c(m), alpha(rn), phi
character*5 fname2,fnarne3
data fname2 / 'temp2' /
data fname3 / 'temp3' /
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c
c Moduli are read automatically from unit 3 and written to unit 2.
c

open(3,file=fname3,form=' formatted' ,status=' old')
open(2 ,file=fname2,form=' formatted' ,status= 'new')
read(3,*)
read(3,*) muprim, kprime, rhoprm, mu, k, rho

c
c Aspect ratios and their volumes are read from unit 5.
c

i=O
4 i=i+l

if (i.gt.m) go to 7
read(5,*,end=7) alpha(i), c(i)
go to 4

7 n=i-l
c

phi = O.
xdummy = O.
do 60 i=l,n

xdummy = xdummy + (c(i)jalpha(i))
phi = c(i) + phi

60 continue
c

if (xdummy.ge.1.) then
write(6,*) , Crack non-interaction assumption violated'

c
c (Crack interaction test borrowed
c from Kuster and Toksoz, j974a, eq. (42)).
c

close (2)
close (3)
stop

end if
c
c Model values are calculated in the subroutine.
c

call wals(vpstar, vsstar ,kstar,mustar.rhostr)
c
c Output written.
c

write(6,*) , vpstar, vsatar , ks car , must ar , rhostr, phi'
write(6,101) vpstar, vsstar ,kstar,mustar,rhostr ,phi

101 format(x,6f8.3)
write(2,*) vpstar, vsstar, phi
write( 2,*) muprim,kprime,rhoprm,mustar ,kstar .rhostr
close (2)
close (3)
stop
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end
c
c
c subroutine wals.f
c
c All the variable names follow the notation of Kuster and
c Toksoz (l974a, b). In particular:
c
c Integer n is the number of different aspect ratios In the model.
c (See parameter statements for limit on rn,
c which limits array sizes).
c
c The vector c(n) stores the decimal
c volume concentrations of cracks for each of n aspect ratios.
c
c Total porosity phi (in decimals) is just the sum of all the c(i) 'so
c
c The (decimal) aspect ratio spectrum is stored in alpha(n).
c
c Framework moduli in CPa are mu, k, and rho.
c
c Pore-filling moduli (CPa) are muprim, kprime, and rhoprm.
c
c (This version of the program assumes all pores and cracks
c contain the same material. A simple extension allowing different
c materials in different pores could be implemented by
c simply making muprim, kprime, and rhoprm into vector arrays).
c
c Moduli for the framework and pore materials are read into the
c main program from moduli files with format described above.
c
c The effective medium properties
c vpstar, ussiar, kstar, musiar, and rhosir,
c in km] s, km]s, CPa, CPa, and g/ em **3, respectively, are
c calculated in the subroutine and written out by the main
c program.
c
c If the distribution of the aspect ratios
c violates the assumption that there cannot be a concentration
c of an aspect ratio greater than the value of that ratio, i.e.
c c(i) cannot exceed alpha(i), a message is sent to unit 6
c and no data are calculated.
c
c

subroutine wals( vpstar,vsstar ,kstar ,mustar ,rhostr)

c
c

real mu,mustar,muprim,k,kprime,kstar
parameter (m=lO)
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common mu,k,rho,muprim,kprime,rhoprm,n
common c(m), alpha(m), phi

e
write(6,*) , mu,k,rho,muprim,kprime,rhoprm:'
write(6,*) mu, k, rho, muprim, kprime , rhoprm
write(6,*) , m,n,alpha(1), c(1) ,alpha(n) ,c(n):'
write(6,*) m,n,alpha(l ),c(l) ,alpha(n),c(n)

e
e Initialize arrays for storing cone. *TiiJi and
e cone. *(Tijij - 113Tiijj).
e

d6=0.
d4=0.

e
c (See Appendix B of Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a).
e

do 30 i=l,n
if (alpha(i).eq.l.) go to 40
if (mu.gt.O) go to 83
write(6,*)
write(6,*) , Asp. Ratio must = 1 for fluid matrix'
go to 20

88 aeemuprim/rnu-s l.
b=(kprime/(k*3.)-muprimj(mu*3.»
r=3.*mu/(3.*k+4.*mu)
write(6,*) , a,b,r,c(i) ,i=' ,a,b,r,c(i),i

c

c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

if (alpha(i).It.l.) then

oblate spheroid case

p=(alpha(i) I (l.-alpha(i)*alpha( i) )**1.5')*
1 (acos(alpha(i»-
2 alpha(i)*( 1.-alpha(i)*alpha(i»**0.5)

g=(alpha( i)*alpha(i) / (1.-alpha( i)*alpha( i»)*
1 (3.*p-2.)

write(6,*) , alpha(i), i,p ,g=' ,alpha(i),i,p,g
else

prolate spheroid case

(See Wu, 1966, Appendix. Beware two typos:
an erroneous minus sign at the beginning of
the third line of eq. (AI), and the word "prolate"
instead of "oblate" on page 8).

dumm1=1./alpha(i)
dumm3=1.-alpha(i)*alpha(i)
dumm2=dumml*sqrt(dumm3)
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p=(alpha(i)*alpha(i)/(dumm3**1.5»*
1 (dumml*dumm2 -
2 alogfdurnml-t-dummz)

g=(2.-3.*p)/dumm3
end if

c
c
c Calculate Tiijj and Tijij, the two independent
c elements of the T tensor which relates uniform
c strain applied at infinity to uniform strain inside
c an isolated spheroidal inclusion (Eshelby, 1957).
c

call f1(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),xl)
call f2(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x2)
call f3(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x3)
call f4(a,g,p,r ,b,alpha(i) ,x4)
call f5(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x5)
call f6(a,g/p,r,b,alpha(i),x6)
call t7(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x7)
call f8(a,g,p,r ,b,alpha(i),x8)
call f9(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x9)

c
c NOTE: in Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a, there is a
c typo in eq. (B--12). Use instead eq. (A--l)
c from Tokso z, Cheng, and Timur, 1976.
c The typo is an erroneous minus sign for tiijj.
c

tiijj=3.*xl/x2
c
c The following is really tijij - 1/3 tiijj, which is what we want;
c see Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a, eq. (B--12).
c

tijij=2./x3+1./x4+(x4*x5+x6*x7- x8*x9)/ (x2*x4)
write( 6,*) , tiij j , tij ij::' .tiijj.tijij
go to 50

c
c sphere case
c
c (See eq. (45) in Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a).
c

40 continue
if (mu.eq.Oi.and.kprime.eq.Ov) then

write(6,*) , ERROR: Bubbles in fluid matrix'
close (2)
close (3)
stop

else
tiijj=3.*(3.*k+4. *mu)/ (3.*kprimeH.*mu)

end if
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if (mu.eq.O..and.muprim.eq.O,) then
tijij=O.

else
tijij=(25.*mu*(3.*k+4.*mu)) j( 6.*muprim*(k+2.*mu)

1 +mu*(9.*k+S.*mu))
end if

c
c Special case of dry spheres in solid.
c Use second- order static result from
c Walsh (1965a), eq. (6), also in Walsh et al. (J965), eq. (J).
c

if (kprime.eq.O.) then
tiijj = tiijjj(l.-c(i))

end if
c

50
c
c
c
c

30
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

write(6,*) , tiijj ,tijij ,mu,k,muprim,kprime:'
write(6,*) tiijj ,tijij ,mu,k,muprim,kprime
continue

FOR ANY ASPECT RATIO:

d6=d6+c(i)*tijij
d4=d4+c(i)*tiijj

continue

Find effective moduli, using Walsh (J969) first-order static solution.
(This is equivalent to Eshelby's (1957) eqs. on p. 390,
and Mal and Knopoff's (1967) first-order scattering solution,
eqs. (46), in the case of spheres).

Find K*, using eqs. (la) and (A3) in Walsh (J969).
(Note the typo in (A.'3): an extra SK factor appears in
the numerator).

dl=(k-kprime)j(3.*k)
kstar=kj(l.+dl*d4)
if (kstar.lt.O.) go to 10

c
c Find mu*, using Walsh (1969) eqs. (1b) and (A.'3).
c

if (mu.eq.O.) then
mustar=O.

else
d2=(mu-muprim)j(5.*mu)
mustar=muj(d2*d6+ 1.)

end if
if (mustar.lt.O.) go to 10
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c
c Find rho", usually with eq. (20)
c in Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a.
c

rhostr=rho*(1.-phi)+phi*rhoprm
c
c Case for when matrix is a fluid must
c use eq. (25) instead of eq. (20), for rho"
c (although not implemented here, the same thing
c is true if the porosity is high, greater than maybe about .3,
c and pores are fluid-filled).
c

if (mu.eq.O.) then
denom=rho*(I.+2.*phi)+rhoprm*(2.-2.*phi)
rhostr=rho*(rho*(I.-phi)+rhoprm*(2.+phi))/denom

end if
c
c
c velocities
c (See eq. (23) of Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a).
c

vpstar=sqrt( (kstar+(4./3. )*mustar)/rhostr)
vsstar=sqrt(mustar/rhostr)
go to 20

10 continue
c
c Case when cracks overlap, c] alpha> 1, rs an error.
c

write(6,*)
write(6,*) , Asp. Ratio Volume Exceeds Alpha Value'

20 continue
return
end

c
c
c See Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a, Appendix B.
c They define
c Fl, F2, F9; A, B, R, g, and phi. Here we have
c fl, f2, , 19, which return xl, x2, ... , x9; and also
c a, b, r, g, and p. For prolate spheroids, g and p calculated
c above are 1 and theta in Wu's (1966) Appendix.
c
c See program kt2.j for subroutines fl through f9.
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APPENDIX G

FORTRAN Program for Mehta Scattering Theory

c mehta.f
c
c
c Program for using second- order scattering theory
c to find compressional wave velocity and quality factor
c in a two-phase medium with spherical inhomogeneities.
c
c Main equations from:
c
c Mehta, C. H., 1983, Scattering theory of wave propagation
c in a two-phase medium, Geophysics, 48, 1359-1370.
c
c
c N ole: for this version, viscosity is assumed negligible.
c Matrix material can be a fluid.
c
c
c
c Input:
c unit 5-- one free format line containing
c alpha, c (aspect ratio, volume cotic.; alpha must be 1.0).
c
c unit 3-- file fname3 (see "data" statement) is
c comment line followed by free format line containing
c pore-filling medium and framework medium properties
c muprim (GPa), kprime (GPa), rhoprm (glcc),
c mu (GPa), k (GPa), rho (gl cc).
c The comment line may gzve
c »pstar [km] s), qp (quality [actor], and c (porosity).
c
c
c Output:
c unit 6- - program log and error messages.
c
c unit 2- - file fname2 (see "data" statement) is
c same format as unit 3 input file; first line is
c free format card with upsiar, qp, c;
c second line has crack-filling medium properties
c muprim, kprime, rhoprm, followed by
c background medium properties mu, k, and rho.
c
c
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c P. Berge, 5191
c
c

real mu,muprim,k,kprime
complex xn, ternp l , temp2
real xnr .xni
real c, alpha
real rho, rhoprm
real vpstar ,qp
real delta,xf,xg,xh
character*5 fname2,fname3
data fname2 I' t emp2 ' I
data fname3 I' t emp3 ' I

c
c Moduli are read automatically from unit 3 and written to unit 2.
c

open(3,file=fname3,form= Jformatted' ,status=' old J)
open(2,file=fname2,form= 'formatted' ,status= 'new')
read(3,*)
read(3,*) muprim, kprime, rhoprm, mu, k, rho

c
c Aspect ratio and porosity are read from unit 5.
c

read(5,*) alpha, c
if (alpha.ne.L) then

write(6,*) , ERROR: alpha must = 1.'

close (3)
close (2)
stop

end if
c

c Find factors needed 10 calculate J:1!. See Mehta {1988} CIJ. (5).
c

xf=(k-kprime)1 (3.*kprirne+4. *I1IU)
xg=( rho-rhoprrn) I( 3.*rho)
xh=(20.*mu)*(muprim-rnu)/( (18.*rnuprim)*(k+2. *mu)
+(3.*mu)*(9.*k+S.*rnu) )

c
c See Mehta (1983), eq. (27).
c Also, compare eqs. (12) and (21).
c

If (mu.eq.O.) then
delta=3. *rho/(2."rhopr m-l-rho]

else
delta=l.

end if
c
c See Mehta (1983), eq. (22).
c
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xg=xg*delta
c
c Find xn, using eqs. (12) and (21).
c

ternpl=(9.*c*c*xg*xg) + 4.*( 1.+4.5*c*xh)*
2 (1.+3.*c*xf+1.5*c*xh)

temp2=csqrt( ternp l )
xn= ( -3.*xg*c +
temp2 )/(2.+9.*c*xh)

c
c Find real and ittuujin ari) parts of xn.
c

xnr=real(xn)
xni=aimag( xn)

c
c Find upsiar.qp using Mehta (1983) eqs. (13), (14).
c

vpstar=sqrt( (k+4.*mu/3. )/rho)/xnr
if (xni.ne.O.) then

qp= 1./(2.*xni)
else

qp=IOOOOO.
end if

c
c Output written.
c

write(6,*) , vpstar, qp, c'
write(6,*) vpstar,qp,c
write(2,*) vpstar, qp, c
write(2,*) muprim,kprime,rhoprm,mu,k,rho
close (2)
close (3)
stop
end
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APPENDIX H

FORTRAN Program for Mal and Knopoff First

Order Scattering Theory

c mk.f
c
c
c Program for using first- order scattering theory
c to find elastic moduli of media with spheroidal inhomogeneities.
c
c Main equations from:
c
c Mal, A. K., and Knopoff, L; 1967, Elastic wave velocities
c in two-component systems, J. Inst. Math. Appl., 3, 376-387.
c
c See also:
c
c Walsh, J. B., 1969, New analysis of attenuation in
c partially melted rock, Journal of Geophysical Research,
c 74, 4333-4337.
c
c Walsh, J. B., 1965a, The effect of cracks on the
c compressibility of rock, Journal of Geophysical Research,
c 70, 381-389;
c
c Walsh, J. B., Brace, W. F., and England, A. w., 1965,
c Effect of porosity on compressibility of glass, Journal
c of the American Ceramic Society, 48, 605-608.
c
c Kuster, G. T., and Toksoz, M. N., 1974a, Velocity and attenuation
c of seismic waves in two-phase media: Part I. Theoretical
c formulations, Geophysics, 39, 587-606;
c
c Kuster, G. T., and Toksoz, M. N., 1974b, Velocity and attenuation
c of seismic waves in two-phase media: Part II. Experimental
c results, Geophysics, 39, 607- 618;
c
c Toksoz, M. No, Cheng, C. H., and Timur, A., 1976, Velocities
c of seismic waves in porous rocks, Geophysics, 41, 621-645;
c
c Wu, T. T., 1966, The effect of inclusion shape on the elastic
c moduli of a two-phase material, Int. J. Solids Structures,
c 2, 1-8;
c
c Eshelby, J. D., 1957, The determination of the elastic field
c of an ellipsoidal inclusion, and related problems, Proc. Roy.
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c Soc. London, Series A, 241, 376-396.
c
c
c Note: for this version, all moduli are real, not
c imaginary. Cracks can be ob/ate spheroids, prolate spheroids,
c or spheres, even though Mal and Knopoff (1967) only used spheres.
c Background medium can be fluid.
c Pore aspect ratio spectrum is accommodated fol/owing the
c procedure of Kuster and Toksoz (1974a,b).
c Results differ from Walsh (1969) solution only if
c 11(I+cX) cannot be approximated by I-eX, where
c c is concentration and X is a function of the moduli.
c (In case of solid spheres in liquid background,
c solution is same as Wu (1966) self-consistent result).
c
c
c
c Input:
c unit 5- - up to m (see parameter statement) free format lines containing
c alpha(i), c(i) (aspect ratio, volume conc.; see comments below).
c
c unit 3-- file fname3 (see "data" statement) is
c comment line followed by free format line containing
c crack-filling medium and framework medium properties
c muprim (GPa), kprime (GPa), rhoprm (gl cc),
c mu (GPa), k (GPa), rho (glcc).
c The comment line may give
c upsiar (km] s], vsstar [km] s}, and phi (porosity).
c
c
c Output:
c unit 6-- program log and error messages.
c
c unit 2-- file fname2 (see "data" statement) is
c same format as unit 3 input file; first line IS

c free format card with vpstar, vsstar, phi;
c second line has crack-filling medium properties
c muprim, kprime, rhoprm, followed by
c effective medium properties musiar, kstar, rhosir.
c
c
c P. Berge, 5191
c
c

real mu,mustar,muprim,k,kprime,kstar
real xdummy
parameter (m=10)
common mu, k, rho, muprim, kprime, rhoprm, n
common c(m), alpha(m), phi
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character*5 fname2,fname3
data fname2 / 'temp2' /
data fname3 / 'temp3' /

c
c Moduli are read automatically from unit 3 and written to unit 2.
c

open(3,file=fname3,form=' formatted' ,status=' old')
open(2,file=fname2,form= 'formatted' ,status= 'new')
read(3,*)
read(3,*) muprim, kprime, rhoprm, mu, k, rho

c
c Aspect ratios and their volumes are read from unit 5.
c

i=O
4 i=i+l

if (i.gt.m) go to 7
read(5,*,end=7) alpha(i), c(i)
go to 4

7 n=i-1
c

phi = O.
xdummy = O.
do 60 i=l,n

xdummy = xdummy + (c(i)/alpha(i))
phi = cO) + phi

60 continue
c

if (xdummy.ge.l.) then
write(6,*) , Crack non-interaction assumption violated'

c
c (Crack interaction test borrowed
c from Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a, eq. (42)).
c

close (2)
close (3)
stop

end if
c
c Model values are calculated in the subroutine.
c

call malknop( vpstar, vsstar ,kstar ,mustar,rhostr)
c
c Output written.
c

write(6,*) , vpstar, vsstar, kstar, mustar, rhostr, phi'
write(6,101) vpstar,vsstar ,kstar ,mustar ,rhostr ,phi

101 format(x,6f8.3)
write(2,*) vpstar, vsstar, phi
write(2,*) muprim,kprime,rhoprm,mustar ,kstar ,rhostr
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close (2)
close (3)
stop
end

c
c
c subroutine malknop.f
c
c All the variable names follow the notation of Kuster and
c Toksoz (1974a, b). In particular:
c
c Integer n is the number of different aspect ratios In the model.
c (See parameter statements for limit on m,
c which limits array sizes).
c
c The vector c(n) stores the decimal
c volume concentrations of cracks for each of n aspect ratios.
c
c Total porosity phi (in decimals) is just the sum of all the c(i) 'so
c
c The (decimal) aspect ratio spectrum is stored in alpha(n}.
c
c Framework moduli in GPa are mu, k, and rho.
c
c Pore-filling moduli (GPa) are muprim, kprime, and rhoprm.
c
c (This version of the program assumes all pores and cracks
c contain the same material. A simple extension allowing different
c materials in different pores could be implemented by
c simply making muprim, kprime, and rhoprm into vector arrays).
c
c Moduli for the framework and pore materials are read into the
c main program from moduli files with format described above.
c
c The effective medium properties
c vpstar, vsstar, ksiar, muster, and rhosir,
c in km] s, km]s, GPa, GPa, and g/ em **3, respectively, are
c calculated in the subroutine and written out by the main
c program.
c
c If the distribution of the aspect ratios
c violates the assumption that there cannot be a concentration
c of an aspect ratio greater than the value of that ratio, i.e.
c c(i) cannot exceed alpha(i), a message is sent to unit 6
c and no data are calculated.
c
c

subroutine malknop(vpstar I vsstar ,kstar ,mustar,rhostr)

c
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c
real mu,mustar,muprim,k,kprime,kstar
parameter (m=lO)
common mu,k,rho,muprim,kprime,rhoprm,n
common c(m), alpha(m), phi

e
write(6,*) , mU,k,rho,muprim,kprime,rhoprm:'
write(6,*) mu, k, rho, muprim, kprime, rhoprm
write(6,*) , m,ll,alpha(1) ,c(1) ,alpha(n) ,c(n): '
write(6,*) m,n,alpha( 1),c(l) ,aIpha(n) ,c(n)

c
e Initialize arrays for storing cone. *TiiJi and
e cone. *(Tijij - 1/3Tiijj).
c

d6=0.
d4=0.

c
c (See Appendix B of Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a).
c

do 30 i=l,n
if (alpha(i).eq.1.) go to 40
if (mu.gt.O.) go to 88
write(6,*)
write( 6,*) , Asp. Ratio must = 1 for fluid matrix'
go to 20

88 a=muprim/mu-l.
b=(kprime/(k*3.)-muprim/(mu*3.))
r=3. *mu/(3.*k+4.*mu)
write(6,*) , a,b,r, c(i) ,i=' ,a,b,r,c(i),i

c

c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
e
c
c

if (alpha(i).It.l.) then

oblate spheroid case

p=(a.lpha(i)/ (1. -alpha(i)*alpha( i) )**1.5)*
1 (acos(alpha(i))-
2 alpha(i)*( 1.-alpha(i)*alpha(i))**0.5)

g=(alpha(i )*alpha(i)/(l.-alpha(i)*alpha(i)))*
(3.*p-2.)
write(6,*) , al.pha Ci) ,i,p,g=' ,alpha(i),i,p,g

else

prolate spheroid case

(See Wu, 1966, Appendix. Beware two typos:
an erroneous minus sign at the beginning of
the third /ine of eq. (A1), and the word "prolate"
instead of "oblate" on page 8).
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durnml e l./alpha(i)
dumm3=1.-alpha(i)*alpha(i)
dumm2=dumml*sqrt( dumm3)
p=(alpha(i)*alpha(i) /(dumm3**1.5»*

1 (dumml*dumm2 -
2 alog(dumml-j-dummz)')

g=(2.-3.*p)/dumm3
end if

c
c
c Calculate Tiijj and Tijij, the two independent
c elements of the T tensor which relates uniform
c strain applied at infinity to uniform strain inside
c an isolated spheroidal inclusion (Eshelby, 1957).
c

call f1(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),xl)
call f2(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x2)
call f3(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x3)
call f4(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x4)
call f5(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x5)
call f6(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x6)
call f7(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x7)
call f8(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x8)
call f9(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x9)

c
c NOTE: in Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a, there is a
c typo in eq. (B--12). Use instead eq. (A--1)
c from Toksoz, Cheng, and Timur, 1976.
c The typo is an erroneous minus sign for tiijj.
c

tiijj=3.*xl/x2
c
c The following is really tijij - 1/3 tiiJi, which IS what we want;
c see Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a, eq. (B--12).
c

tijij=2./x3+1./x4+(x4*x5+x6*x7-x8*x9)/(x2*x4)
write(6,*) , tiijj ,tijij=' ,tiijj,tijij
go to 50

c
c sphere case
c
c (See eq. (45) in Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a).
c

40 continue
if (mu.eq.O..and.kprime.eq.O.) then

write(6,*) , ERROR: Bubbles in fluid matrix'
close (2)
close (3)
stop
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c

50
c
c
c
c

30
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

else
tiijj=3.*(3.*k+4.*mu)/(3.*kprime+4.*mu)

end if
if (mu.eq.Oi.and.muprim.eq.Il.) then

tijij=O.
else

tijij=(25.*mu*(3.*k+4.*mu))/(6.*muprim*(k+2.*mu)
1 +mu*(9.*k+8.*mu))

end if

write(6,*) , tiijj,tijij,mu,k,muprim,kprime:'
write(6,*) tiijj ,tijij ,mu,k,muprim,kprime
continue

FOR ANY ASPECT RATIO:

d6=d6+c(i)*tijij
d4=d4+c(i)*tiijj

continue

Find effective moduli, using Mal and Knopoff (1967) first-order
scattering solution, extrapolated from spheres to spheroids.
(This is equivalent to Eshelby's (1957) eqs. on p. 390,
if concentration is small enough that l/{1+cX)=l-cX).

Find K*, using eq. (46) in Mal and Knopoff (1967).

dl=(k-kprime)/(3.*k)
kstar=k*(l.-dl*d4)
if (kstar.lt.O.) go to 10

c
c Find mu*, using Mal and Knopoff (1967) eq. (46).
c

if (mu.eq.O.) then
mustar=O.

else
d2=(mu-muprim)/(5.*mu)
mustar=mu*( 1.-d2*d6)

end if
if (mustar.lt.O.) go to 10

c
c Find rho*, usually with eq. (20)
c in Kuster and Tokso z, 1974a.
c

rhostr=rho*(1.-phi)+phi*rhoprm
c
c Case for when matrix is a fluid must
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c use eq. (25) instead of eq. (20), for rho*
c (although not implemented here, the same thing
c is true if the porosity is high, greater than maybe about .3,
c and pores are fiuid- filled).
c

if (mu.eq.O.) then
denom=rho*(1.+2.*phi)+rhoprm*(2.-2.*phi)
rhostr=rho*(rho*(1.-phi)+rhoprm*(2.+phi))/denom

end if
c
c
c velocities
c (See eq. (23) of Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a).
c

10
c
c
c

20

c
c
r.

c
c
c
c
c
c
c

vpstar=sqrt( (kstar+(4./3. )*mustar)/rhostr)
vsstar=sqrt(mustar/rhostr)
go to 20
continue

Case when cracks overlap, c] alpha> 1, is an error.

write(6,*)
write(6,*) , Asp. Ratio Volume Exceeds Alpha Value'
continue
return
end

See Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a, Appendix B.
They define
F1, F2, s F9; A, B, R, g, and phi. Here we have
[I, f2, , f9, which return xl, x2, ... , x9; and also
a, b, r, g, and p. For prolate spheroids, g and p calculated
above are f and theta in Wu's (1966) Appendix.

See program kt2.f for subroutines f1 through f9.
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APPENDIX I

FORTRAN Program for Kuster-Toksoz

Noninteraction Theory

c kt2.f
c
c
c Program for using the Kuster- Toksoz
c crack theory to find elastic moduli of rocks.
c Aspect ratio modeling program from:
c
c Kuster, G. T., and Toksoz, M. N., 1974a, Velocity and attenuation
c of seismic waves in two-phase media: Part I. Theoretical
c formulations, Geophysics, 39, 587-606;
c
c Kuster, G. T., and Toksoz, M. N., 1974b, Velocity and attenuation
c of seismic waves in two-phase media: Part II. Experimental
c results, Geophysics, 39, 607- 618.
c
c See also:
c
c Toksoz, M. N., Cheng, C. H., and Timur, A., 1976, Velocities
c of seismic waves in porous rocks, Geophsuics, 41, 621-645;
c
c Wu, T. T., 1966, The effect of inclusion shape on the elastic
c moduli of a two-phase material, Int. J. Solids Structures,
c 2, 1-8.
c
c
c original program written for MacIntosh, Roy Wilkens 10/88
c modified for Al/iant, P. Berge 9/89
c modified for Sun, P. Berge 11/89
c modified to allow fluid matrix,
c to run using shell instead of interactively,
c and to allow aspect ratios greater than 1.0, P. Berge 8/90
c modified to prevent cracks of different aspect ratios
c from overlapping (may be commented out), P. Berge 9/90
c changed crack interaction criterion to
c correctly handle spectrum of aspect ratios, P. Berge 5/91
c
c
c Note: for this version, all moduli are real, not
c imaginary. Cracks can be oblate spheroids, prolate spheroids,
c or spheres.
c
c
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c Input:
c unit 5-- up to m (see parameter statement) free format lines containing
c alpha(i), c(i) (aspect ratio, volume cone.; see comments below).
c
c unit .J-- file fname3 (see "data" statement) is
c comment line followed by free format line containing
c crack-filling medium and framework medium properties
c muprim (CPa), kprime (CPa), rhoprm (glee),
c mu (CPa), k (CPa), rho (glee).
c The comment line may give
c vpstar [km] s}, ussiar (km] s}, and phi (porosity).
c
c
c Output:
c unit 6-- program log and error messages.
c
c unit 2-- file fname2 (see "data" statement) is
c same format as unit 3 input file; first line is
c free format card with vpstar, osstar, phi;
c second line has crack-filling medium properties
c mupritn, kprime, rhoprtn, followed by
e effective medium properties muster, kstar, rhostr.
e
c
c

real mu ,mustar ,muprim,k ,kprime ,kstar
real xdummy
parameter (rneel O)
common mu, k, rho, muprim, kprime, rhoprm, n
common c(m), alpha(m), phi
character*5 fname2,fname3
data fname2 I' t emp2' I
data fname3 I' temp3' I

c
c Moduli are read automatically from unit 3 and written to unit 2.
c

open(3,file=fname3,form= 'formatted' ,status=' old')
open(2,file=fname2,form=' formatted' ,status= 'new')
read(3,*)
read(3,*) muprim, kprime, rhoprm, mu, k, rho

c
c Aspect ratios and their volumes are read from unit 5.
c

i=O
4 i=i+l

if (i.gt.m) go to 7
read(5,*,end=7) alpha(i), c(i)
go to 4

7 n=i-l
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c
phi = O.
xdummy = O.
do 60 i=l,n

xdummy = xdummy + (c(i)/alpha(i))
ecce if (c(i).gt.alpha(i)) then
cccc write(6, *) , Asp. Ratio Volume Exceeds Alpha Value'
ecce stop
ecce else

phi = c(i) + phi
ecce end if

60 continue
c

c
c
c

if (xdummy.ge.l.) then
write(6,*) , Crack non-·interaction assumption violated'

(See Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a, eq. (42)).

stop
end if

c
cccc Make sure cracks of differing aspect ratios
cccc do not overlap. (Not necessary for first- order estimates).
cccc
cccc asum=O.
cccc aa=c(J)
cccc do 2 i=l,n
ecce aa=asum
ecce asum=asum+c(i)
cccc c(i)=c(i}/ (J'- aa)
ccc2 continue
cccc
c Model values are calculated in the subroutine.
c

call kusTok( vpstar,vsstar ,kstar ,mustar ,rhostr)
c
c Output written.
c

write(6,*) , vpstar, vsstar, kstar, mustar, rhostr, phi'
write(6,101) vpstar,vsstar,kstar,mustar,rhostr .phi

101 format(x,6f8.a)
write(2,*) vpstar, vsstar, phi
write(2,*) muprim,kprime,rhoprm,mustar ,kstar ,rhostr
stop
end

c
c
c subroutine kus Tok.]
c
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c All the variable names follow the notation of Kuster and
c Toksoz (1974a,b). In particular:
c
c Integer n is the number of different aspect ratios in the model.
c (See parameter statements for limit on m,
c which limits array sizes).
c
c The vector c(n) stores the decimal
c volume concentrations of cracks for each of n aspect ratios.
c
c Total porosity phi (in decimals) is just the sum of all the c(i) 'so
c
c The (decimal) aspect ratio spectrum is stored in alpha (11.).
c
c Framework moduli in CPa are mu, k, and rho.
c
c Pore-filling moduli (CPa) are muprim, kprime, and rhoprtn.
c
c (This version of the program assumes all pores and cracks
c contain the same material. A simple extension allowing different
c materials in different pores could be implemented by
c simply making muprim, kprime, and rhoprm into vector arrays).
c
c Moduli for the framework and pore materials are read into the
c main program from moduli files with format described above.
c
c The effective medium properties
c vpstar, vsstar, ksiar, muster, and rhosir,
c in kmfs, km]», CPa, CPa, and g/cm**3, respectively, are
c calculated in the subroutine and written out by the main
c program.
c
c If the distribution of the aspect ratios
c violates the assumption that there cannot be a concentration
c of an aspect ratio greater than the value of that ratio, i.e.
c c(i) cannot exceed alpha(i), a message is sent to unit 6
c and no data are calculated.
c
c

subroutine kusTok( vpstar,vsstar ,kstar ,mustar ,rhostr)

c
c*******th e basic ingredients*****************************************
c

real mu,mustar,muprim,k,kprime,kstar
parameter (m= 10)
common mu.k,rho,muprim,kprime,rhoprm,n
common c(m), alpha(m), phi

c
wdte(6,*) 'mu,k,rho,muprim,kprime,rhoprm:'
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write(6,*) mu, k, rho, muprim, kprime, rhoprm
write(6,*) 'm,n,alpha(1) ,c(1) ,alpha(n) ,c(n):'
write(6,*) m,n,alpha( 1),c(1),aIpha(n),c(n)

c
d6=0.
d4=0.

c
c*******secondary factors*********************************************
c (See Appendix B of Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a).
c

do 30 iee Ln
if (alpha(i).eq.l.) go to 40
if (mu.gt.O.) go to 88
write(6,*)
write(6,*) , Asp. Ratio must = 1 for fluid matrix'
go to 20

88 a=muprim/mu-l.
b=(kprime/(k*3.)-muprim/(mu*3.»
r=3.*mu/(3.*k+4.*mu)
write (6,*) 'a,b,r,c(i) ,i=' ,a,b,r,c(i),i

c

c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c

c

if (alpha(i).lt.l.) then

oblate spheroid case

p=(alpha(i)/(l.-alpha(i)*alpha( i))**1.5)*
1 (acos(alpha(i»-
2 alpha(i)*( l.-alpha(i)*alpha(i) )**0.5)

g=(alpha(i )*alpha(i)/(l.-alpha( i)*alpha( i»)*
1 (3.*p-2.)

write (6,*) 'alpha(i) ,i,p,g=' ,alpha(i),i,p,g
else

prolate spheroid case

(See Wu, 1966, Appendix. Beware two typos:
an erroneous minus sign at the beginning of
the third line of eq. (A 1), and the word "prolate"
instead of "oblate" on page 8).

dumml=1./alpha(i)
dumm3= l.-alpha(i)*alpha(i)
dumm2=dumml*sqrt(dumm3)
p=(alpha(i)*alpha(i)/ (dumm3**1.5»*

1 (dumm1*dumm2 -
2 alogtdumm l-j-dumrnz)

g=(2.-3.*p)/dumm3
end if
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c*********the tensor stutr********************************************
c

call f1(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),xl)
call f2(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x2)
call f3(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x3)
call f4(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x4)
call f5(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x5)
call f6(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x6)
call t/(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x7)
call f8(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x8)
call f9(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x9)

c
c NOTE: in Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a, there is a
c typo in eq. (B--12). Use instead eq. (A--l)
c from Toksoz, Cheng, and Timur, 1976.
c The typo is an erroneous minus sign for tii}j.
c

tiijj=3.*xl/x2
c
c The following is really tijij - 113 tiijj, which IS what we want;
c see Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a, eq. {B--12).
c

tijij=2 ./x3+1./x4+(x4*x5+x6*x7-x8*x9)/(x2*x4)
write (6,*) 'tiijj,tijij=',tiijj,tijij
go to 50

c
c*********this is the alpha(i) = 1. special case**********************
c (See eq. (45) in Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a).
c

40 continue
tiijj=3 .*(3.*k+4. *mu)I (3.*kprime+4.*mu)
if (mu.eq.O..and.muprim.eq.O.) then .

tijij=O.
else

tijij=(25.*mu*(3.*k+4.*mu))/(6.*muprim*(k+2.*mu)
1 +mu*(9.*k+8.*mu))

end if
write (6,*) 'tiijj, tijij ,mu,k,muprim,kprime:'
write (6,*) tiijj,tijij,mu,k,muprim,kprime

50 continue
c*********************************************************************
c

c
FOR ANY ASPECT RATIO:

d6=d6+c(i)*tijij
d4=d4+c(i)*tiijj

30 continue
c

c*******moduli calculation ********************************************
c
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c Find K*, using eq. (44) In Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a.
c

d1=3.*k+4.*mu
d2=kprime-k
d3=d2/(3.*d1)
kstar=(4.*mu*d3*d4+k)/(1.-3.*d3*d4)
if (kstar.lt.O.) go to 10

c
c Find mu *, also with eq. (44).
c

d2=9.*k+8.*mu
d3=k+2.*mu
temp4=muprim-mu
if (mu.eq.O.) then

mustar=O.
else

d5=temp4/(25.*mu*d1)
mustar=-mu*(d2*d5*d6+l.)/(6.*d3*d5*d6-1.)

end if
if (mustar.lt.O.) go to 10

c
c Find rho", usually with eq. (20)
c in Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a.
c

rhost r=rho* (1.- phi)+phi*rhoprm
c
c Case for when matrix is a fluid must
c use eq. (25) instead of eq. (20), for rho*
c (although not implemented here, the same thing
c is true if the porosity is high, greater than maybe about .3,
c and pores are fluid-filled).
c

if (mu.eq.O.) then
denom=rho*( 1.+2.*phi)+rhoprm*( 2.-2.*phi)
rhostr=rho*(rho*(1.-phi)+rhoprm*(2.+phi»/denom

end if
c
c
c velocities
c (See eq. (23) of Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a).
c

vpstar=sqrt( (kstar+(4./3.)*mustar)/rhostr)
vsstar=sqrt( mustar/ rhostr)
go to 20

10 continue
c
c Case when cracks overlap, c]alpha > 1, IS an error.
c

write(6,*)
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write(6,*) , Asp. Ratio Volume Exceeds Alpha Value'
20 continue

return
end

c
c
c See Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a, Appendix B.
c They define
c F1, F2, , F9; A, B, R, g, and phi. Here we have
c /1, 12, , 19, which return xl, x2, ... , x9; and also
c a, b, r, g, and p. For prolate spheroids, 9 and p calculated
c above are / and theta in Wu's (1966) Appendix.
c

subroutine f1(a,g,p,r,b,alpha,xl)

xl=1.+a*(1.5*(g+p)-r*(1.5*g+2.5*p-(4./3.)))
return
end

c
c

subroutine f2(a,g,p,r,b,alpha,x2)

x2= l.+a*(l.+1.5*(g+p)-0.5*r*(3.*g+5.*p))+
I b*(3.-4.*r)+
2 0.5*a*(a+3. *b)*(3.-4.*r)*(g+p-r*(g-p+2.*p*p))

return
end

c
c

subroutine f3(a,g,p,r,b,alpha,x3)

x3= 1.+0.5*a*(r*(2.- p)+((l.+alpha*alpha)/
(alpha*alpha) )*g*(r-l.))
return
end

c
c

subroutine f4(a,g,p,r,b,alpha,x4)

x4=1.+O.25*a*(3.*p+g-r*(g-p))
return
end

c
c

subroutine f,5(a,g,p,r,b,alpha,x5)

x5=a*(r*(g+p-(4./3.) )-g)+b*p*(3.-4. *r)
return
end
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c
c

c
c

c
c

c
c

subroutine f6(a,g,p,r,b,alpha,x6)

x6= l.+a*( l.+g-r*(g+p))+b*(l.-p)*(3.-4.*r)
return
end

subroutine f7(a.g.p.r ,b,alpha,x7)

x7=2.+0.25*a*(9.*p+3.*g-r*(5.*p+3. *g))+b*p*(3 .-4.*r)
return
end

subroutine f8(a,g,p,r,b,alpha,x8)

x8=a*(1.-2.*r+O.5*g*(r-1. )+O.5*p*(5.*r-3.))+
1 b*(1.-p)*(3.-4.*r)

return
end

subroutine f9(a,g,p,r,b,alpha,x9)

x9=a*(g*(r-l.)-r*p)+b*p*(3.-4.*r)
return
end
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APPENDIX J

FORTRAN Program for Extended Walsh Theory

c walshplus.f
c
c
c Program for using the extended first order
c crack theory to find elastic moduli of rocks.
c It is based on modification of static Walsh {1969} theory or
c equivalent dynamic Mal and Knopoff (1967) theory,
c first to be as flexible as the Kuster- Toksoz (1974a)
c combined static- dynamic theory, and secondly to extend
c the first order theory to account for second order
c scattering effects without overestimating crack- crock
c interactions.
c
c See:
c
c Mal, A. K., and KnopojJ, L., 1967, Elastic wave velocities
c in two-component systems, J. Inst. Math. Appl., 3, 376-387,-
c
c Walsh, J. B., 1969, New analysis of attenuation in partially
c melted rock, J. Geophys. Res., 74, 4333-4337.
c
c Extension was done by adding subdivisions of cracks,
c as described by:
c
c Cheng, C. H., 1978, Seismic velocities in porous rocks:
c Direct and inverse problems, PhD thesis, MIT, 255 pp.
c
c For Kuster- Toksoz theory, see:
c
c Kuster, G. T., and Toksoz, M. N., 1974a, Velocity and attenuation
c of seismic waves in two-phase media.' Part 1. Theoretical
c formulations, Geophysics, 39, 587-606,-
c
c Kuster, G. T., and Toksoz, M. N., 1974b, Velocity and attenuation
c of seismic waves in two-phase media.' Part II. Experimental
c results, Geophysics, 39, 607- 618.
c
c See also:
c
c Toksoz, M. N., Cheng, C. H., and Timur, A., 1976, Velocities
c of seismic waves in porous rocks, Geophysics, 41, 621-645,-
c
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c Wu, T. T., 1966, The effect of inclusion shape on the elastic
c moduli of a two-phase material, Int. J. Solids Structures,
c 2, 1-8.
c
c
c Note: for this version, all moduli are real, not
c imaginary. Cracks can be oblate spheroids, prolate spheroids,
c or spheres. If matrix is a fluid, cracks
c MUST be spheres.
c
c
c Input:
c unit 5-- up to m (see parameter statement) free format lines containing
c alpha(i), c(i) (aspect ratio, volume concentration; see below).
c
c unit 3-- file fname3 (see "data" statement) is free
c format line with xxl,xx2,xx3, 1212 (three dummy real numbers
c followed by the number of crack subdivisions to use
c for iteration), followed by free format line containing
c crack-filling medium and framework medium properties
c muprim (GPa), kprime (GPa), rhoprm (glee),
c mu (GPa), k (GPa), rho (glee).
c The dummy uariables xxI, xx2, xx3 may be
c »pstar (km] s), vsstar (km] s), and phi (porosity),
c for some previous run.
c (In tests of solid medium with empty spherical
c pores, solution converged for 1212 between 15 and .50).
c
c
c Output:
c unit 6- - program log and error messages.
c
c unit 2-- file fname2 (see "data" statement) is
c same format as unit 3 input file; first line is
c free format card with opstar, ossiar, phi, nn;
c second line has crack-filling medium properties
c muprim, kprime, rhoprtn, followed by
c effective medium properties muster, ksiar, rhosir.
c
c
c P. Berge, 5191
c
c
c

parameter (m=lO)
real mu,mustar,muprim,k,kprime,kstar
real rho,rhoprm,c( m) ,alpha(m) ,phi,rhostr
real vpstar,vsstar
integer*4 n.nn
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common mu, k, rho, muprim, kprime, rhoprrn, n
common c, alpha, phi
common nn
character*5 fname2,fname3
data fname2 / 'temp2' /
data fname3 /' temp3' /

c
c Moduli are read automatically from unit 3 and written to unit 2.
c

open(3,file=fname3,form= 'formatted' ,status=' old')
open(2,file=fname2,form= 'formatted' ,status=' new')
read(3,*) xxl,xx2,xx3,nn
read(3,*) muprim, kprime, rhoprrn, mu, k, rho

c
c Aspect ratios and their volumes
c are read from unit 5.
c

i=O
4 i=i+l

if (i.gt.m) go to 7
read(5,*,end=7) alpha(i), c(i)
go to 4

7 n=i-l
c
c Find total porosity. (No need to test for
c crack-crack interaction, in the extended theory).
c

phi = O.
do 60 ieel ,n

phi = c(i) + phi
60 continue

c
c
c Effective moduli are calculated in the subroutine.
c

can walshplus(vpstar,vsstar ,kstar ,mustar,rhostr)
c
c Write output.
c

write(6,*) , vpstar, vsstar, kstar, mustar, rhostr, phi, nn'
write(6,*) vpstar ,vsstar,kstar,mustar ,rhostr,phi,nn
write(2,*) vpstar, vsstar, phi, nn
write(2,*) muprim,kprime,rhoprm,mustar ,kstar ,rhostr
close (2)
close (3)
stop
end

c
c
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c subroutine walshplus.f
c
c All the variable names follow the notation of Kuster and
c Toksoz (1974a, b). In particular:
c
c Integer n is the number of different aspect ratios In the model.
c (See parameter statements for limit on m,
c which limits array sizes).
c
c The vector c(n) stores the decimal
c volume concentrations of cracks for each of n aspect ratios.
c
c Total porosity phi (in decimals) is just the sum of all the c(i)'s.
c
c The (decimal) aspect ratio spectrum is stored in alpha(n).
c
c Framework moduli in GPa are mu, k, and rho.
c
c Pore-filling moduli (GPa) are muprim, kprime, and rhoprm.
c
c (This version of the program assumes all pores and cracks
c contain the same material. A simple extension allowing different
c materials in different pores could be implemented by
c simply making muprim, kprime, and rhoprm into vector arrays).
c
c Moduli for the framework and pore materials are read into the
c main program from moduli files with format described above.
c
c The effective medium properties
c vpstar, vsstar, kstar, mustar, and rhosir,
c in ktn]s, km]», GPa, GPa, and glcm**3, respectively, are
c calculated in the subroutine and written out by the main
c program.
c
c

subroutine walshplus(vpstar,vsstar .kstar .mustar,rhostr)

c
c

parameter (m= 10)
real holdk, holdmu, ceff, holdc
real mu,mustar,muprim,k,kprime,kstar
real rho,rhoprm,c( m),alpha(ill),phi,rhostr
real vpstar, vsstar
integer*4 n.nn
common mu, k, rho, muprim, kprime, rhoprm, n
common c, alpha, phi
common nn
real keff,mueff

c
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write(6,*) 'mu,k,rho,muprim,kprime,rhoprm:'
write(6,*) mu, k, rho, muprim, kprime, rhoprm
write(6,*) 'm,n, alpha(1), c(1), al.phafn) ,c (n}: '
write(6,*) m.n.alpha]1),e(1),alpha(n) ,e(n)

c
c Initialize before first iteration.
c

keff = k
mueff = mu
holdk = O.
holdmu = O.
holde = O.
itnum = 0

c
c
c

11

c

c
c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c

c

Begin iteration loop over crack subdivisions.

itnum=itnum+1
if (itnum.gt.nn) go to 12

d6=0.
d4=0.

Loop over aspect ratios.

(See Appendix B of Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a,
and Appendix of Wu, 1966).

do 30 i=1,n

Cracks can only go in background medium, not
in total volume of medium plus inclusions.
To keep cracks from overlapping into space already
occupied by cracks, use cefJ instead of c{iJl nn.
See Cheng (1978), pp. 49-50.

eeff=e(i) j( nn*( 1.-holdc))

Volume occupied by cracks, up to this point, is holdc.

holde=holdc+c(i)jnn

if (alpha(i).eq.l.) go to 40
if (mu.gt.O.) go to 88
write(6,*)
write(6,*) , Asp. Ratio must = 1 for fluid matrix'
go to 20

88 a=muprimjmueff-l.
b=(kprimej(k*3.)-muprimj(mueff*3.))
r=3. *mueffj(3.*keff+4. *mueff)
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c write (6, *) 'a,b,r,ceff,i=',a,b,r,cejJ,i
c

c
c
c

c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

1
2

1

1
2

if (alpha(i).lt.1.) then

oblate spheroid case

p=(alpha(i)/(l.-alpha(i)*alpha(i) )**1.5)*
(acos(alpha(i))-
alpha(i)*( 1.-alpha(i)*alpha(i))**0.5)
g=(alpha(i)*alpha(i) I( l.-alpha(i)*alpha(i»))*
(3.*p-2.)
write (6, *) 'alpha(i),i,p,g=',aipha(i),i,p,g

else

prolate spheroid case

(See Wu, 1966, Appendix. Beware two typos:
an erroneous minus sign at the beginning of
the third line of eq. (A 1), and the word "prolate"
instead of "oblate" on page 8).

dumml=l./alpha(i)
dumm3=1.-alpha(i)*aipha(i)
dumm2=dumml*sqrt(dumm3)
p=(alpha(i)*alpha(i)j (dumm3**1.5))*
(dumml*dumm2 
alog(durnml+dumm2))
g=(2.-3.*p)I dumm3

end if
c
c Tiijj and Tijij are calculated from WU (1966) equations
c (A-1) through (A-6), although the more convenient
c notation of Kuster and Toksoz (1974a) is used for the
c subroutines.
c

call f1(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),xl)
call f2(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i) ,x2)
call f3(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x3)
call f4(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x4)
call f5(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i) ,x5)
call f6(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x6)
call f7(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x7)
call [B(a.g.p,r ,b,alpha(i) ,x8)
call f9(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x9)

c
c NOTE: in Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a, there is a
c typo in eq. (B--12). Use instead eq. (A--1)
c from Toksoz, Cheng, and Titnur, 1976.
c The typo is an erroneous minus sign for tiijj.
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c
tiijj=3.*xl/x2

c
c The following is really tijij - 1/3 tiijj, which IS what we want;
c see Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a, eq. (B--12).
c

tijij=2 ./x3+1./x4+(x4*x5+x6*x7-x8*x9) / (x2*x4)
c write (6,*) 'tiiJi,tijij=', tiijj, tijij

go to 50
c
c sphere case
c (See eqs. (25), (26) in Wu, 1966,
c and eq. (45) in Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a).
c

See Cheng (1978) eqs. (2-64) and (2-65).

d6=ceff*tijij
d4=ceff*tiijj

See Cheng (1978) eq. (2-67).

holdk=holdk+(kprime-keff)*d4/3.
holdmu=holdmu+(muprim-mueff)*d6/5.

keffeekeff + (kprime-keff)*d4/3.
mueffeemueff + (muprim-mueff)*d6/5.

End of aspect ratio loop.

End of crack subdivision iteration loop.

continue

go to 11

40 continue
tiijj=3.*(3.*keff+4.*mueff)/(3.*kprime+4.*mueff)
if (mueff.eq.O..and.muprim.eq.Il.) then

tijij=O.
else

tijij=(25.*mueff*(3.*keff+4. *mueff))/
1 (6.*muprim*(keff+2.*mueff)
2 +mueff*(9.*keff+8.*mueff))

end if
c write (6,*) 'tiijj, tijij, mueff, kefj, muprim, kprime:'
c write (6,*) tiijj, tijij, mueff,kefj, muprim, kprime

50 continue
c*********************************************************************

FOR ANY ASPECT RATIO:c
c

c

c
c

c
c

c

c
c

c
30

c

c
c
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c
12 continue

c
c Calculate effective moduli, using
c Cheng (1978) eqs. (2-64) and (2-65).
c

kstarek-j-holdk
if (mu.eq.O.) then

mustareefl,
else

mustareemu-l-holdmu
end if

c
c Find rho", usually with eq. (20)
c in Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a.
c

rhostr=rho*( 1.- phi)+phi*rhoprm
c
c Case for when matrix is a fluid must
c use Kuster and Toksoz (1974a) eq. (25) instead,
c because inertial density is needed when fluid
c moves with respect to suspended inclusions.
c (Although not implemented here, the same thing
c is true if the porosity is high, greater than maybe about .3,
c and pores are fluid-filled).
c

if (mu.eq.O.) then
denom=rho*( 1.+2.*phi) +rhoprm*(2.-2.*phi)
rhostr=rho*( rho*( 1.-phi)+rhoprm*(2.+phi))/denom

end if
c
c
c velocities
c (See eq. (23) of Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a).
c

if (rhostr.eq.O.) then
vpstar=O.
vsstar=O.

else
if (kstar.le.O.) then

vpstar=O.
else

vpstar=sqrt( (kstar+(4./3. )*mustar)/rhostr)
end if
if (mustar.le.O.) then

vsstar=O.
else

vsstar=sqrt(mustar/rhostr)
end if
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end if
20 continue

return
end

c
c
c See Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a, Appendix B.
c They define
c Fl, F2 , "'1 F9; A, B, R , g, and phi. Here we have
c fl, f2, ... , f9 , which return xl, x2, "'1 x9; and also
c a, b, r, g, and p. For prolate spheroids, g and p calculated
c above are f and theta in Wu's (1966) Appendix.
c
c See program kt2.f for subroutines [l through f9.
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APPENDIX K

FORTRAN Program for Extended Kuster-Toksoz

Theory

c ktplus.f
c
c
c Program for extending the Kuster- Toksoz
c crack theory to account for some second order scattering
c effects without overestimating crack- crack interactions.
c A llows original theory to remain valid to higher
c concentrations of cracks and pores.
c Extension of program kt2.f
c was done by adding subdivisions of cracks,
c as described by:
c
c Cheng, C. II., 1978, Seismic velocities in porous rocks:
c Direct and inverse problems, PhD thesis, MIT, 255 pp.
c
c Similar to program walshplus.f, except that
c this extension of the Kuster-Toksoz rather than a strictly first order
c theory makes the solution converge
c from above instead of from below (case of solid background medium),
c slightly faster.
c
c For K uster- Toksoz theory, see:
c
c Kuster, G. T., and Toksoz, M. N., 1974a, Velocity and attenuation
c of seismic waves in two-phase media: Part I. Theoretical
c formulations, Geophysics, 39, 587- 606,.
c
c Kuster, G. T., and Toksoz, M. N., 1974b, Velocity and attenuation
c of seismic waves in two-phase media: Part II. Experimental
c results, Geophysics, 39, 607- 618.
c
c See also:
c
c Toksoz, M. N., Cheng, C. H., and Timur, A., 1976, Velocities
c of seismic waves in porous rocks, Geophysics, 41, 621-645,.
c
c Wu, T. T., 1966, The effect of inclusion shape on the elastic
c moduli of a two-phase material, Int. J. Solids Structures,
c 2, 1-8.
c
c
c Note: for this version, all moduli are real, not
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c imaginary. Cracks can be oblate spheroids, prolate spheroids,
c or spheres. If matrix is a fluid, the extended
c K uster- Toksoz theory is the same as the extended Walsh
c theory, and this program should not be used.
c
c
c Input:
c unit 5-- up to m (see parameter statement) free format lines containing
c a!pha(i), c(i) (aspect ratio, volume concentration; see be/ow).
c
c unit 3-- file fname3 (see "data" statement) is free
c format line with xxi,xx2,xx3, nn (three dummy real numbers
c fol/owed by the number of crack subdivisions to use
c for iteration), fol/owed by free format line containing
c crack-filling medium and framework medium properties
c muprim (GPa), kprime (GPa), rhoprm (g/ cc],
c mu (GPa), k (GPa), rho (glee).
c The dummy variables zz l, xx2, xx3 may be
c vpstar [km] s], usstar (km]«], and phi (porosity),
c for some previous run.
c (In tests of solid medium with empty spherical
c pores, solution converged for nn between 15 and 50).
c
c
c Output:
c unit 6-- program log and error messages.
c
c unit 2-- file fname2 (see "data" statement) is
c same format as unit 3 input file; first line is
c free format card with vpstar, ussiar, phi, nn;
c second line has crack-filling medium properties
c muprim, kpritne, rhoprm, fol/owed by
c effective medium properties mustar, ksiar, rhosir.
c
c
c P. Berge, 5191
c
c
c

parameter (rne l O)
real mu,mustar,muprim,k,kprime,kstar
real rho,rhoprm,c(m),alpha(m),phi,rhostr
real vpstar, vsstar
integer*4 n.nn
common mu, k, rho, muprim, kprime, rhoprm, n
common c, alpha, phi
common nn
character*5 fname2,fname3
data fname2 I 'temp2' I
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data fname3 /' temp3 ' /
c
c Moduli are read automatically from unit 3 and written to unit 2.
c

open(3,file=fname3,form= 'formatted' ,status=' old')
open(2,file=fname2,form= 'formatted' ,status=' new')
read(3,*) xxl,xx2,xx3,nn
read(3,*) muprim, kprime, rhoprm, mu, k, rho

c
c Aspect ratios and their volumes
c are read from unit 5.
c

i=O
4 i=i+l

if (i.gt.m) go to 7
read(5,*,end=7) alpha(i), c(i)
go to 4

7 n=i-l
c
c Find total porosity. (No need to test for
c crack- crack interaction, in the extended theory).
c

phi = O.
do 60 i=l,n

phi = c(i) + phi
60 continue

c
c
c Effective moduli are calculated in the subroutine.
c

call kustokplus(vpstar,vsstar ,kstar,mustar,rhostr)
c
c Write output.
c

write(6,*) , vpstar, vsstar, kstar, mustar, rhostr, phi, nn'
write(6,*) vpstar ,vsstar ,kstar,mustar ,rhostr.phi ,nn
write(2,*) vpstar, vsstar, phi, nn
write(2,*) muprim,kprime,rhoprm,mustar,kstar,rhostr
close (2)
close (3)
stop
end

c
c
c subroutine kusiokplus.]
c
c All the variable names fol/ow the notation of Kuster and
c Toksoz (1974a,b). In particular:
c
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e Integer n is the number of different aspect ratios m the model.
e (See parameter statements for limit on m,
e which limits array sizes).
e
c The vector c(n) stores the decimal
c volume concentrations of cracks for each o] n aspect ratios.
c
c Total porosity phi (in decimals) is just the sum of all the c(i) 'so
c
c The (decimal) aspect ratio spectrum is stored in alpha(n).
c
c Framework moduli in CPa are mu, k, and rho.
c
c Pore-filling moduli (CPa) are muprim, kprime, and rhoprm.
c
e (This version oj the program assumes all pores and cracks
c contain the same material. A simple extension aI/owing different
c materials in different pores could be implemented by
c simply making muprim, kprime, and rhoprm into vector arrays).
c
c Moduli Jor the framework and pore materials are read into the
c main program from moduli files with format described above.
c
c The effective medium properties
c upstar, vsstar, kstar, muster, and rhosir,
c in km/ s, km] s, CPa, CPa, and g/ cm **3, respectively, are
c calculated in the subroutine and written out by the main
c program.
c
c

subroutine kustokplus( vpstar,vsstar ,kstar ,mustar ,rhostr)

c
c

parameter (m= 10)
real holdk, holdmu, ceff, holdc
real mu ,mustar ,mu prim,k ,kprime ,ks tar
real rho,rhoprm,c(m) ,alpha(m) ,phi,rhostr
real vpstar,vsstar
integer*4 n,nn
common mu, k, rho, muprim, kprime, rhoprm, n
common c, alpha, phi
common nn
real keff,mueff

c
write(6,*) 'mu,k ,rho ,muprim,kprime,rhoprm: '
write(6,*) mu, k, rho, muprim, kprime, rhoprm
write(6,*) 'm,n,alpha(1) .c Ci) ,alpha(n) ,c(n):'
write(6,*) m,n,alpha( 1),c( 1),alpha(n),c(n)

c
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c Initialize before first iteration.
c

keff = k
mueff = mu
holdk = O.
holdmu = O.
holdc = O.
itnum = 0

c
c
c

11

c

c
c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c

c

Begin iteration loop over crack subdivisions.

itnumeeitnum-l-1
if (itnum.gt.nn) go to 12

d6=0.
d4=0.

Loop over aspect ratios.

(See Appendix B of Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a,
and Appendix of Wu, 1966).

do 30 i=l,n

Cracks can only go in background medium, not
in total volume of medium plus inclusions.
To keep cracks from overlapping into space already
occupied by cracks, use ceff instead of c(i}/ nn.
See Cheng (1978), pp. 49-50.

ceff=c(i)j(nn*( l.-holdc))

Volume occupied by cracks, up to this point is holdc.

holdc=holdc+c(i) jnn

if (alpha(i).eq.1.) go to 40
if (mu.gt.O.) go to 88
write(6,*)
write(6,*) , Asp. Ratio must = 1 for fluid matrix'
go to 20

88 a=muprimjmueff-l.
b=(kprimej(k*3. )-muprimj(mueff*3.))
r=3.*mueffj{3.*keff+4.*mueff)

c write (6, *) 'a,b,r,cejf,i=',a,b,T,ceff,i
c

if (alpha(i).lt..1.) then
c
c oblate spheroid case
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c

c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

1
2

1

p=(alpha(i)j(l.-alpha(i)*alpha(i) )**1.5)*
(acos(alpha(i))-
alpha(i)*( l.-alpha(i)*alpha(i))**0.5)
g=(alpha(i)*alpha(i)j( 1.-alpha(i)*alpha(i)))*
(3.*p-2.)
write (6, *) 'alpha(i),i,p,g=',alpha(i),i,p,g

else

prolate spheroid case

(See Wu, 1966, Appendix. Beware two typos:
an erroneous minus sign at the beginning of
the third line of eq. (A 1), and the word "prolate"
instead of "oblate" on page 8).

c

dumm1=1.jalpha(i)
dumm3= 1.-alpha(i)*alpha(i)
dumm2=dumm1*sqrt( dumm3)
p=(alpha(i)*alpha(i)j(dumm3**1.5))*

1 (dumml*dumm2 -
2 alog(durnml+dumm2))

g=(2.-3.*p )jdurnm3
end if

c Tiijj and Tijij are calculated from Wu (1966) equations
c (A-1) through (A-6), although the more convenient
c notation of Kuster and Toksoz (1974a) is used for the
c subroutines.
c

call f1( a.g.p.r ,b,alpha(i) ,xl)
call f2(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x2)
call f3(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x3)
call f4(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x4)
call f5(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x5)
call f6(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x6)
call t7(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x7)
call f8(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x8)
call f9(a,g,p,r,b,alpha(i),x9)

c
c NOTE: in Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a, there if a
c typo in eq. (B--12). Use instead eq. (A--l)
c from Tokso z, Cheng, and Timur, 1976.
c The typo is an erroneous minus sign for tiijj.
c

tiijj=3.*xljx2
c
c The following is really tijij - 1/3 iii)i, which is what we want;
c see Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a, eq. (B--12).
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c
tijij=2./x3+1./x4+(x4*x5+x6*x7-x8*x9)/(x2*x4)

c write (6, *) 'tiijj,tijij=',tii)j,tijij
go to 50

c
c sphere case
c (See eqs. (25), (26) in Wu, 1966,
c and eq. (45) in Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a).
c

40 continue
tiijj=3.*(3.*keff+4.*mueff)/(3.*kprime+4.*mueff)
if (mueff.eq.O..and.muprim.eq.O.) then

tijij=O.
else

tijij=(25. *mueff*(3.*keff+4."mueff') /
1 (6.*muprim*(keff+2.*mueff)
2 +mueff*(9.*keff+8."mueff')

end if
c write (6, *) 'tiijj,tijij,muefJ,kefJ,muprim,kprime:'
c write (6, *) tiijj,tijij,mueff,keff,muprim,kprime

50 continue
c*********************************************************************
c FOR ANY ASPECT RATIO:
c

d6=ceff*tijij
d4=ceff*tiijj

c

c See Cheng (1978) eqs. (2-64), (2-65), (2-58), (2-59).
c This program differs from walshplus.f in that
c the expressions for holdk and keff have
c a 1./(3. *keff+4- *mueff) factor on r.h:s.,
c and expressions for holdmu and mueff have a factor of
c 1./ (5. *mueff*(3. *keff+4. *mueff))
c on the r.li.s.
c

tempk=(kprime- kcff)*d4
/(3. *(3. *keff+4."mueff'j)
holdkeholdk-l-tempk
tempmu=(muprim-mueff)*d6

2 /(25.*mueff*(3.*keff+4.*mueff»
holdmueeholdrnu-l- tempmu

c
c See Cheng (1978) eq. (2-67).
c

keff = keff + tempk
mueff = mueff + tempmu

c
c End of aspect ratio loop.
c
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30
c

r:
c
c

12
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

continue

go to 11

End of crack subdivision iteration loop.

continue

Calculate effective moduli,lJ.sing
modification of
Cheng (1978) eqs. (2-64) and (2-65).
Compare eqs. (2-56) through (2-59).
The equation for effective bulk modulus has
been multiplied by
1./{3. "kstar + 4.*mu) on the l.h.s. and
1./(3. *keff + 4- *mueff) on the r.h,s.
The equation for effective shear modulus has
been multiplied by
1./[6.*mustar*(k+2. *mu) + mu*(9. *k+8. *mu)] on the l.h,s. and
1./[5.*mueff*(3. *keff+4. *mueff)] on the r.h,s.
These changes from the program uialshplus.]
simply make the solution
converge from above and slightly Jaster (Jor a solid
background medium).

kstar= (k+4.*mu*holdk)j(1.-3.*holdk)
if (mu.eq.O.) then

mustar=O.
else

mustar=mu*(1.+(9.*k+8.*mu)*holdmu)/
(1.-6.*(k+2.*mu)*holdmu)

end if
c
c Find rho*, usually with eq. (20)
c in Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a.
c

rbostreerhot( 1.-phi)+phi*rhoprm
c
c Case for when matrix is a fluid must
c use Kuster and Toksoz (1974a) eq. (25) instead,
c because inertial density is needed when fluid
c moves with respect to suspended inclusions.
c (Although not implemented here, the same thing
c is true if the porosity is high, greater than maybe about .3,
c and pores are fiuid- filled).
c This program should not be used for a fluid
c background medium, because in that case the
c extended Kuster- Toksoz theory integral equations
c are the same as the extended Walsh theory
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c integral equations, and this numerical solution
c of the integral equations will be incorrect.
c

if (mu.eq.O.) then
write (6,*) 'Do not use ktplus. f for liquid matrix. '
denom=rho*(1.+2. *phi) +rhoprm*(2.-2.*phi)
rhostr=rho*(rho*(1.-phi)+rhoprm*(2.+phi))/denom

end if
c
c
c velocities
c (See eq. (23) of Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a).
c

if (rhostr.eq.O.) then
vpstareefl.
vsstar=O.

else
if (kstar.le.Il.) then

vpstar=O.
else

vpstar=sqrt( (kstar+(4./3. )*mustar)/rhostr)
end if
if (rnustar.le.Oi) then

vsstareefl,
else

vsstar=sqrt(mustar/rhostr)
end if

end if
20 continue

return
end

c
c
c See Kuster and Toksoz, 1974a, Appendix B.
c They define
c F1, F2, , F9; A, B, R, g, and phi. Here we have
c [I, f2, , f9, which return xl, x2, ... , x9; and also
c a, b, r, g, and p. For prolate spheroids, g and p calculated
c above are f and theta in Wu's (1966) Appendix.
c
c See program kt2.f for subroutines f1 through f9.
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